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                                         Ukraine,   A trip to remember 
                                                                       Victor  H  Pankoski 
 
When grandfather Gregory Pankoski, and spouse Mary (Mysko), four sons, Joseph, Fred, 
Stanley, Howard (my father) and daughter Rose (who would become Sister Julianna), 
immigrated to Canada in 1903, the eldest daughter Anastasia, was then married to Mikhail 
Varko. They chose to remain in the old country, in the home village of Dmytrowice, (now 
Alszinka, Poland). At the time the area was known as Galicia, administered by the Polish 
population under the Austro/Hungarian Empire. Two more sons, Alex and Mathieu were 
born in Canada. 
 
Growing up in the 1940�s, I recall hearing in conversations around the house that a relative 
from the old country, (Anastasia�s oldest son), Andrew had come to Canada for a few years 
around 1930. He appears in a photo from 1932 at Grandmother Mary (Mysko) Pankoski�s 
funeral. I was born in 1933. The  30�s era was not the time to come to Canada looking for 
opportunity. He returned to the old country. 
 
There were letters from time to time. Sister Julianna corresponded, as did Uncle Matt. 
Correspondence ceased during the war. I left home in 1952, a teenager embarking upon a 
career on the railroad as a telegraph operator in northwest Ontario. The war was over. 
Eldest brother Elben had returned safely from Europe where he had participated as an 
infantry man in the army through the campaigns in Italy, France, Belgium, Holland and 
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finally victory in Germany. He was now farming. Eldest sister Eleanor was away teaching 
school, Morley was a fireman on the railroad, Eveline was working for the postal service.  
 
Clem remained at home with Mom and Dad on the farm. All seemed well and although I 
was lonely for home from time to time out in the bush country of northwest Ontario, I did 
not think much about family in Eastern Europe. Over time I had moved farther from home, 
married and struggled to succeed and raise a family in the Canadian way. Our Dad 
Howard, passed away in 1959, young at 59 years of age. I was 26 at the time. Our lives 
seemed to become busy, (or was that an excuse), and we seemed to lose touch with 
extended families that spread all across Canada. 
                                                                                                                                           
In 1987 the Sisters of Mary Immaculate in Ancaster, Ontario, sent a note to Mother that Sr. 
Julianna had passed away. My Mother was unable to attend the funeral but she wrote 
asking, �Was there not some memorabilia of Sister that we might have in her memory?�  
They did sent a few things, medals and an empty envelope from Anastasia from 1966. It 
was addressed to Sr. Julianna in Rome when Sr. Julianna was posted there in the sixties. In 
the autumn of 2004, five years into retirement, and on a visit to Yorkton to visit Mother 
and Clem, I browsed through old family albums. In one of the old albums I came upon the 
envelope from Anastasia to Sr. Julianna. I discussed the envelope with Clem. We assumed 
Anastasia had passed on and wondered about her family and what became of Andrew and 
how was it that the letter originated from a village called Ivanivka in the Ternopil Oblast, 
some 250 miles east into Ukraine from where the family departed for Canada. With Clem�s 
encouragement when I returned home, I embarked upon some preliminary genealogical 
searches on the internet. 
 
Discussion boards on the Galicia-Poland-Ukraine website as well as Ukraine.Com 
indicated that many individuals of Ukrainian descent in Canada and America were there 
actively looking for family. Many kindly shared their experiences and successes on the 
boards. A theme that stood out was that, if you had a village name, write the Mayor (in 
Ukrainian of course) and ask if family members live there. On the discussion boards I also 
learned that Vitaly and Iryna Vandrovych, a young Ukrainian couple from near Lviv, 
attend Brandeis College near Boston. They do translations to and from Ukrainian over the 
�net at very reasonable cost.  My letter to the Mayor (Holova) of Ivanivka went forth two 
weeks before Christmas, 2004. As time passed into February 2005, I was beginning to 
wonder. Then surprise ! During the first week in March I received a letter from Nadya (42), 
Grand-daughter of the late Anastasia. One week later, another letter from Vera (52) another 
Grand-daughter of Anastasia and two weeks beyond that, a letter from Olga, widowed 
daughter-in-law of Anastasia. All enthusiastic and happy letters, surprised that some one 
over here was interested in family over there, and invitations to please come visit. 
 
The letters explained that Anastasia had passed away in 1966, her husband Mikhail Varko 
had died in Dmytrowice in 1945, just two days before the family was forcibly expelled (as 
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were all other Ukrainians), from Poland to Ukraine as part of the Wisla program (more on 
that later).  The Varkos and others from Dmytrowice landed in the village of  Ivanivka, 
(7000) ( approx. 250 miles east into Ukraine) taking up residence in a Polish home from 
where, (in retaliation by authorities), the occupants had been sent to Poland.  All four sons 
of Anastasia, Andrew, Ivan, Stepan, Yussip and daughter Catherine have since passed on. 
Only two Daughters-in-law, Theophile (78) widow of Yussip and Olha, (82)widow of Ivan, 
survive from the second generation of Warkos. 
 
Subsequent letter exchanges included pictures, Nadia and family in front of the Church at 
Easter with their Paska and food they had brought for blessing, pictures from Vera of the 
recent funeral of her policeman son Pavlo, who at age 24 was tragically taken in an 
automobile accident  leaving a wife and small child.  She was the daughter of Catherine 
and was living with her family in the home where her Grandmother Anastasia and family 
settled upon their arrival from Dmytrowice in 1945. Further letters indentifing other 
extended family members and always ending with invitations to visit. I replied with 
pictures and a conjured up family tree depicting how the family had grown and spread here 
in Canada .   They expressed sincere appreciation for that.                                                                  
 
In May 2005, a letter from Olga, (widow of Ivan), ended also with an invitation. It was 
embellished at its conclusion by mentioning that spring had arrived, the sun was warm, all 
the countryside was green and wild flowers were blooming everywhere. If this was a plan, 
she certainly had found my soft spot. Spring is my favorite season. I believe that was the 
point, where previously I was begging off a trip to Ukraine for health reasons, I was moved 
to begin thinking that perhaps I could make the trip. I was soon on the �net to airline 
websites trying to determine some budget numbers.  She also said I could reply in English. 
She had a Grand-daughter studying English.  I did that. Then in July I received a reply, in 
English written by 18 year old Grand-daughter, Ola, who attends University in Ternopil. 
AND SHE HAD E-MAIL !  Communications at once became much simpler and swifter 
and questions I had regarding getting to the distant village from my arrival in Lviv were 
answered. Now all I had to do was book the flights and try to keep it simple. Advice from 
the discussion boards suggested flying directly into Lviv was the simplest. The 
transportation mode (bus, train?) across 300 land miles to the final destination village of  
Ivanivka had still to be determined. However, when I declared my intention to visit family 
in Ukraine, they insisted not to worry. They would come to collect me in Lviv. Great news! 
 
Early August I booked my flights. Outgoing via Air Canada leaving Saskatoon 6 A.M. 
Thursday Sept. 1st for Toronto and a 5 hour wait and move to the infield International 
departure terminal. Lufthansa overnight to Frankfurt 6:30 A.M. arrival Sept. 2nd, then 
11A.M. departure on Ukraine Intl to Lviv. Arrive 2:10 P.M. Return Sept. 23rd, depart Lviv 
9 A.M., depart Frankfurt 2:20 P.M. Air Canada to Calgary, (9 hours over the pole). Arrive 
4:10 P.M. (we gain 9 hours).  Leave Calgary 5:05 P.M. on Jazz for Saskatoon. 
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Then preparations for a trip to the unknown. I was grateful to have read two journals on the 
net of others who made the trip to areas in Western Ukraine. Then out of nowhere I was  
introduced to a gentleman who lives just 3 blocks from me. He had just returned a week 
prior from his fifth trip to Ukraine. He was pleased to share his experiences over coffee at 
the Co-op.☺ Among many topics he touched upon, he concluded by suggesting (tongue in 
cheek) that I buy a lot of gasoline, be careful when discussing  politics, enjoy the food  and 
things will be just fine. I came away from the meeting feeling much more relaxed about 
taking the trip. 
 
Then a week before departure I received  a letter from Bohdan Stepanovich Warko. The 
return address was from the Russian far east near Vladivostok. Wow ! After a translation I 
find he is the son of the late Stepan Warko. He is in his 50�s. He attended the Naval 
Academy in Odessa. He graduated to Navigator aboard ship in the Black Sea forces. He 
then achieved his Sea Captains certificate and captained oil tankers on the Pacific, 
transporting Russian crude oil Vladivostok to Korea and Japan. From there he became a 3rd 
partner and executive director of a fish company that fishes off the east coast of Russia and 
ships all their frozen product to another business partner in Korea.  He had heard from 
family in Ivanivka that I was seeking family and was prompted write. He is married with 
two children. And HE HAD E-MAIL !! I replied via e-mail with a few pictures and said 
that I was pleased to hear from him. That I was going to Ukraine for 3 weeks and though I 
would not see him, I would be visiting with his brother Myroslav in Ivanivka. (Surprise to 
come). 
 
I was working on traveling with one suitcase, carrying the essentials and a few gifts. A 
journal I had read, described a situation where the Chorwona Valiska, (red suitcase), did 
not arrive with the travelers on arrival at Lviv. It turned up two days later. The episode was 
humorous, but it was a caution for me to take a larger �Carry On� case that could 
accommodate a change of clothing should that happen to me.                                                       
 
I received my passport in July. I then sent it off to the Ukraine Consulate in Toronto with 
my Visa application and Money Order for $85. I began hearing rumors and hints on the net 
that Canadians, like the Americans would no longer need a Visa to visit Ukraine. Then 
President Yushchenko made that declaration in mid July that as of Aug. 1st, Canadian 
citizens would no longer require Visas to visit Ukraine. About Aug. 2nd I received my Visa 
in the prepaid return envelope I had supplied. To my chagrin they had processed my 
application on July 26th and took my $85.00 knowing full well I would not need the visa 
having declared I would leave for Ukraine on Sept. 1st. I would much rather have spent that 
$85.00 out in the country in Ukraine.  Then making sure I had a three week supply of my 
medications, Airline tickets, Insurance, both medical and coverage to handle any 
unforeseen cancellations, I felt I had myself ready for the trip.  
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In the days leading up to my departure I had many telephone calls from family and others 
commending me for my decision to take the trip. Other branches of the family (my father�s 
brother�s familie�s), had co-operated cheerfully at my request to send me family photos for 
the family album I was compiling to take with me. I wished to convey to the family over 
there, how the families of the brother�s of their Grandmother Anastasia, had grown in 
Canada in the last 100 years. It also included a family tree of sorts that I had put together 
and a picture of the Pankoski family in 1905, two years after they arrived in Canada. Also 
included were pictures of my own family, a picture of our goat from 1941, harnessed and 
hitched to a two-wheel cart built by brother Clem, (it turned out to be a gas over there!), 
and pictures of my hand built John Deere hobby tractors that I show at antique tractor 
shows. Then it was filled out by promotional brochures of Saskatoon and a few postcards 
that depict the prairie panorama of swathed wheat fields at harvest time, country grain 
elevators, ranches with cattle and horses and good looking farmsteads. I managed to scrawl 
out and attach a lot of captions to pictures in Ukrainian for the benefit of the viewers over 
there. I used a 1931 Ukrainian/English dictionary given to me by brother Clem. Ever 
watchful for opportunity, he had picked it up at a garage sale in Yorkton ☺. I had it with 
me and showed it to young Ola in Ternopil. She chuckled as she flipped through the pages. 
According to her it is quite antiquated by today�s standards over there, she said. 
 
Evening Aug. 31st. The clothes I would wear for the trip, all laid out. I had to kneel heavily 
on the large suitcase to close the zippers. Set the alarm for 4:15 A.M.. Heck, I was ready to 
go. The two hour arrival prior to departure caution on the tickets didn�t seem all that 
important. A fitful sleep and then  rrrrring !!  A quick shower and on to my usual 
microwaved oatmeal breakfast and coffee and we were away to the Airport by 5 A.M. 
Whoa !!! a long lineup for Air Canada that was moving very slowly and I would still need 
to clear security. Turns out they were loading two flights, one in each direction. Then they 
called for Toronto passengers to step out of the line and approach a newly opened checkout 
to quickly get us to security. By then it was 25 minutes to departure so it left time only for 
a quick smootch with spouse Natasha, and on to security. A snifter of some sort in security 
detected the Maple Syrup. It would require further scrutiny. That left my carefully packed 
�carry on� in disarray. As I repacked I managed to catch Natasha�s eye out in the waiting 
area, a quick wave and up and away to the boarding area. 
 
While I was in the �check in� line, Natasha had thoughtfully purchased a National Post for 
me. I was able to read a bit in flight, but I soon succumbed to an hour of dozing in deference 
to my early morning awakening. A smooth touchdown in Toronto and then my first entry to 
Pearson International Airport since 1977. I did not relish the thought of a five hour wait for 
my departure on Lufthansa. Then I soon learned that Lufthansa departs for Frankfurt from the 
Infield terminal so I made my way over there on the shuttle. I shouldn�t have done that. There 
sure isn�t much going on over there.  However, later on I had some lunch at a Submarine type 
food outlet and then wandered over to Gate 5.  I picked a seat with a good view of a television 
screen, unfolded my National Post and settled in to await my flight departure at 5:30 P.M. 
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I dozed a bit and then noticed passengers beginning to assemble in the area around 3:30 P.M. 
Then I began to hear German conversations as more arrived. A young outdoors hiker type 
fellow plunked down his back-pack and settled in on the bench across from me. He retrieved a 
thick paperback novel from his pack. As he raised it and opened it at his mark, �Well I�ll be 
danged,� Feodor Dostoyevsky ! a German version �Brott Och Straff� something or other. A 
favorite author of mine. I wondered which novel it was.  Then I noticed an aircraft had arrived 
while I�d dozed. The nose was visible but the entry was obscured by the passenger bridge 
tunnel. The fuselage beyond seemed unusually large as did the tail section. I thought nothing 
more about it but became alarmed as the crowd of passengers grew. How on earth would we 
all get on board, I thought. Were they badly over booked ??? 
 
Boarding commenced and when I arrived at the entrance to the aircraft I realized at once that I 
was boarding a plane that I had never been on before. It was a Boeing 747!!  Wow! During 
my final 22 year sales career I had flown most of the standard commercial aircraft out there 
including a Lockheed L1011 Atlanta/Bermuda and a  DC10 LA/Honolulu to attend a 
convention. This trip on a 747 which had eluded me during my previous travels was going to 
be memorable. 
 
We took off smoothly. I had a window seat and my aisle seatmate who appeared to be of mid 
east origin began to chat. Turns out he was a Muslim from Toronto returning to a security job 
he held in Saudi Arabia at one of the compounds there for foreign workers. He had been home 
for a month�s holiday after a year on duty. (Why was I beginning to squirm?) We were 
approaching cruising altitude when the pilot came on and announced our route and schedule. 
It would be a 6-1/2 hour flight and we would arrive in Frankfurt a 6:30 A.M.. The weather 
would be sunny and mild with some morning fog. We will have gained about 8 hours in flight. 
Dinner was served very quickly and efficiently by the large cabin crew. We had a choice of 
chicken or beef. We had departed on time at 5:30 P.M. in bright sunlight. I was surprised that 
darkness fell quickly in about an hour and a half. It occurred to me then that we were flying 
away from the sun, hence the unusual phenomena of sudden darkness. But the result also was 
an early sunrise. 
 
An hour or so after dinner which included generous amounts of refreshment in the European 
style, the lines began to grow at the washrooms. They did recede as the flight progressed. A 
green line on the TV screen depicting our flight path from Toronto out across Newfoundland, 
would extend out across the north Atlantic as time elapsed. Sleep was fitful at best and sleepy 
peeks at the monitor during the night saw us cross over Ireland and the UK and on to the 
Continent. We began our descent about 6 A.M. with the pilot welcoming us to Frankfurt and 
thanks for flying Lufthansa. (I was pleased he had responded to his alarm clock☺). Frankfurt 
below looked large and industrious with a river and a lot of rolling lovely wooded hills. 
Touchdown was smooth and as we rolled up to the terminal it was obvious by the size of the 
complex, and the large number of aircraft on the tarmacs and parked at the gates, this was one 
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large air transport hub and it was Lufthansa�s headquarters. I was impressed. Now where 
would I find Ukraine International? 
 
Following the crowd into this massive air terminal was an eye opener. There was what seemed 
like a mile long corridor with traveling flat floor belts to assist us old people. We looked into  
all the shops as we passed by.  I knew my Ukraine International connection departed from 
Terminal Two. My carry on bag with its five bottles of Maple syrup among other things was 
very heavy. I was directed to the shuttle to Terminal Two. A couple of marvelous two coach 
fully automated transports with no operator. Door openings and voice instructions, all 
automatic and smooth. The single center rail on the suspended track between terminals, 
controls the side motion of the coaches which run on about 12� rubber wheels on the corners 
running on rubber over concrete. Very quiet and smooth with a beautiful view of the 
impressive, sprawling complex in early morning light. The large glass windows and doors on 
the coaches enhanced the view. 
 
Terminal Two was large, but not as populated as Terminal One. That suited me fine. I needed 
to pass through security again to get to the departure gates area. When I looked up after 
successfully coming through security I saw the dark outline of a military man against the 
bright glass wall that looked out across the tarmac. I was startled when I realized he was 
clutching an AK 47 automatic rifle across his breast as he casually scrutinized the passengers 
emerging into his territory from two security lines. Wow ! This is International travel. As I 
waited in the departure area I was greeted by yet another phenomenum, (well to me anyway). 
A procession that one would see only during international travel. Four men, in handsome 
flight uniforms, walking two abreast, approached down the corridor in front of the waiting 
area heading to their departure gate and aircraft. Trailing their wheeled �carry on� bags they 
were closely followed by 10 or 12 beautifully attired female cabin crew dressed in light purple 
outfits, pillbox hats with veils pinned to the top of the hats, the veils then flowed down 
spreading to shoulder width and then pinned again behind their shoulders. They were the crew 
for the Kingdom Of Bahrain Airlines. They looked spectacular! Like something out of 
Arabian Nights. In the back of my mind I could hear the music of �Midnight at the Oasis� All 
eyes followed them until they turned out of sight. 
 
Time was moving on and I learned Ukraine International would depart from Gate 8. I 
wandered over there and checked in just before 10 A.M. for our 11 A.M. departure. Soon 
more passengers arrived singly, in couples and small groups. Ukrainian conversation became 
quite prominent. I was in the right place ☺. As departure time neared we were asked to follow 
the flight attendants down the escalator to ground level where I was surprised to see us 
directed to a long low floor, articulated open sided bus for a ride out to the Aircraft. It was 
parked some distance out on the tarmac. As we approached I expected perhaps some Soviet 
era aircraft, but was surprised when I easily recognized a standard workhorse, a Boeing 737. 
Emblazoned on the fuselage, �Ukraine International� So there would be no new flying 
adventure here. Or would there?  Loading was quick from both forward and aft ramps. We 
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taxied away for about five miles it seemed along the perimeter of the main arrival and 
departure runways. After what seemed like forever, we made a hard sharp 90 degree turn 
away and then the jets burst into life for takeoff, with a roar as only unmuffled 737�s can. 
 
I was looking forward to getting air borne hoping to see some mountains and Black Forest 
but, alas! We were soon at altitude above thick fluffy clouds and the land below was obscured. 
The Captain updated us on flight times, weather etc. in Ukrainian and English. A quick lunch 
was served and in an hour, (we also gained an hour during flight), we began our descent into 
Lviv. The landscape below looked nice where I could see through the open areas between the 
rising fluffy clouds.  Rolling wooded hills, fields and villages in the bright afternoon sun. 
Soon the rolling hills of the city of Lviv came into view as we aligned for the runway out 
there somewhere. The approach seemed normal and calm, no reaction or adjustment to side 
winds, it seemed. Then lower and lower and MAN! did we hit that runway hard ! At once 
while I was still gathering my wits, the entire passenger group erupted into hand clapping 
celebrating our touchdown while we raced wildly down the very rough single runway. 
Mercifully the retarders quickly engaged and when we had slowed enough, the pilot did a 180 
degree turn right on the runway and we then taxied a mile back on the same runway turning 
off to a spot on the tarmac about 100 yards from the Lviv International Aeroport. The air 
terminal looked quite unlike a terminal that we in the west are used to. It looked like a large 
turn of the century train station in the European style though it had been built since the war. 
Nice. Again we were met by a long articulated, sideless bus, where you stepped on and held 
onto overhead straps and rails for the ride to the terminal. A lone thin policeman with the 
overly large brimmed hat, hands clasped behind his back, silently scrutinized the deplaning  
passengers. A couple of tractors meanwhile, towing what looked like farm two wheeled 
trailers, loaded the baggage. As we entered the customs area of the terminal we were handed a 
small bilingual customs declaration form to complete and endorse. It seemed Ukrainians 
returning to Lviv struggled with items they had to declare. I had very little to declare and 
when done I approached a dark window in the wall of a narrow corridor leading to phase 2 
where you would retrieve your baggage and continue through customs. There was a slot for 
passing documents under the glass and an opening higher up for voice communication. I was 
just able to discern that there was a uniformed lady in there. She perused my declaration and 
passport, asked the reason for my visit and followed up asking whether I carried Medical 
Insurance. All was in order and I was motioned on.                                                                             
 
The next room featured a short traveling belt taking luggage through an x-ray machine with a 
customs officer at the monitor on the other end and what seemed like another more lenient 
line with an officer equipped only with an examination table. Luggage was being thrown from 
the trailers onto the floor of the room through about a 4 foot by 4 foot hole cut through the 
concrete wall for that purpose. Baggage delivery belts still far into the future, I guessed. I 
recognized my bag in the pile. I claimed it and quickly hauled it over to the front end of  the 
xray machine. The belt, however, was stopped. The operator at the discharge end was 
examining the luggage of the gentleman who preceded me. The very public examination 
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seemed to become more thorough as all of us waited our turn. The examination dragged on, 
and the line grew behind me. After about five minutes more of this delay, the customs guy in 
the second line with the plain table, beckoned me over.  Perhaps I looked rather innocent and 
didn�t need deep scrutiny ☺. He took just a cursory look into my carry on bag. He had  
obviously seen  Maple Syrup before. He then pointed me toward the double door exit. 
 
I pushed my bags through the swing-out wooden doors and was confronted in the dimly lit 
waiting area by wall-to-wall people right in front of me. All with eyes upon me as I entered 
from customs. All obviously anticipating the arrival of someone. Suddenly, right in front of 
me, holding a large cardboard sign with P-A-N-K-O-S-K-I scrawled across it, was the 
delegation from Ivanivka, 6 of them and Wasyl from Lviv (son-in-law of Olga).  They 
reached out with broad smiles to hug and shake hands and Nadya presenting a clutch of roses. 
In total surprise I dropped my bags to receive the greeting and roses. How touching. I had 
never been presented with flowers before.  Then my bags were scooped up and we escaped 
from the crowd to outdoors for light and air in the beautiful autumn sunshine. Being about 28 
hours in my traveling clothes, it was great to have arrived and to be taken into the care of 
family in the land of my forefathers.  A few quick photos and mindful that we still had a four 
hour drive, we were soon on our way. 
 
Nadya had arranged for Wasyl, a colleague 
of her husband Mihalo, to come from 
Ivanivka to Lviv to collect this relative 
from Canada . Wasyl had a somewhat 
newer and more reliable Lada that they felt 
would be more comfortable for the trip. 
With my bags stowed in the trunk, I was 
directed to the front seat with driver, 
Wasyl.  Nadya, son  Stepan and Natalia, 
Grand- daughter�s and Great- grandson of 
Anastasia, crowded into the back seat and 
we were on our way. 
 
It was mid Friday afternoon as we made our way out of Lviv. Very rough rolling cobblestone 
streets, dual trolley car tracks on the middle lanes, the rails roll up and down following the 
contours of the cobblestones, rush hour traffic mixed in with the trolley cars and buses, 
pedestrians jaywalking through the traffic where they can, and horns blaring, jams at 
intersections where left turns are being attempted without traffic light assistance. It was a 
relief to finally reach the outskirts of the city and head down the highway eastward to 
Ternopil, but my apprehension would soon a return as Wasyl really began to wind up that 
Lada. The two lane paved highway, (unlined), was reasonably smooth, but there were many 
rises and curves in the road.  The road ahead was often obscured and we were meeting a lot of 
heavy smoking trucks laboring uphill against us with other Lada�s facing us in our lane 
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overtaking them and just managing to clear at the last moment. Then we had other Lada�s 
overtaking us with very little room to clear oncoming traffic. And this persisted for a couple 
of hours most of the way to Ternopil. I was sweating most of the time and my shoes were 
pressing hard on the floor-board. 
 
The rolling countryside was nice to view. Green wooded valley hillsides with the look of 
ample rain and golden fields where the harvest on winter crops was complete. Corn and sugar 
beets still remained to be harvested.   The highway passed through the heart of numerous 
villages where we slowed for geese, chickens and turkeys near or crossing the road and 
villager�s along the edge of the road taking their milk cows home from pasture. The highway 
was mostly bordered on each side with rich leafed tall trees and shrubs. Occasionally there 
were openings in the trees that revealed large fields abandoned to weeds and not in use. Nadya 
explained that after the collapse of the Soviet system, those in charge of the collectives having 
lost any direction from above, often stole and trucked away most of the equipment, selling it 
to other entrepreneurs who took over other collectives on a lease basis. Villager�s who labored 
at these collectives were left high and dry. These abandoned lands awaited an entrepreneur or 
investor with a business plan to take over. Petty local authorities demanding bribes were a  
deterrent to the would be investor. There was much evidence of abandoned collectives along 
the way as well as industrial plants with tall smoke stacks sitting idle. It was a precursor to 
more of the same I would see in the next three weeks. 
 
We skirted the edge of Ternopil. We turned south to Terebovlia and Ivanivka beyond. 
Ternopil, except for some beautiful churches, had been virtually flattened during the Second 
World War. It was rebuilt with concrete and stone during the 50�s and these buildings and 
apartments have not aged well and represent a major project to revitalize the city. There are 
many building cranes in evidence and newer apartments feature much more architectually 
pleasing facades. 
 
The quality of the road south to Terebovlia deteriorated markedly. Pot holes in the pavement 
that had been ignored for a long time. Wasyl kept up the pace swerving at speed to miss the 
pot-holes where he could. Though there were white knuckle moments, traffic seemed to have 
lessened. Soon the road descended into a pretty valley city, Terebovlia. A historic city, now 
with a population of 15,000 that dates to 1096. The ruins of an 11th Century castle overlook 
the city. The castle, represented fortification against attacks by Turk and Tartar raiders on the 
far eastern border areas of early Rus and Polish Principalities.  We wound our way through 
winding streets that were in a very bad state of repair. A couple of blocks of polished 
cobblestone street seemed totally to have lost their supporting foundation. Colorful churches 
seemed to be in good repair.  Some older buildings were being upgraded. There were a lot of 
pedestrians about as well as tooting automobiles. We approached a controlled angular 
intersection that would lead us up and out of the valley. We were now 15 K from Ivanivka. 
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The sun was low in the west as we approached the large concrete marker �Ivanivka� at the 
edge of the village of some 7,000 souls. The road dipped as we entered the village to cross 
over a bit of a dam over a creek that created a small lake. Ducks and geese splashed about in 
delight on the right, while on the left, a little babbling brook continued on along the low creek 
bottom nurturing the tall weeping willow trees along its edge. A most appealing first 
impression of village life. A quick left turn in the road that split the village and then a quick 
right turn into the open wrought iron gate of the home of Myroslav and Marina Warko. Here 
also, lived son Stepan, 28, and married, daughter Natalia with her husband Petro and sons 
Volodia, 12 and Ihor, 10. This would be my lodgings for the next few days. 
 
I stiffly stepped out of the Lada.  The roar and tension of the ride just beginning to subside. 
Out of nowhere came Marina, matron of the household, thin and wiry. She reached out and 
snatched me forward with a hug and kisses on both cheeks, all the while chattering  
welcoming rhetoric in Ukrainian. I was taken aback, but her warm smile and sparkling eyes 
totally disarmed me. Nadya and Stepan were invited to stay for supper. Wasyl, the chauffeur 
had to take his leave immediately. My bags were placed in the formal dining room with the 
chesterbed. The table was already set for supper. First a quick shower and change in the small 
bathroom off the kitchen. 
 
I had given them the family album I had brought to browse through while I showered. They 
had a million questions for me when I returned. I had difficulty understanding some of the 
questions and a more difficult time answering them, but the soup was served and we sat in to 
supper. A hearty chicken based soup with cabbage and large beans, home made bread of 
course, and sliced cold meats and sausage. A meal fit for a king ! 
 
Then it was 8 o�clock. Nadya and son Stepan took their leave to walk home. Perhaps a half 
mile. Marina and daughter Natalia began to tidy up, returning food and dishes down the long 
hallway to the kitchen. The men were still at work out at the farm (the resurrected collective 
now in private hands), and wouldn�t return for supper until long after dark. Marina opened the 
chesterbed, placed the fresh sheets and topped it off with a thick feather comforter and pillow. 
Wow! Was I ever ready for a long catch-up sleep. 
 
The bed was comfortable and at just after 9 o�clock I was into a deep sleep almost at once. I 
woke some time later, feeling I had slept for a long time. I was astonished to find it was only 
12:30 A.M. local time.  I would toss and turn for the next five hours until a rooster crowed. 
Then I managed to drop off for another couple of hours. This maddening routine would go on 
for another four days until my biological clock managed to re-adjust. 
 
Day 2 .I woke at 8 AM. Warm and cozy under the feather filled cover, but not feeling fully 
recovered from the long trip. It was mid-afternoon at home.  I glanced around the neat and 
tidy room. Rug covered hardwood floors. Plastered walls and ceiling with tapestries hung on 
the wall. A large free-standing china cabinet displaying good china and glassware. Large 
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dining table and chairs. Large flowing curtains over the windows. And a large Icon of the 
Virgin Mary and Jesus looking on. 
 
I found the houses in the village to be large, well built and in good repair. All built perhaps 
within the last 30 years. The building material of choice is a locally manufactured soft red 
brick. Walls are about a foot thick with generous openings for doors and windows. Then the 
bricks are plastered over inside and out. A decorative stucco is applied outdoors with various 
stenciled designs applied and painted for contrast. I saw some very pleasing and innovative 
designs applied in the village. Heavy local pine double doors and window sash are applied in 
natural finish for a pleasing look. Rooves are finished in corrugated metal sheets or a light 
asbestos. Practically every house has its own well with a colorful little house built on top of it. 
An access door, pitched roof and a windlass with a large crank wheel for lifting the water pail. 
The variety of designs and paint schemes on the well covers demonstrated a depth of talent 
and a display of originality and competitiveness in the village.  Two of the homes I stayed at 
had indoor plumbing and pressure pumps supplying water from the well to the house. Many 
still deliver water to the kitchen in pails. But I did see a couple of homes where trenches were 
being excavated from well to house for plastic water pipe. Upgrading continues apace.  
Natural gas (haus) has been in the village for ten years. 
 
I donned my bathrobe and with overnight case in hand, ventured out down the long hallway. I 
knocked cautiously at the curtained door into a room that is a combined TV room and 
bedroom. It was vacant. There I turned left into the kitchen and the bathroom beyond. I 
encountered Marina and Natalia in the kitchen. They greeted me with cheerful �Dobra 
Ronohs,� and smiles. Did I sleep well, etc.? I assured them that I had. The men had long since 
had their morning meal and departed for work at the farm. Myroslav nearing sixty, would 
walk over to the farm about a mile distant. There, he and a few other guys would hitch horses 
to the little rubber-tired wagons with the trough like boxes. They would trot over to the silage 
pit, load and fill by hand, then over to the dairy barn to feed the cows. This was a two three 
hour job beginning just after 5 A.M. Repeated at noon and again after supper. He was also in 
charge, (with help), of taking the 200 dairy cows out to free range grazing for a few hours 
after the noon milking. Son Stepan was busy as a tractor dozer driver filling and packing 
silage pits of feed for the dairy herd. Silage machines were cutting corn silage out in the 
country.  A fleet of about 15 trucks were hauling it to the silage pits on the farm for packing 
and storage. Son-in-law Petro, was a tractor driver. They were busy plowing the harvested 
fields and preparing them for seeding winter crops. I hardly ever saw them the few days I was 
there. They were gone early and returned late after I was asleep. For this seven day per week 
routine they were paid in the range of 350 Hrivnas per month plus rations of sugar and grain, 
etc.  About $100.00.                                                                                                                        
 
I returned to the kitchen dressed and ready for the new day in Ukraine. I was quickly seated at 
the table in the kitchen and at 9 A.M. presented with a large deep bowl of steaming 
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chicken and vegetable soup, a plate of �Konopka�s� on the side (canapés with mayonnaise, a 
slice of meat, cucumber and tomato, etc., they varied day to day). Normally a light breakfast 
eater (although I enjoy a small portion of microwaved oatmeal), I was overwhelmed by the 
amount I was expected to eat. I protested the portions served for two whole weeks to no avail. 
They did not want it known in Canada that guests to the Ukraine might have been under 
nourished. Indeed!  I did manage occasionally to intercede in time to reduce my portions. 
After breakfast we stepped outside into the beautiful sunny morning. 
 
The house paralleled the street, (highway passing through town), for the length of the long 
hallway that entered the combined TV and bedroom. There it turned ninety degrees to the 
kitchen, then a utility and bathroom, and extending further into the property to become the 
barn where two cows and a calf resided, and then farther to accommodate a few pigs, feed 
storage and ending with a chicken house. The courtyard inside this �L� shape of the house and 
barn was paved so as to preclude a muddy yard when it rained. A good practical idea but 

seemed a bit harsh to one used to green turf. With 
ducks, geese and chickens all about, one had to be 
careful where one stepped. Marina took me through 
a gate to view the large garden. Potatoes, corn, 
carrots and the large faba beans. They were a delight 
in the soups. Beets for borscht and another type of 
beet or mangle that was grown to feed the stock. 
When we returned, Natalia added water to a dish for 
a colorfully marked mother duck with a brood of 
newly hatched fuzzy yellow ducklings.  This is 
September I remarked - way too late for little ducks! 
Marina said the duck had disappeared for a month 

and she knew that she was brooding eggs somewhere in the underbrush, but they had no time 
to look. If they survived into winter it would be a blessing. But if not ? She shrugged her 
shoulders. Life will go on. Mama duck quacked proudly as her little brood splashed in the 
fresh water. 
 
Marina and daughter Natalia, in my opinion, were 
overwhelmed with the work of running the household. 
The milking of the cows three times daily. Surplus 
milk could be taken to a local depot, the volume 
measured. Ten litres would bring 8 Hrivnas. 
($2.)Feeding the animals, cleaning the barns, looking 
after the large garden. And potato digging was about 
to begin. The men were away during daylight hours 
trying to earn a little cash flow for the bare 
necessities. The women lamented their lot, but remained positive and cheerful in the face of 
their hard life. 
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About ten thirty Nadya came by. She invited Natalia and I 
to accompany her to the post office where she would pay 
utility bills. Then over to her place for lunch and then we 
would walk to �The Farm� for a look.  We passed the 
beautiful Greek Catholic church (1895) that had been 
undergoing restoration for over ten years. Right now there 
were four artisans recovering the dome with gold metal 
diamond shaped shingles. The material came in flat sheets 
from Italy. The artisans cut and shaped the edges to 
become integrally locked and waterproof on the dome. 
During Communist times the church, while mercifully not 
destroyed, had been stripped of all inside and the walls whitewashed to obliterate any 
semblance of a house of God. 
 
The Post Office was operated by a woman and an assistant. The interior was quite plain in 
furnishings and décor.  Along with handling mail, they sold greeting cards and a few other 
confection items. There was a common electronic calculator on the counter, but off to the side 
on a desk I noticed an abacus, one of those strange contraptions I�d seen used in a Chinese 
restaurant way back when. Multi rows of beads on wires in a wooden frame. I chuckled 
inside. A clash of the ancient and leading edge technology ☺. 
 
We passed a large statue of Taras Shevchenko in a park 
adjacent to the school. Then we crossed the street and 
followed a path between the church and a meeting hall that 
led down a slope to a little creek again populated with tall 
weeping willow type trees. A pretty view in the warm 
sunshine. At the bottom we crossed over a little plank 
pedestrian bridge and we followed a path upwards along a 
large garden that led up to Nadya�s and Mihalo�s house 
and yard. At the top of the garden was Philia, (Nadya�s 
mother-78yrs.), stooped over, hand digging potatoes with a 
fork. Though she was unable to raise herself upright, she raised her head and reached out her 
hand with a welcoming broad smile exclaiming how pleased she was to receive a family 
member from Canada. 
 
We retired to the house where Nadya invited me to a sitting room. Soon Philia, attired in fresh 
apron and kerchief  sat next to me on the couch,  clutched my hands and looked straight into my 
face. It was a touching moment. Nadya departed for the kitchen to prepare lunch and then Philia 
began to speak. She began by explaining she was married at 28 yrs. to Yossip, youngest son of 
Anastasia. In 1944, (a year before the Warkos arrived in Ivanivka from Poland), she at 16 and her 
mother were arrested by the Communists for allegedley assisting the Ukrainian underground 
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army. They along with others were sent off to Siberia for 12 years to labour, breaking and moving 
stone for some large construction project. She spoke of the long marches through mud and snow, 
prisoners who fell into the muck, begging the guards to shoot them 
as they could not go on, but the guards would get them up to go on. 
Their labour was a much needed commodity. Near starvation rations 
and cruelty in the camps was the daily routine for twelve years. She 
was finally returned to Ivanivka to an extended house arrest. She 
was  assigned along with others to hand milk up to twenty cows each 
three times per day on the nearby large collective farm. She did that 
for 20 years.  In 1962,  she married Yossip Warko. Daughter Nadya 
was born in in 1963. Yossip suffered from a dibilitating heart 
condition and passed away in 1988. Nadya married Mihalo 
Stechyshyn from a nearby village. He came to live with the Warkos. 
They have three sons, Stepan 25 yrs. just completing final exams in 
Marketing at a College in Lviv and twins Oleh and Ihor 23 yrs. Oleh 
with wife Ira live in Ternopil. They have made Nadya and Mihalo 
very proud Grand-parents with a son born in July. Oleh has graduated from business college and 
has managed to find employment at an Automobile dealership. Iryna attends University and is 
currently in her third year of a six year course in Pharmacy. They live in a tight group in an 
apartment in Ternopil with Iryna�s Mother and Brother. Ira�s Mother teaches school, her brother 
also attends University and they all take turns babysitting when Ira is at class. Ira�s Father is in 
Portugal working in construction to assist in the families finances. Particularly, the purchase of the 
apartment. Ihor was married just a week before I arrived and lives with his new bride in a town not 
far from Kiev. He recently graduated from Veterinary college in Lviv. Unable to gain employment 
as yet. 
 
Nadya called us to a hearty soup lunch. (I was still working on my large breakfast soup). 
Again, generous slices of bread and sliced tomatoes and cucumber. Mihalo was away for the 
day. With lunch over, Philia returned to the potato patch. She did not have to. Mihalo was a 
mechanic who was employed as a supervisor at a regional state shop where tractors and all 
other machinery from collectives in the region were sent for complete rebuilds or overhauls. 
The entire complex was shut down when the Soviet Union collapsed leaving 200 men 
unemployed including Mihalo. With his mechanical skills he was able to salvage scrap parts 
and put together a tractor of sorts for use at home. Then he acquired a two-row potato digger 
that he was able to rehabilitate. He then was able to do some custom digging for villagers for 
cash at times, but mostly bartering the service for other goods or services of value. He was 
about to get the machinery ready to start on the potato patch, but the weeds and potato tops 
had to be mowed with a scythe first. The excesive mass would plug the digger. Until that was 
done, Philia would not sit idle. She was working away with her fork, one hill at a time. 
 
Nadya then suggested we could walk the half mile or so to �The Farm�.  By now I had 
discerned that this was the large state collective farm on the edge of town that as many as two 
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or three hundred villagers both men and women laboured at during its heyday. It too failed 
with the collapse of the Soviet Union, but it did not get pillaged by the managers and party 
aparachiks as many had. The local manager managed to assemble a large parcel of land that 
had been allotted to the villagers by the state, in parcels. But with one or two horses there 
wasn�t much they could do with the land. So they leased it to the entrepeneur investor, (former 
manager of the collective farm).  He then, through some rental agreement with the state, took 
over the assets of the collective.  The farm equipment and building facilities, grain elevator, 
mechanical maintenance shops, the hogs and dairy herd and with the hire of fifty to sixty 
village men and women, is making an attempt to run a profitable integrated farm enterprise. In 
exchange for the lease of the land the villagers receive a years supply of sugar in 50k bags, 
flour and grain which they grind at home to feed their animals and poultry. And others find 
employment there. 
 
Walking out to the farm along a dirt road, there were numerous large gardens along the way. 
Then we met three little boys on their way home from the fishing hole. Rods over their 
shoulders and one with a cage like basket with little flat fish in 
there. Tom Sawyer/Huck Finn type kids. We interecepted 
them for a picture. They were quite intrigued seeing 
themselves on the playback of the digital camera. We came to 
the spring-fed little lake where the boys had been fishing. 
There was a dock there and many ducks and geese. Some 
swimming about and others resting on the shore, preening. 
Nadya said that a long time ago a Polish landlord had 
excavated the depression and a natural spring keeps it full of 
fresh water. 
 
We turned west, (I think). More gardens with potatoes and corn on one side. On the other side, 
a large metal building with fans along the base belonging to the farm. Nadya said these were 
hay bale storage shelters and the fans for ventilation to keep the hay dry. Then a grassy fenced 
in area with about 20 holstein heifers. They would eventually supplement the dairy herd. 
Somwhere out in the country a silage machine was cutting standing corn and blowing it into 
trucks.  They were passing us going into the farm dumping into silage pits. A couple of tractor 
dozers were packing it down while the empty trucks headed out for another load. A hive of 
activity. We passed along four large dairy barns that housed the 200 holstein cows. Herdsmen 
take the cows out to free graze for a few hours every afternoon. Concrete was a building 
material of choice in the  50�s and  60�s. Very progressive for the times, but the walls of the 
buildings and floors are spalling badly and in need of restoration. Perhaps a reflection on the 
quality of the concrete used. We headed for home and along the way men were out in the 
potato patches with scythes cutting away the weeds and potato tops to prepare for the digging. 
The mowings were being raked up and loaded onto the little wagons with the single horse and 
hauled home to be fed to the cows and pigs. Nothing is wasted. 
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We arrived back home in mid afternoon to find Philia at rest in the potato patch seated on a 
half filled sack of potatoes. She greeted us with a warm smile and asked what I thought of the 
farm, etc. The sun was warm and she proferred a plastic cup to share a cool drink of well 
water refreshment from the litre sized pop bottle she had with her. Then Nadya said she would 
walk me over to Vera�s for a visit over there. We bid Philia adieu and sauntered down to the 
bottom of the garden, under the tall weeping willows and across the little plank bridge. Then 
up the other side where at the top we would pass between the church and village meeting and 
concert hall. About three quarters of the way up, there, on the edge of a small grove of trees 
was this large chunk of concrete looking somewhat out of place. I pointed and asked Nadya? 
�Oh that�s lehneen�, she said, � lehneen� ?? I was confused. It just wasn�t getting through to 
me. Then suddenly I realized she was saying �Lenin� Oh yeah! that Lehneen!  ☺. So then she 
went on to explain that the Communist aparachiks of earlier times had placed a tall statue of 
Lenin in front of the meeting hall. The hero of the great revolution of the people. He was one 
of the first casualties in Ivanivka at the collapse of the Soviet Union. The concrete foundation 
was lifted out and discarded in back. The remains of the statues whereabouts remain a 
mystery. 
 
We passed between the church and hall, crossed the highway and entered an easement 
between two houses and properties. The two houses had pretty decorated wells in front of 
them. The owner of one of them was excavating a trench from the well to his house. He would 
soon have running water in the kitchen. The easement for pedestrians continued again, down a 
hill between garden properties to another creek below, tall trees and a narrow metal walkway 
over the creek. This same creek headed east for about a half mile then crossed under the 
highway, made a big �U� turn and came back west behind us at the bottom of Nadya�s garden. 
Most villages seemed to be established along creeks and waterways. This long winding creek 
in Ivanivka enabled the creation of four little lakes and pretty landscapes at the bottom of all 
the garden properties and a paradise for the hundreds of ducks and geese and fishing for the 
little boys and old timers. We climbed up once again between gardens and houses to a narrow 
dirt road flanked by houses on both sides. A right turn for a bit, then left where we disturbed a 
gaggle of geese who responded with much clamour and hissing. They  had been sunning 
themselves in the middle of the road. Another right and we were at Vera�s brightly painted 
metal gate and well. 
 
This was the property where Anastasia, four sons, Andrew, Ivan, Stepan, Yussip and daughter 
Catherine came to in Invanivka when they were forced to flee from Dmytrowice in Poland in 
1945. It was a property that had been vacated by Polish residents who likewise were sent to 
Poland. Anastasia died here in 1966, still longing for the day she could return to her beloved 
Dmytrowice in Poland. It was not to be. Andrew, the eldest son with wife Sophia and son 
Oleh moved on south some 60 miles to the small village of Milewka. Ivan, (1917/77), married 
Olha Vonkovich, also a refugee from the Jaroslaw area.They lived on an adjoining property. 
Olha still lives there alone. Son Volodomir with wife Maria reside and work in Austria. They 
support 20 year old Ivan, attending University, (pre-med ), in Kiev and own an apartment in 
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Ternopil where 18 year old daughter Ola lives. She attends university there taking Business 
Administration and English. She has a good command of the language.  
Daughter Oxana is married to Wasyl Yussipovich. Wasyl and daughter Ola live in an 
apartment in Lviv. Oxana works abroad in Italy as a live-in Nanny looking after an elderly 
couple. The proceeds she sends home enabled the purchase of an apartment in Lviv. Wasyl is 
handy completely rebuilding the apartment with new plumbing, heating and appliances. 
Daughter Ola commutes 25 miles to the border to work in the Customs Department of 
government. The apartment was purchased for $10,000 and is now valued at $30,000. This is 
a good time to buy real estate in Ukraine.  Wasyl is working on another apartment. 
 
Yussip, the youngest son of Anastasia married Philia Wiwchar and moved over there. He 
passed away in 1988. Philia�s story decribes their families growth.  Stepan, (1907-57), 
married Maria Martiuk. She was a widow with a daughter Nadya. Son Myroslav married 
Marina Wiwchar who gave me the warm enthusiastic welcome when I arrived and where I am 
staying. They have an unmarried son Stepan 28, daughter Natalia with husband Petro Fedak, 
and sons Volodia and Ihor, ages 12 and 10. 
 
Anastasias daughter Catherine, (1911-72), married Ivan Korniat, (1907-88), and they lived 
here with Anastasia. Daughter Marusha, (1942) married Bohdam Werboweski. They have 
children Natalia and Ivan.  Vera�s and Marusha�s brother Oleh,(1944-68), served in the 
military. Upon his return home he was repairing some electrical apparatus and was 
accidentally electrocuted. Vera, (53), married Stepan Slobodian and they reside here on the 
original Anastasia Warko property.Their son Pavlo served in the Ternopil police department. 
He died tragically at age 24 in an automobile accident leaving his wife and young child Vera. 
Daughter Ola married Wasyl Wiwchar and they live in Vera�s household with son Petro 9. 
Wasyl drives truck out at the farm. Daughter Hannia is 30, single and walks 6 kilometers daily 
to work at a medical facility. 
 
Vera saw us entering the gate and stepped out of the summer kitchen. She met us out in the 
yard with a warm greeting. Then Ola and Petro and 
then Stepan came from the garden area. We chatted out 
in the yard, wandered over and exclaimed at her 
beautifull flower garden. Her gladiolas were beautiful 
and I remarked that mine at home had just begun to 
blossom when I left Canada . I would enjoy watching 
hers bloom while I was here. Of course I was asked to 
stay to supper.  Nadya wished to take her leave, she had 
chores to do. I assured her I could find my way back to 
Marina�s for the night. 
 
Then a tour of the place. The house was large and roomy with hardwood floors and rugs. The 
summer kitchen was detached and extended away to become  barns. Two large good looking 
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holstein dairy cows, a few pigs, ducks and chickens and an outdoor privy. Hannia arrived 
home from work and about 8 o�clock Wasyl arrived home from work at the farm. We 
struggled away, (well I did), at conversation as best I could. They had many questions as did I. 
When was I coming to stay with them?  I had a few more days at Marina�s, then on to 
Nadya�s and then I would be over here at Vera�s in my final week in Ivanivka. It was dark by 
the time supper was done. Tomorrow was Sunday and Wasyl and Oleh suggested that after 
church we could take a drive out around the country. I was pleased at the thought of a slow 
drive through the country in contrast to the trip from Lviv. I said I would be glad to join them. 
I had planned to walk home to Marina and Myroslav�s but Wasyl insisted he drive me. I was 
more than ready for bed, but after midnight I was awake and tossing again. 
 
Morning came, it was Sunday.   I dressed for church and came to breakfast. The men were 
long gone to the farm. I managed to get Marina to reduce my breakfast portion and also was 
awake enough to ensure my coffee was �bez Tsookro�(without sugar), I found that anything 
that can can be sweetened in Ukraine, will be. I cringed when I often saw 4 teaspoons being 
mixed into coffee or tea and they grinned at me when they did it. 
 
Then Marina in a pretty print dress and colorfull kerchief, with grandsons Volodia and Ihor 
and I walked the two long blocks to  Mass at 11 o�clock.  During communist times the church 
had been closed, the inside stripped of anything and everything that symbolized religion and 
the entire inside surfaces were whitewashed and the doors bolted. The congregation has 
performed a miracle at restoring the church to its former glory. It dates from 1895. Over the 
last ten years the inside has been artistically redone with all the painted Icons on the walls and 
dome looking as only a Byzantine church can. Awsome! And the exterior dome and bell tower 
are  having the old metal sheathing replaced with gold metal diamond shaped  shingles. The 
material comes in flat sheets from Italy. The artisans cut and shape the edges of the diamonds 
so they interlock in place and are sealed to the weather. Over the two weeks in Ivanivka 
during my walkabouts I would glance up to view the progress. It seemed quite slow to me. 
They were hoping to have the sheathing completed for the parish Proznik of Ivana Sept. 22nd.  
Then I realized that, since they were covering a dome, as they progressed, the circumference 
of each row is lessened requiring recalculation and sizing of the sheets. I wanted to ask one of 
the workmen about it, but realized that explaining it to me in Ukrainian would have my eyes 
rolling and it would be going straight away over my head.  I let it be. 
 
Inside there are short pews along the outer walls that would seat four at most. They were near 
full. We moved up about a third of the way in the open area behind a mix of young and old 
and young couples with young children. Noticeable were the many widows, limping and 
struggling with canes as were older men. Philia, stooped forward, came up from behind. She 
tugged at my sleeve motioning me to follow her to a pew. I respectfully demurred deferring to 
the many elderly in attendance.  The priest opened the beautiful ornate doors to the sanctuary, 
he then distributed incense widely and began the mass �Blessed be the father� . 
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It was an old traditional mass of two hours fifteen minutes. The strong harmony of the choirs 
male and female voices with full participation of the congregation filled the space with their 
responses to invocations of the mass. A very touching moment for me was when the choir, at 
the end of mass, sang a resounding rendition of theUkrainian National Anthem. The 
congregation joined in enthusiastically.  They were singing from deep within their hearts and 
they had the building shaking.  Not a soul left the church until it was over. 
 
Outdoors we mingled and family members migrated together in a group. I was introduced to 
Marusha Werboweski, Vera�s older sister. I must come visit. Where was I going to go for 
lunch. Wasyl, Vera�s Son-in-law interjected saying that since we were going out driving in the 
afternoon, he may as well come over to our place. That settled, we were on our way to Vera�s 
for lunch.  
 
Vera and family excitedly poured over the family album I brought along. They had many 
questions regards our family now spread across Canada. Olga, (Ivan Warkos widow), from 
next door came over to join in. Then out of nowhere came Olga�s Grand-daughter,Ola, from 
Ternopil. She is the 18 year old at University and speaks English. After a three day struggle 
for me speaking in Ukrainian, it was a relief to speak English, but I quickly caught myself and 
we returned to Ukrainian so as not to leave the others out of the loop. She had caught a ride 
with others and was not able to stay long, but I was able to send an email with her to send 
back home to Natasha that I had arrived and all was O.K.  Then we sat into lunch of a hearty 
soup, sliced meats, Konopkas and home baked bread. 
 
Wasyl is quite proud of his �top of the line� Lada. It is ten years old, but in good condition. 
The little wipers on the headlights that can spray washer fluid were a feature I could not recall 
having seen on an automobile back home. With wife Ola, son Petro and Hannia, we drove off 
on another beautiful autumn day. And it occurred to me that this was the third  warm sunny 
day since I arrived and there was no wind.  It was absolutely calm. It continued like that for a 
whole two weeks. Sooooo unlike home where no matter the beautiful day, one must hang on 
to your hat. 
 
Terebovlia is an historic city nestled in a pretty shallow valley where two rivers converge. It 
dates from 1097- a point proudly noted on the sign at the 
entrance to the city. Early on, it was a Rus principality 
often overun by Crimean Tartars and other times by 
Turks. Once an important city in the far southeast Polish 
empire. The castle and fortifications overlooking the city 
were destroyed by the Turks in the 1600�s. We parked 
downtown and commenced the steep, (for this guy 
anyway), winding ascent to the ruins above. The path, 
thankfully was shaded, passing through many trees along 
the way. A bit of a detraction to my excitement at my 
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trek into history. At one time, perhaps thirty or forty years ago, this path was cobblestoned, 
with well designed rising stone steps and hand railings at switchbacks leading to what was 
obviously recognized as an important tourist resource. But it was now in much need of repair 
and maintenance. Food wrappers and broken bottles strewn about. The area had the look of 
despair and uncaring. It tempered ones� excitement. Finally after a couple of stops to catch my 
breath we broke out onto the top of the hill to view the ruins in the bright sunshine. What was 
once a mighty fortification, where during one of the many seiges upon it, a woman prayed 
fervently for the intercession of the Virgin Mary, 
miraculously on that occasion, the castle was not overrun.  
These overgrown partial walls and broken stones appeared 
to contemplate their past in silence. The Icon of the Virgin 
Mary of Terebovlia became a pilgramage attraction. The 
Icon now resides in St. George�s Cathedral in Lviv. 
 
We wandered about the ruins snapping photos, trying to 
imagine how it once might have been.  Further down the 
cobblestone path the woods  opened up to reveal a covered 
concert stage that once hosted theatrical and musical 
events. It too needed upgrading and seemed not to have 
hosted any events in a while, but there was evidence that 
the area was a popular partying site. Then we wandered 
back downtown to relax in a small park where we enjoyed 
some ice cream refreshment. Local seniors with 
grandchildren were doing the same. There were receptacles 
for trash, but they were not being utilized. The grass did 
not appear like it had ever been mowed. Wasyl explained 
that municpal governments had no budget or staff for park 
maintenance and the high rate of unemployment left many 
residents in despair. But it will get better, he hoped. 
 
We returned to the Lada and they showed me the city. Three or four blocks of the wide main 
street which also accomodates the through highway is 
constructed of shiny well polished cobblestone. Wasyl did 
not know when it was installed but it certainly was a long 
time ago. The foundation supporting it is not up to todays 
heavy traffic and as a result the surface was up and down 
and impossible to travel more than 15 MPH. Rehabilitating 
the road will be a major undertaking. We saw both 
Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox churches undergoing 
reconstruction. New bank facades on older buildings and 
new filling stations. We came upon  an architecturally 
pleasing stone square building with yellow/orange exterior. My interest was suddenly 
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heightened when I was told that it was the Railroad Station. As a dyed in the wool railfan I 
wanted pictures. We parked and wandered over to find passengers with luggage awaiting a 
train. Wasyl enquired and we found that  train time was 30 minutes away. How exciting for 
me. The main line Lviv to Kiev is double track electric. This secondary line running south 
from Ternopil to Chernivtsi was single track without electrical catenary so the power would 
be diesel. I was impressed with the quality of the track. At least 135 lb. ribbon rail clipped 
tightly to concrete cross ties that were deeply inbedded into clean crushed rock ballast. On par 
with anything I have seen in Canada. The station had been renovated in recent times. Wasyl 
said that the Kuchma government had conducted a lot of visible projects prior to the last 
election. A uniformed official looking lady was in charge of the operation. About 15 or 20 
outgoing passengers gathered on the outdoor platform benches to await the train. Suddenly A 
distant air horn blast had the weekend travellers up with their baggage and moving trackside. I 
turned my lens to the approaching locomotive as it coasted by to a quiet station stop. I was 
surprised at the makeup of the consist. Four coaches 
sandwiched between two single unit diesels pointing 
outwards. It was a push/pull arrangement. No need for 
turning the train at its distant terminal. The passengers 
entrained for their Sunday afternoon departure to home or 
maybe away from home. Wasyl took an alternate route home 
to Ivanivka.   I enjoyed the opportunity to view more of the 
pretty countryside of Western Ukraine. 
 
Monday morning (Day 4), back at Myroslav and Marina�s. 
Still a fitful sleep, however, as I chatted with Marina and Natalia in the kitchen after breakfast, 
Mihalo drove up in his 20 year old Lada. He had an appointment with a gentleman in the 
Terebovlia area and would I like to accompany him on the trip? Why not? Another beautifull 
day, (calm). I grabbed my camera and we were on our way. 
 
Mihalo�s Lada with some 350k seemed to struggle maintaining highway speed. Though I 
couldn�t really tell , the odometer was inoperative. He had commuted 17k daily for twenty 
years with the Lada to his employment as mechanical supervisor at a maintenance plant. We 
entered Terebovlia and  followed the cobblestoned street highway out to the edge of town to a 
residence along the highway. I waited in the car. The railroad on a higher grade paralleled the 
highway on the opposite side. There was a difficult upgrade road crossing the track.  It was  
protected by a single pole gate. When  the occasional motorist wished to cross, he would stop 
on the upgrade and while braking his vehicle to keep from rolling back, he would frantically 
toot his horn. The crossing attendant, adorned in a bright orange vest would emerge from his 
little shelter and then begin to crank a winch that lifted the pole out of the way of traffic. Then 
motorists would go through the humorous excercise trying to engage the �four on the floor�, 
release the foot brake and clutch at the same time, often stalling the engine. Mihalo returned to 
find me across the road photographing the crossing attendant cranking the winch for me. He 
chuckled.  
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We continued down the road away from the city 
following the pretty valley that widened and fell 
away to the right to small lakes with many geese and  
cows tethered for grazing with oldtimers in 
attendance and garden plots of tall corn. There was a 
village perched atop the opposite side with five 
domes of a  church reaching skyward and a 
Cemetary on the slope. On the left the railroad, 
squeezed between the highway and the rising slope, 
crossed over a beautiful stone arched bridge. The 
immediate landscape could fill a 12 month calender. 
Down the road a bit we came upon an industrial area. We crossed over the track and followed 
a very rough road to a massive complex featuring outdoor travelling cranes on long concrete 
girders. It could transport massive loads, a powerhouse with tall brick stack and and a large 
concrete building. The yard was overgrown and it all 
looked abandoned. Mihalo explained that this was a 
plant that once employed 250 men. He wanted to 
show me. We parked and entered on foot. We found 
all kinds of prestressed concrete shapes of blocks 
and beams that once were manufactured and shipped 
out of here. We entered the large building following 
tracks from the yard entering a large door. Inside we 
found a dark dingy plant with broken equipment, 
trucks and machinery strewn all about. An Osha 
inspectors nightmare. There were about ten workers 
still using equipment forms to pour large blocks 
perhaps 2� x 3� by 8� long that are used to lay new building foundations. The steam plant was 
inoperative so the steam curing of concrete products was being omitted. Here were a few guys 
still trying to make a living producing a single product that still had a demand.  We had no 
idea what arrangement they had with the state for the use of the plant to produce  their small 
volume of product. They hoped we were prospective investors  who would get the plant up 
and running again. It was very sad.  Nearby was yet another chemical plant that was 
abandoned and overgrown. 
 
I began to understand as we drove away how these plants, the product of central planning 
from some distant location was cut off from its umbilical cord, (subsidization), with the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. We returned to the manual railroad crossing gate and tooted for 
permission to cross. Mihalo was quite proficient at getting his Lada started over the crossing. 
We followed another rough dirt road through the woods and came upon an aging brick plant. 
While this plant was still running and producing soft red brick for new building construction, 
it was in sore need of upgrading. There appeared to be about eight or ten men employed 
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around the plant. The foreman in charge was pleased at 
our interest. He showed us around beginning with the 
entrance of the bulk good quality clay from a nearby 
hillside onto a chain conveyer. While I was familiar 
with brick manufacture on the prairies where a brick 
was formed from dry material applying hundreds of 
tons of pressure and then onto the kiln, here it was 
mixed with water, formed, allowed to air dry and then 
sent on to the coal fired kiln. They were operating on a 
shoe string even though they were selling all they could 
produce.  The whole plant was available to any investor 
for $40,000. I had seen a plant with 50�s technology 
shut down back home in the 70�s. This plant was turn of the century technology. Anyone with 
$40,000 would not be investing here. A truck was waiting at the load out for bricks. A pallet 
of bricks was being lifted off a rail hand cart with an old cable and winch arrangement. 
Workers were hand loading another pallet for loading. The whole plant area and surrounding 
grounds were inundated with years of broken and shattered brick that had never been cleaned 
up. It was a hazardous place to work and the future of this plant was in doubt. 
 
We headed back through the woods toward the railroad crossing. We came to the top of a 
small rise in the road and the Lada stalled. Mihalo spun the starter continuously to no avail. 
He then pulled the hood cable and fetched a tire pump from the trunk. Under the hood he 
pulled a fabric fuel line off a metal stub and began to furiously pump air back into it. I heard 
gurgling back in the fuel tank. He slipped the fabric hose back onto the metal one, slammed 
down the hood, stowed the pump, turned the key and the Lada sprang to life. He grinned as 
we drove off.  I was able to discern from his explanation that the  fuel filter needed that 
backflush treatment from time to time. 
 
Coming through the rough cobblestone street in downtown Terebovlia again, Mihalo pointed 
the Lada toward a road that skirted the hill of the castle. It progressively lifted us out of the 
valley and then we came to the ridge of another valley. We continued along the ridge for a 
kilometer or so and then he turned into a bumpy dirt 
road. Around a curve we came upon an operating stone 
quarry. We parked at the edge of the quarry where four 
men were enjoying an early lunch on the grass. It was 
warm and sunny, (no wind) ☺. The men viewed us 
curiously as Mihalo pointed down into the quarry where 
a backhoe was lifting slabs of a beautifully coloured tan 
or light brown stone. Then we wandered over to a 
building where giant diamond saws were cutting the rock 
into slabs and other shapes for building facings, 
cobblestones, memorials or whatever the demand. There were two saws going with cooling 
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water flowing. We took our life in our hands as we 
entered the building. Pushcarts on rails brought the 
rock in for cutting and transported out the finished  
product. But it seemed house cleaning was not a 
priority here. Waste rock was never removed from the 
building and was strewn along and piled up on each 
side of the track, however, they were turning out 
product and trucks were hauling it away. The plant 
employed about 15 men. Mihalo said most of the 
country around here had this beautifull rock under 
about 15 metres of overburden. During my stay I 

would see this rock employed in many forms all around the country including memorials for 
family members in the Ivanivka Cemetary. 
 
Back through down town Terebovlia and the rough cobblestone street, we turned up the road 
to return to Ivanivaka. Shortly Mihalo turned into another industrial complex. It was the 
former regional maintenance centre to where tractors, combines and all other mechanical 
equipment would be shipped from collectives for overhauls and total rebuilds. Another plant 
that once employed two hundred people, but was now shut down. Mihalo worked here as a 
mechanical supervisor. He was left high and dry along with the others with the collapse of the 
collectives and Soviet system. Key management 
personel and equipment disappeared. We entered the 
large building where a portion of the floor space was 
being used to manufacture sheets of foam insulation 
board. An investor from the Netherlands had sent over 
a machine that, with electric heat, pressed loose plastic 
beads into 2� x 24� x 4� long shapes for building  
construction insulation. The sheets were plastic 
wrapped in large bundles for shipment to customers. 
There were about five men involved in this operation. 
Mihalo motioned me over to a large side room that still 
contained a long row of large metal lathes, milling 
machines and shapers that once employed tool makers and machinists. They now sat idle in 
the cold dark room. Also, idle and rusting away was the large boiler steam plant that heated 
the building. A situation typical of a large area of the country. 
 
We headed for home and lunch. Phylia was still out in the potato patch. Mihalo had done 
some mowing of the potato patch with the scythe that morning. After lunch he hitched the 
tractor to the potato digger and made a round down the length of the garden and back up 
leaving the potatoes on the surface. He then went on to do some custom digging for some 
other villagers. I then helped Phylia gather and bag the potatoes.  I learned there were three 
categories of potatoes. Large and in good condition were bagged for household use. midsized 
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and without blemish or cuts would be bagged separately 
for next years seed. The malformed, damaged or 
bruised were destined for the pigs and cattle feed. I 
spent most of I spent most of the afternoon helping 
Phylia . She would admonish me insisting it wasn�t 
necessary, I was getting myself dirty she said, telling 
me to sit down on a half filled sack, and rest. Here was 
a 78 year old who hadn�t been able to stand upright for 
ten years telling me to rest and take it easy ☺. 
 
I had packed that morning for the move over to Mihalo 
and Nadya�s. Mihalo returned in late afternoon. As we spoke, Nadya came out of the house 
saying Marina had telephoned. Natalia who, (unbeknownst to me), had not been feeling well 
for a week or so had came down with what appears to be a gallstone attack. Husband Petro 
had been summoned from ploughing in the fields at the farm, he drove her to the clinic in 
Terebovlia. She was hospitalized there waiting analysis of tests.  I realized Marina was left 
alone in turmoil. The grandsons were out at the farm with Grandfather, Myroslav, grazing the 
200 cow dairy herd. I told Nadya and Mihalo I would walk over to be with Marina.  
 
She had just stepped out of the kitchen into the yard as I entered the gate.  She had been 
crying and was still sniffling. I reached out for her and tried to impart a reassuring hug. There 
was no more news from Petro and she was so worried about daughter Natalia. It was such a 
busy time. The garden and potatoes to be taken in and the animals to be seen to. Everything 
was happening at once. How would she cope? I assured her that given time all would work 
out. She seemed to take some solace in that. I was glad I came over. She needed company 
now. We returned to the kitchen. She put on the kettle and we talked over tea and solotkeh, 
(sweets). Then the grandsons Ihor and Volodia returned. They asked about Dad�s big tractor 
and plough parked on the road in front of the house.  Marina sat them down and explained 
about their mother, Natalia, and that Dad had come directly from the field to drive her to the 
clinic in Terebovlia. They were young but appeared to sense the concern in Grandmother�s 
voice and looked down quietly. Later Myroslav returned, and then a call from Petro saying 
Natalia was made stable and as comfortable as she could be and they were now waiting 
�analysis�. 
 
Day 5. Tuesday.  Mihalo had come over to Marina�s and Myroslav�s the evening before and 
collected me and my luggage for my stay here. We learned this morning that it was thought by 
the analysis that Natalia had maybe suffered a kidney stone attack rather than a gall bladder 
problem. She had returned home with several medications that they hoped would alleviate the 
problem. 
 
The potatoes that had been ploughed up yesterday were picked and son Stepan was to come 
home for a few days and would mow more of the potato patch with the scythe so that Mihalo 
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could do another round with the digger. In the last couple of days the sugar beet harvest had 
commenced out in the country. Beet hauling trucks were roaring through the village with 
loads to the east side where they could enter the road to Korostkiv. That was a large town 
some 30k to the southeast where the sugar refinery was located. The morning was free, 
(though Philia would keep digging by hand, no stopping her), so Mihalo suggested he could 
take me for a more thorough look at the farm and we could find out where they were 
harvesting the sugar beets and maybe have a look at that too. Sugar beets were not a crop 
cultivated where I grew up, so I was interested. 
 
Out at he farm we stopped by the grain handling facility for a look. They don�t have elevators 
as I�m used to on the prairies, but the principle of elevating grain and then allowing it to be 
directed by gravity down via ducts to  grain cleaners, to loadouts or to storage bins was 
similar. Treading through some of the areas where you could see through the floor to the level 
below was hazardous but the operator was quite proud to show us around and explain the 
operation.  We moved on to the shop area where a few men were repairing a combine. It was a 
German built Klaas. Waiting in line was a Belarus. There were a few more pieces of 
equipment there but they looked small in the large cavernous building. I glanced up to the 
high peaked metal clad roof and noticed the concrete rafters. Their shape began quite thin at 
the peak, widened progressively coming down to the top of the wall and then became the wall 
stantions. This building being �50�s or �60�s vintage, I thought the concrete building members  
were probably cast at the closed plant we visited the day before in Terebovlia.  
 
From there we passed through a large concrete hog 
barn. It was wide with low walls and long low 
peaked metal roof. The ends were open to the breeze 
as were ventilation openings all along the side walls. 
Inside were about 300 pigs organized in small pens. 
They were generally large and heavy, little ones 
sleeping under heaters, other litters being nursed by 
the mother sow and others waiting the market or 
possibly selected for delivery to the cooler at the 
farm commisary. The floors were concrete and the 
pens clean. There was a motorized chain moving 
slowly in a full length gutter taking the manure to a wagon outside. 
 
Back out in the sunlight we  then passed a long row 
of retired and current machinery parked until needed 
or when its season arrived. Mihalo pointed out 
machinery that originated in Germany, Poland, 
Russia, some built in Ukraine and a very modern 
high wheeled chemical weed sprayer that came from 
far away Brazil. And there was an expensive looking 
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automobile there and a couple of well dressed fellows who Mihalo thought were the 
distributor/importers of the spraying equipment. They were going over some operating 
manuals with the operator. It was good to see young entrepeneurs out there hustling. 
 
It was also silage harvesting time. Trucks were buzzing about coming through the village  
from the field where they would move along side the corn silage cutting machine and when 
loaded would head for the farm and dump their load  into the concrete silage pit. It was a large 
pit and would take three days of hauling to fill and pack. A wheeled tractor with dozer and 
another crawler type would push the loose corn silage to the end of the pit and up. Eventually 
when full, the packed silage is about fifteen feet 
deep and the size of a skating rink. As we came 
over, the two tractors were shut down and  off to the 
side. The operators were enjoying a cigarette under a 
shade tree while about ten trucks dumped their 
loads. A surprise was that one of the operators was 
Stepan 28, son of Myroslav and Marina and brother 
to Natalia. In all the time I stayed with his folks I 
had never met him. He was gone before I arose in 
the morning and I was asleep when he came home 
after a long day. Mihalo introduced me and we 
chuckled at the irony of it all. We chatted and soon 
it was time for them to get at pushing the loose silage up. They returned to their tractors. The 
crawler was parked in front of the wheeled dozer. The fellow in the wheeled dozer started up 
his diesel with a belch of black smoke. He quickly moved forward and bumped into the rear of 
the dozer driven by Stepan. His wheels spun and suddenly the crawler belched a cloud of 
smoke and pulled away. Mihalo and I grinned at what we had just witnessed. The starter was 
obviously inoperative on the crawler so a friendly jolt from behind by Stepans buddy with the 
wheeled dozer gets the engine going. There was 
room for the two of them side by side pushing the 
loose corn silage up and at the same time packing it. 
The tracks of the crawler and wheels of the other 
dozer were coated in the juice from the packed corn 
silage. It was explained to me that the finely 
chopped corn, with the right moisture content, when 
tightly packed to exclude oxygen, will cure and store 
without spoiling. While curing, it acquires an odor 
and taste that appeals to cows. They love it! Three 
times every day, from now and over winter till next 
year at this time, Myroslav, (Stepan�s father), and 
his buddies with their one horse little wagons, will 
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have hand loaded and emptied these four or five large pits of silage and hauled it over to the 
dairy barns and fed it to the cows. By then the corn will be high again and the operation will 
be repeated.  A contrast between the modern and the primative. 
 
One of the silage truck drivers said they were harvesting beets not far from the fields from 
where they where collecting the corn silage. We departed and Mihalo pointed the Lada in that 
direction. We followed the empty trucks heading back to the cornfield. We were also meeting 
loaded beet trucks coming the other way so we knew were heading in the right direction. 
About 5k north of Ivanivka on the road to Terebovlia we saw where the beet trucks were 
entering the highway. We followed the packed trail for another couple of kilometers and came 
upon the massive red coloured German built beet harvester and  three or four trucks parked 
around  the commissary truck from the farm.  It was lunch time and two women employees 
had the back doors of the commissary open, the 
end gate down and they were serving the men 
large bowls of hot soup and thick slices of fresh 
bread. The crew were seated on running boards 
and bumpers enjoying their repast in the warm 
sunshine, (no wind). Mihalo introduced me to the 
harvester operator explaining I was from Canada 
and interested in their operation. He was an 
amicable fellow about 35 yrs. He invited me to 
take a ride with him in the cab of the machine as 
soon as lunch was done. We would take a run up 
and down the field and I could get a closeup 
hands on feel of the operation. 
 
The trucks and machine were parked on the deep rich black soil that had already been 
harvested that morning. The large machine was parked ready to take another ten or twelve 
foot cut into the lush field of sugar beets. It is a multi-task machine that moves on large 
flotation tires. Built in Germany with a cost  in the range of $400 thousand. I followed the 
operator up the ladder and entered the plush roomy cab. A large windshield right down to the 
floor that afforded a full view of the front of the machine. A wide horseshoe shaped  dash 
loaded with electronics and monitoring screens and air conditioning. We shut the cab door and 
he pressed the starter button. The 400 hp diesel engine fired up, but in the sound proof cab the 
running motor was barely audible. When I�m running 
machinery I like lots of noise and motion - then I 
know things are running ☺. He then engaged a clutch 
that  got all the machinery rotating. Still the noise was 
minimal but you could feel things were running. He 
engaged another clutch and we moved forward, a 
floating motion on the large soft tires. As we 
approached the edge of the crop he lowered the 
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machinery into the ground and with just a slight shudder, we were harvesting beets at about 5 
or 6 MPH. The front end of the machine shaves the lush top growth off the beets along with a 
bit of the beet itself. The beet is firmly entrenched in the dirt and does not move. The residue 
is chopped and blown onto the adjacent just harvested black soil as green manure or it can be 
directed up into a truck and hauled away for cattle feed. Here they were blowing it onto the 
field. Right behind the shaving machinery are diggers that pierce the soil beneath the beets, 
lifts them, then directs them onto a conveyer chain that shakes out the dirt and delivers the 
clean beets up to a storage bin at the back of the machine.  From there the beets are discharged 
onto the transport trucks while in motion. There are thousands of acres to be harvested and 
this machine must keep running long hours to get the job done. Soon we were back at the 
starting point. I thanked the man for the ride and learning experience, took some pictures and 
then Mihalo and I headed for home. 
 
Nadya had lunch waiting for us. Eldest son, Stepan was in the potato patch mowing down 
more weeds and tops that would allow Mihalo to make another round with the digger.  Then 
he would be off to appointments he had with other villagers to do the same. Mihalo�s  
neighbor on the other side of the garden path that leads down to the creek was out there 
swishing his scythe and would soon be ready for Mihalo and the digger. And there, stooped 
over her fork was Philia, digging away one hill at a time.  
 
After a hasty lunch of soup and a mound of generously buttered mashed potatoes covered in a 
mushroom sauce, Mihalo headed out to get the tractor going. It was an interesting ritual. He 
would carry a large battery out to the tractor and place it on the ground beneath. He would 
attach cables to a starter that turned an integral gas starting motor. A deftly applied screw 
driver engaged the starter solenoid. The unmuffled gas engine would roar to life. He quickly 
dropped the screw driver and battery cables to pull a clutch lever that would get the little 
motor turning over the diesel engine. The diesel springs to life with a belch of smoke and then 
mercifully, Mihalo is able to shut the little screamer down. All this noise alerted little 5 year 
old Stefan next door who came running over excitedly in his longjohn tights and barefeet and 
a big smile on his face. It was a ritual that had happened 
before. Mihalo lifts him up to the cab and away they go to 
do a round in the potato patch. 
 
Mihalo and Stefan then did a round across the garden path in 
the neighbors patch. Then he  dropped Stefan off and drove 
on down the road to do some custom work in the village.  
Again, I spent a few hours helping Philia and Nadya gather 
and sort potatoes. Stepan continued swishing the scythe. As 
the bags filled, he would come over, grab the neck of the bag 
and I would help boost it up to his shoulder for manual transport up to storage. It was another 
lovely sunny day, (no wind), warm in fact. Philia would admonish that I should sit and rest. 
We did occasionally, sitting next to each other on the potato bags, sharing a glass of water and 
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she sharing the stories of her life. Nadya nearby listening in with a smile. It was a precious 
time. 
 
Mihalo returned a few hours later. We were not ready for another round so he busied himself 
raking up Stepans scythe mowings and with a large fork carried them over to the barn for the 
cattle and pigs. There were weeds similar to those I had fought in the garden back home and 
when I was young on the farm. Pigweed,(Lobouda?), and a thick tangle weed that was new to 
me. All the gardens I saw were smothered in it. But it was all green and succulent and the 
cattle loved it. 
 
Mihalo would do another round with the digger in the morning. At supper Nadya suggested 
this would be a  nice evening walk over to the Cemetary. I agreed. We would drop into 
Myroslav and Marina�s on the way to see how Natalia 
was doing. She was glad to see us, was feeling better, but 
not over it.  She wanted to come with us to the Cemetary. 
We walked leisurely. The Cemetary was at the entrance 
to the village. We would cross the grade that dammed the 
little creek that made the lake that had so impressed me 
when I first arrived at Ivanivka a few days ago. The lake 
was calm ☺ geese and ducks floating about and a couple 
fishermen wetting their lines. Among the beet and silage 
trucks roaring both ways on the road were a few one 
horse wagons coming and going, a village lady with 
children bringing home the cows from grazing. They stopped at the lakes edge to allow the 
animals to quench their thirst. And then we met a couple perched high atop a load of potato 
patch mowings transporting them home with their one horse wagon. Just past the lake we 
made a right turn to the Cemetary. Adjacent to the road is the old original Cemetary which 
unfortunately is badly overgrown. It dates back a few 
hundred years to Polish times. I was able to ascertain a 
date of 1740 on a marker lettered in latin. The new 
Cemetary which dates from the 1940�s is well looked 
after and the memorials to departed family members are 
large and elaborate by our standards. And I recognized 
memorial stones that originated from the quarry near 
Terebovlia.  The graves are visited often evidenced by 
the fresh flowers, wreaths and spent candles. Anastasia, 
daughter Katherine with husband Ivan Korniat and son 
Oleh are together. Anastasia�s husband Mikhail rests 
alone back in the Cemetary at Dmytrowice in Poland. He died two days before the deadline 
for Ukrainians to leave Poland in 1944. There may have been a wooden cross placed at the 
head of his grave before the family had to flee, but I was unable find any marker.  When on 
my way home, I visited the Cemetary in Dmytrowice. Natalia then pointed out the marker for 
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her Grandfather Stepan 1907-57 and Grandmother 
Maria. Nearby was Ivan Warko 1917-77. Then 
Nadya directed us to the memorial to her father 
Yossip 1924-88, Philias husband. We silently 
recited prayers for the salvation of the departed 
and then moved on to the grave of the most 
recently departed family member. Pavlo 24, son of 
Vera and Stepan Slobodian, employed as a policeman in Ternopil was tragically taken in an 
automobile accident. Broadsided by young people who had just left a tavern. He left a young 
wife and child. By this time dusk was falling over the now quiet Cemetary. But the bright 
colors of wreaths and flowers adorning the many graves stood out visibly in the fast fading 
light. We moved on quietly. On the way by we briefly looked into the old Cemetary, but it 
was getting dark. Vera�s house is nearby and I made a mental note to come back to explore it 
when I would be staying over there next week. 
 
Day 6. I awoke at 4 A.M.. The roosters had been anouncing the mornings at dawn when I was 
over at Marina�s. Suddenly a cock-a-doodle-doo rang out. Good heavens! It�s still dark. 
After an interval he tried again. He was not able to ilicit a response. Silence ensued and he 
gave up. I heard him again as dawn was breaking, but I slept through �till 8 o�clock. My 
biological clock was finally moving to synch. 
 
I was greeted at the breakfast table with meat and potatoes and a salad. I was admonished for 
taking so little but persevered. Nadya was catching a ride with neighbors to attend a funeral in 
another village.  Stepan would finish the mowing with the scythe in the potato patch this 
morning. Tomorrow morning he would leave for Lviv for a few days to write final exams at 
the Business College where he took a course in marketing. He, with friends from college, had 
attended the Orange Revolution in 2004 for a few days. He floated the idea of taking me to 
Kiev on the overnight train from Ternopil for a day. I could experience the feel of walking the 
Maydan.  I promised I would consider it. Ihor, his younger brother, just recently married was 
to arrive just after lunch to assist with the potato harvest till the weekend. He graduated from 
the Veterinary College in Lviv, but so far was unable to gain employment unless a bribe is 
paid. Honest. That is a culture that still exists among the burocrats.  Mihalo said that 
tomorrow we would drive to Zarvonitza, some 100 Kilometers to visit the Holy Shrine of the 
Virgina Mary. There he said, we would wash our hands and face in the healing waters of the 
spring there. We could also quench our thirst. Some 250,000 pilgrims from all over Europe 
and America attended the Vidpust celebrated there in July.  Natalia would come with us. 
 
 In the 16th century a monk,  fleeing from the marauding Tartars sought refuge in the thick 
hillside woods near a spring. During the night as he slept, he dreamed of seeing the Virgin 
Mary. He awoke to see a brilliant light at the spring. As he approached he saw it was a shining 
Icon of The Virgin Mary. He was in awe at the revelation. So he decided to remain there, 
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building  a monastary and shrine in her honor. Pilgrims began to come to worship and over 
the years many miracles of healing are attributed to the Virgin Mary of Zarvonitza. 
 
During Communist times, worship at the shrine was discouraged. Though worshippers still 
came. Then the  shrine and monastery were taken down and the spring of the holy waters 
barricaded off. Still the pilgrims persisted. The Communists then attempted to plug the spring. 
It would burst forth again from an area nearby. Mercifully, Communism became a spent and 
empty force. Today with donations from around the world, Zarvonitza has a new shrine, a new 
church, a tall belltower, the way of the cross through the forest all overwhelming the little 
village of Zarvonitza. And pilgrims again come to worship from all over the world. 
 
Shortly after lunch, Ihor came striding up the garden path from the creek bottom, backpack 
over one shoulder. It was the short cut from the bus atop the hill up the other side of the creek. 
Hugs for all of us out in the garden. He was the twin of Oleh in Ternopil. Grandmother Philia 
beamed at this now two weeks married groom. He was a strappingly handsome six footer with 
a firm and confident handshake. He and his new bride had settled in a town near Kiev. All was 
fine and he was ready to help. 
 

Stepan and Mihalo did some adjustments to the digger 
and then ploughed up another round in the potato patch. 
Little Steffan from next door came racing over as soon 
as the tractor started up. Another round across the 
garden path for the neighbor and then Mihalo was off to 
more custom digging. Stepan, Ihor, Philia and I 
resumed 
picking 
and 
sorting. 

Then I would boost the sacks up to the boys� 
shoulders as they carried them away. Across the 
road in front of the house, a tall wiry figured 
widow was busy swishing a scythe in her small 
potato patch.  About three o�clock, I cleaned up, 
picked up my camera and sauntered down the 
garden path to the creek, then up and down 
across the next creek to visit over at Vera�s. 
 
The Slobodians were done harvesting their potatoes. Vera�s husband Stepan was working a 
trowel and freshly mixed cement resurfacing the old concrete floor of the garage. He was 
working standing chest deep in the narrow hole in the centre of the floor. This was how 
mechanics worked under cars prior to the lifts that are used today. He had run out of cement 
and was unable to complete the job. Wasyl�s Lada would have to sit outside tonight. I was 
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surprised that this village of 7,000 just had one small convenience store. But there was hourly 
bus service during daylight hours coming from Ternopil 75k distant and nearby Terebovlia at 
17k. Villagers stepping down off the bus across from the post office were always loaded with 
bags of their purchases made out of town. I asked Stepan where he would purchase more 
cement to finish the job. He said possibly a vender at the Saturday morning Bazzar might have 
some, or Wasyl might bring some from the farm. Then I walked over to visit Olga next door. 
 
Olga 82, lives alone and has been widowed since Ivan�s passing  in 1977. She served up tea 
and some cookies. I listened and took notes as she spoke. Her family too had been displaced 
from a village near Jaroslow in Poland. She met and married Ivan Warko here in Ivanivka in 
1949. Spoke proudly of his having been selected to enter a seminary at University in Lviv in 
1938, however, all was for nought with the Hitler/Stalin pact of 1939. Students had to flee the 
Communists who forced closure of all religious theological institutions. She was fortunate to 
have had a job in administration at the commissary at the collective farm.  The connection 
perhaps enabled her son Volodimir to become a manager at another collective close by. They  
all became unemployed with the collapse of the collectives in 1990. Volodimir and his wife 
Maria now work as agronomists at a vinyard in Austria. Daughter Oxana is in Italy, as 
mentioned earlier. I will stay with Oxana�s husband Wasyl and daughter Ola in Lviv for a 
couple of days on my way home.  We telephoned Olga�s Grand-daughter Ola in Ternopil to 
see if there were any e-mail messages from my wife Natasha. Yes, there was ! She was glad to 
hear I had arrived O.K. and assured me that all was well back home.  
 
Olga seemed quite alone in the large house all by herself. The son 
and wife in Austria, Daughter in Italy with son-in-law in Lviv. So 
she cherished the 18 year old Grand-daughter in Ternopil. She 
called her regularly on the telephone and Ola would come to visit 
her for a day every other weekend. But Ola confessed to me when 
I was in Ternopil,that the bus ride out to Ivanivka over the rough 
roads was always a jarring and tiring experience. 
 
Olga still had a rather large garden, but she just had a few 
chickens, 5 ducks and she had a goat for milk. She didn�t need 
much and a goat was sure easier to handle than a cow. Otherwise 
the barns and sheds were empty. There was an electric driven grinder outside that Vera�s 
husband Stepan would use to grind grain for animal and chicken feed and would share with 
Olga for her chickens and ducks. She said she liked reading. I saw a couple of shelves of 
hardcover books and there were newspapers on the table. She had an album of old black and 
white family photos and some she said she received from Sr. Julianna. She took me through 
the album and she had a lot of questions about family in Canada. 
 
I returned to Vera�s and they insisted I stay to supper. They spend most of their time in the 
summer house which is a kitchen and the next room is a little dining room with a TV. 
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Reception from a tower near Terebovlia is good. During supper we watched a Kiev produced 
soap which for me was difficult to understand. They said that being an older re-run 
production, it contained a lot of Russian language. There were a lot of audio increased high 
pressure consumer goods ads like we have. Besides having difficulty following the language,  
programs over here might have three separate scenarios running, that particular soap had a 
least five separate scenarios running! As a result the story lines progressed very slowly. It was 
time to return to Nadya�s and as what seemed to be the custom, Hannia, Ola and son Petro 
accompanied me down to the first creek bottom, across the foot bridge (plank) and up the 
next. From there I was able to make the rest of the way home. 
 
Day 7. (Thursday)  The rooster was doing his �Early to Rise� thing, but at least it was 
daylight!  I was up early in anticipation of the trip to the shrine at Zarvonitza. When I sat in to 
breakfast, Mihalo already had the Lada out of the garage and parked on the drive ready to go. 
We were sent on our way with wishes for a safe trip from Phelia, Nadya, Stepan and Ihor who 
were left to carry on with the potato harvest. We make a big �U� in the village road from 
Mihalo�s going east then back west and north to attain the highway to Zarvonitza. Still in the 
village we pass a fork in the  road where a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary is located. It is 
surrounded by beautifully tended flowers and wrought iron fence and just behind a tall village 
water tower with a large Stork nest up on top of it. I mentioned to Mihalo that I was sorry that 
I was too late to see the storks. The little ones had fledged and the family was now foraging 
out in the fields. We might be lucky and see  storks on our trip today. Natalia was waiting for 
us when we arrived. Marina waved us off on our way. It was another sunny beautiful autumn 
day, (no wind) ☺. 
 
We travelled along a reasonable good paved road 
through lovely flat farmland that gave way to small 
river valleys and woods from time to time. It was a 
pleasing contrast. Tractors were busy plowing the 
land for fall planting of crops. Occasionally we 
again would encounter a failed collective waiting an 
investor. We passed through villages with tethered 
cows along the road, ducks and geese crossing to 
water and stork nests on power poles. Villager�s out 
scything in the potato patch and others venturing 
forth to some destination or errand with their one horse wagon. Near noon we approached a 
wide shallow grassy valley. At the bottom we crossed over a bridge that traversed  just a small 
running creek. Ukraine seemed to be rich in natural springs and running brooks. Cattle and 
horses grazed freely in the grassy valley. Shining in the distance, atop the far side of the 
valley, were the golden domes of the church and bell tower at the shrine. Soon we passed 
through the small village and as we exited the other side we saw empty temporary booths and 
kiosks on both sides of the road. Vendors had catered food and refreshment to the pilgrims 
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during the Vidpust pilgrimage in July. Yet a small bridge over a swiftly running little river, 
and we were there! 
 
You are met at the gate by a large Chapel of the 
Virgina Mary. Natalia, Mihalo and I paused and 
paid silent homage. We moved on to the fountain 
of the healing waters. An octagonally shaped 
gazebo with an Icon of the Virgin Mary inside. 
Spring water flowed from multiple spigots around 
the lower circumference of the structure. We 
stepped down to bathe hands and face, fill our 
containers and partake of the cool refreshing 
water. It all seemed very special. We rose then to 
view the church and bell tower and the wide 
expanse of fine gravel grounds, bordered by 
flower beds. I tried to imagine the thousands of 
pilgrims who stood and knelt  here in reverence just two months before. Over to one side a 
thick forest rises up a sharp slope. We crossed to enter �The Way Of  The Cross� at the edge 
of the forest.  The stations along the way have benches for quiet contemplation and rest 
against the steep climb. We exited the forest at the Grotto at the far end of the grounds. 
 
We began our way  back toward the tall bell tower and church. The church, from that distance, 
in its bright colors and golden domes, looked spectacular against the dark forest back ground 
and resting at a higher elevation up off the grounds against the hillside. We toured inside and 
then called at the gift shop featuring books, pamphlets, religious ornaments and souvenirs. We 
had now been immersed into the wonder of Zarvonitza for nearly two hours. 
It was time to take our leave. On our way we stopped at the fountain then turned and bowed to 
the Virgin Mary at the entrance. 
 
Returning through the village we encountered an  entire class of school children with their 
teachers walking down the road toward the shrine for prayers. Mihalo pointed out a traditional 
white washed house with thatched roof that was now 
a museum. Down through the valley again and down 
the road to Ivanivka. It was a nice sunny day to be out 
in the country without a breeze ☺. 
 
At a major intersection in the road I asked Mihalo 
about a high sod pyramid that stood there in the 
adjoining meadow. There was a tall crucifix mounted 
on top of it As we made the turn he pointed to a large 
ravine about a half mile distant. That was the scene of 
a major tank battle between the Germans and 
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Russians during the Second World War, he said. It was a stark memorial to those who 
perished on the battlefield there.                                
 
Just down the road we passed through the Village of Tuchkiw. Villager�s were out and about 
in their potato patches, the usual ducks and geese and cows, a storks nest on a power pole 
right beside the road and on the outskirts, a new 
church under construction. As we motored along we 
came upon more tractors tilling in the field. There 
were many tall birds foraging on the fresh till. Mihalo 
said they were Cranes. Further up he pointed out 
larger birds that he said would be Storks. We stopped 
behind cover and though they were quite distant, I 
was able bring them in with the zoom for a reasonable 
photo. Storks normaly forage in the fields and 
wetlands for insects and particularly are fond of frogs 
and salamanders. We arrived home to find Marina and 
Mihalo�s mother helping Philia, Nadya, Stepan and Ihor. The harvest was about done. 
Tomorrow or the next day Mihalo would be digging Myroslav and Marina�s patch and all 
would be helping over there. But after supper Mihalo�s mother would climb into the cab of the 
tractor and she and Mihalo would cut across country about 4k to her village and make a few 
rounds in her potato patch. She had personally done the scythe mowing to prepare the patch 
for the machine. 
 
 Day 8. Friday. Stepan left early for Lviv and more final examinations. Ihor, Philia and 
Mihalo finishing up the last of the potato picking. Nadya busy preparing breakfast. Borscht 
and sliced meats, boiled egg halves with a mayonaise based filling and she is also starting a 
batch of bread. All came in for breakfast about 9:30. Stepan left 
word for me to think about the trip to Kiev a week Sunday.  
Ihor needs to visit the office of the local Government 
Veterninary and Food Inspection offices in Terebovlia. He 
requires information and a brochure on regulations for his next 
employment application. Soon we are on our way on another 
warm sunny day☺. 
 
It was a four desk government office with two staff in the office 
at the time of our visit. The harwood floors were well 
maintained and polished. The  furnishings are quite different in 
style, but functional. The senior person there had a PC at his 
desk and was quite courteous and helpful dealing with Ihor 
though the conversation was away over my head. The other 
staff man was writing a report with a ball point pen and carbon 
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paper between the sheets for the copy. Ihor thanked the man for his help and we were on our 
way.                               
 
Friday is Bazzar day in Terebovlia so we motored over there.  
About a block and a half of out door venders and a few adjacent 
industrial buildings with venders inside offered hardware, 
plumbing supplies, shovels, forks, rakes, appliances, fruit and 
produce, fabrics, shoes, gifts, tobacco and Tv�s. The fresh pork 

and chickens were 
inside. There were 
two ladies that cut 
slices from a large 
mound of homemade 
cottage cheese. I came upon a vendor with multiple 
open bags of rice, buckwheat, cornmeal, flour, etc,  
AND OATMEAL !   I bought 2 kg along with some 
grapes and a melon from Odessa. Then Mihalo had 
arranged for us to meet a gentleman in a residential 
area who would make a cassette copy of Ihors 

wedding for me. He arrived on a motorcycle. Turns out he was also a mobile �money 
changer�. I proferred a U.S. $100 bill. He held it by its ends, snapped it, attempted to peer 
through it at the sun, then  concluded it was genuine. His leather vest had multiple inside 
pockets from which he withdrew the exact equivalent in Hrivnas with a folded bill between 
each hundred. A real pro ☺. From there to the filling station. I filled the Lada. 30 litres for 102 
Hrivnas. Just under a dollar per litre. 
 
After lunch Mihalo was off with the digger to begin at Myroslav and Marina�s patch. The 
mowing had been done and it was ready.  On from there to another custom job. Out in the 
garden I helped boost the rest of the potato sacks to up Ihors shoulders and he lugged them up 
the hill to storage. Mihalo returned late in the afternoon. Little Stefan next door heard the 
tractor and came running over to see. A gentleman stepped down from the cab of the tractor 
after Mihalo. Mihalo conferred with Ihor who then followed the gentleman down the garden 
path to the creek bottom and up the other side out of sight. Awhile later he returned carrying a 
large heavy plastic bag. Inside was about a 10 lite plastic jug, the contents of which he poured 
into the tractor fuel tank. Innocently I asked Nadya, where in Ivanivka does one purchase 
Diesel fuel? She smiled and said that the gentleman that Mihalo did some custom potato 
digging for was employed as a tractor driver at the 
farm. He happened to have some diesel fuel that he 
bartered for the potato digging☺. 
 
Day 9. Saturday. Stepan was back from Lviv.  He had 
train schedules and at breakfast we discussed the 
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logistics of the trip to Kiev . He had a university buddy in Kiev. We could stay with him for a 
time after our early arrival and again waiting our late evening train departure and in between 
we would tour Kiev and walk the Maydan. I gave him the funds and my passport so that he 
could arrange for the tickets. Though Canadian citizens no longer required Visa�s to visit 
Ukraine, a valid passport had to be produced to purchase travel tickets.  
 
Right after breakfast Stepan and Nadya were off the help with the potato picking at Myroslav 
and Marina�s patch. Nadya reminded me that we would take the bus to Ternopil tomorrow, 
(Sunday), and she would introduce me to her first grandson, two month old Lubomyr. Oleh 
had telephoned the day before telling his Mom how little Luby was developing so quickly. He 
smiles when his Dad or Mom approach the crib and his eyes follow and he turns his head as 
they move around the crib. Nadya was just gushing with pride as she related this to me. Philia 
too, was smiling broadly. Then she rose and out loud reminded herself that she had best get 
going. She had three ducks to butcher, pluck and prepare for us to take along tomorrow for 
Oleh and family in Ternopil. 
 
Saturday morning was bazaar day in Ivanivka. Quite modest compared to Terebovlia, but 
there were out of town vendors there. The usual  shoes, 
clothing, gift items, rat poison among the hardware, some 
locals with produce and a fellow with an old  truck 
sagging under a load of about 15 bags of portland 
cement. He had a customer with a horse and wagon that 
was taking a couple of bags.  Hannia was there looking 
over the offerings. Then together we walked as far as her 
place. I was going to visit Olga next door.  
 
While visiting at Olga�s, young Ola arrived on the bus 
from Ternopil to visit her Grandma. It was a break for me 
to speak English after a solid week of captive Ukrainian. I explained that I was making the trip 
to Kiev with Stepan the following Saturday night, returning to Ternopil Monday morning. I 
was moving over to Vera�s next door on Monday and when I 
left here the next Saturday evening I would not be returning.  
I had hoped to spend the Monday and Tuesday till noon with 
her in Ternopil and then I would move on to Lviv. She said 
she would be  pleased to show me around the city and would 
meet me at the train station Monday morning when I 
returned from Kiev. Grandma Olga asked Ola to prepare 
some coffee and pointed to a cupboard where some cookies 
were stored. We chatted over coffee and cookies and it was 
nice having Ola help with translation when needed. Soon it 
was time for Ola to head down to the bus stop for her return 
to Ternopil. I returned to Vera�s next door and found her and 
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husband Stepan at the well drawing water for the livestock. The well had a windlass and chain 
for lifting the water pail. Stepan would turn the wheel which wound a chain lifting the pail of 
water from about a 20 foot depth. Vera would carry the raised pail to the animals while Stepan 
would lower another one. He would have it raised when Vera returned with an empty pail and 
this would go on until they had raised about eight or ten pails and a couple more for the 
cookhouse. Then it was supper time. Perogies, sliced bread and meat, cheese and tomatoes 
and for desert we had crepes and honey. We then chatted, watched some TV and at dusk 
Hannia, Ola and young Petro walked me home to Nadya�s to the second creek. They were all 
happy I was moving over to their place on Monday. 
 
I arrived back at Nadya�s. She insisted upon serving a cup of tea and a plate of solotkas, 
(sweets).  She then excused herself for the evening milking of the two cows. I thought back to 
my early days on the farm. Being woken at horrendously early hours, (I thought), to sleepily 
head out to the pasture in the fresh morning air to gather up the cows and bring them in for 
milking. On other occasions when having just a great time with my friends at the local annual 
sports day or other such occasions, when the evening milking time approached, I would try to 
make myself small or at least invisible when I would see our Mother and Dad raising up on 
their toes, peering over the crowd that was observing the ball game trying to find us kids. It 
was getting time to head for home to milk the cows. As a young teen it was lost on me just 
how important was the weekly $10.00 cheque we received for a can of sweet cream shipped 
by train to the creamery. In the �40�s, it went a long way to supply the basic needs to the 
kitchen of a household of eight and our Grampa.                                                                                 
 
I had just opened my note book at the table to register my days activities when Philia entered 
the kitchen carrying a pail that contained the carcasses of three plucked ducks. Despite the 
obvious pain from her stooped gait, she welcomed me back home with a warm smile and 
asked about my day.  As I explained my activities of the day she sat down placing a sheet of 
plastic across her lap. Then she retrieved a duck from the pail, placed it on the plastic and with 
a small knife began the tedious task of removing the ducks pin feathers. The family in 
Ternopil will be most grateful to receive these oven ready ducks. I asked Philia how the folks 
recognized their ducks and geese seeing as they were free to roam the creeks and small water 
bodies around the village. She went on to explain that while some geese stayed away on the 
water all summer, they always returned to the yard where they were hatched.  I said I noticed 
what seemed like your ducks, (she had 35), and others mingling and puddling down in the 
creek at the bottom of the garden. With a crafty look in my direction she chuckled and said 
that her ducks were marked?  And what would that mark be, I asked. She then proffered the 
webbed foot of the duck she was cleaning and pointed to a small �V� that had been snipped 
from the web on their right foot. There would be no disputing which ducks were hers☺. I 
chuckled at her ingenuity. 
 
Day 10 Morning (Sunday) came early as we all scurried about getting ready for the bus trip to 
Ternopil. Nadya emerged from the kitchen with a chuckle and placed a bowl of oatmeal 
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porridge in front of me. A tad of sugar and fresh whole milk. I was ecstatic! Ihor was  
travelling with his mother and I. The potato harvest was done so he would continue on home 
from Ternopil to return to his bride of two weeks. Mihalo hoisted Ihors suitcase up to his 
shoulder and set out down the garden path to the creek bottom and up the other side to the bus 
stop. I had my camera, notebook and jacket if needed. Nadya emerged from the house 
carrying two heavy bags. I relieved her of the heavy one with the ducks. Her other bag 
contained loaves of fresh bread that had emerged from the oven yesterday and other things. 
Philia cautioned not to forget anything and to give little Lubomir greeting from her. Ihor, 
Nadya and I headed down the garden path and up the other side past the languishing concrete 
block of �Le Neen� and across the road to the bus stop.                                                        
 
There were quite a number of men and women dressed in their finery awaiting the bus for a 
trip out of the village on this, another fine warm sunny sunday morning.  There was no 
wind☺. I wondered if there would be room for us all.  Soon the bus  appeared from around a 
bend in the road trailing a cloud of dust in its wake that engulfed us all when it came to a stop 
beside us. We waited as a few passengers disembarked and then we began to load. We had to 
stand hanging onto an overhead bar until Terebovlia, about 17k distance. There about half the 
passengers left. Nadya and I were then able to gain a seat just behind the driver. I had the aisle  
seat with a good view of the road and the driver. The fare from Ivanivka to Ternopil was a 
mere seven Hrivnas ($1.75). A distance of some 75K. The driver had a portable radio on the 
consul in front of him playing a Ukrainian church mass with a beautifull choir. I was 
thoroughly enjoying the atmosphere of it and thought how outraged the politically correct 
would be back home. We stopped for more passengers at intersections along the road. The 
driver had what looked like a home made shoe box money dispenser sitting on the consul. It 
had scotch taped card board dividers separating the single Hrivnas, twos and fives and a 
couple more small boxes for change. He was quite adept at making change on the fly from the 
many choices he had, keeping the bus on the road while at the same time dodging the pot 
holes in the road. I was already familiar with the road to Terebovlia now. Leaving Terebovlia 
we hung on tightly as we traversed the rough polished cobblestone street in town to gain the 
outer edge where we would enter the highway to Ternopil. We followed a pretty valley for a 
bit with the serene scene of tethered cows in the meadows, the wooded hillsides and then a 
return up to the rolling plain with fields of corn, sugar beets and slowing as we passed through 
villages where we saw folks walking along the road and gathering at the churches.  Where 
else to be on a Sunday morning in Ukraine. 
 
The arrival place for country buses in Ternopil, (a city of 250,000), is not some large depot 
terminal one might expect. It is a large open area with angled curbs where buses stop and 
discharge their passengers onto the pavement.  To gain a city bus to take us across town, 
carrying our bags, ( I had the ducks), we had to traverse zig zag through about four blocks of 
the local bazar. Tight walkways between venders kiosks, tents and merchandise on tables and 
underfoot, it was like picking your way through a maze. Finally it gave way to street side 
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venders with vegetables, fruit and other fare offered by obvious rural villagers in for the day. 
So far I was not impressed by the city of Ternopil 
 
We arrived at a terminal where the many bus routes of the city terminated and originated. The 
bus fleet ranged from very old to quite new, shabby and shiny, large to small, newer diesel 
shuttles and old trolley buses. We managed to get onto a half sized newer trolley. I thought we 
were on the south side of the city and it appeared we travelled across the city to the northeast 
area of look-alike concrete apartments. Along the way we crossed a long high overpass that 
lifted the road over the railroad.  The height afforded a panoramic view of the city.  It was 
close to noon and the traffic was chaotic. At certain heavy passenger stops, shuttles, (like 
ours), who were full were tooting to get around the large trolleys. When they pulled out to 
pass they were confronted by jaywalkers or impinging on the right of way of oncoming buses, 
more tooting! And then there were mysterious sleek black autos with dark windows snaking 
in and out of traffic with impunity it seemed, and then the beater Ladas tooting in the mix. It 
was a circus.  
 
We stepped down at a stop at the edge of an apartment complex to begin a two block walk 
into the maze of similar structures in the 10 to 15 story range. We approached a building near 
the centre where there was some open space with a playground with broken swings and only 
tufts of green turf here and there, the rest of the area completely worn away to hard clay by 
frolicking children. The playground was quiet except for a couple of parents with children. 
We turned to the entrance. To the left was a shelter with an, open door askew revealing an 
overflowing dumpster with garbage around it. The entrance to me was unusual. Wide concrete 
steps downward, large wooden double doors hanging open, as you passed through, three steps 
up again to a common dark and dingy area, poorly lit in unfinished concrete. So very cold and 
uninviting. We turned left and approached an elevator that the three of us with our bags, just 
managed to enter. It was sorely in need of paint and maintenance I noticed as we traversed our 
way up to the fourth floor. The hallway there, also bare concrete provided access to three 
suites. All with rugs in front and a wide array of footwear of the occupants. We rang at the 
door to the suite of Nadya�s son, Oleh and Daughter-in-law Ira. 
 
After the sound of multiple latches and bolts being released we were greeted by a smiling 
Oleh! After hugs for his Mother Nadya and Brother Ihor and introductions to Uncle from 
Canada, we were ushered into a small living room. Two month old Lubomyr was brought out 
to a doting Grandma by Daughter-in-law Ira. She reached out for him and exclaimed how he 
had grown and changed since she had last seen him. She was beside herself! 
 
The apartment actually belongs to Ira�s Mother and Father. Ira�s Mother, Anna,(in her 50�s) 
lives there as does her brother Victor. Mother is a school teacher, Victor attends university as 
does Ira and Ira is in her third year, (of 6), studying pharmacy. Father is abroad in Portugal 
working in construction. It is his earnings that enabled the purchase of the apartment. Oleh 
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and Ira have been married two years now. Oleh has graduated from Business Administration 
and has managed to get on with an Auto Dealership in their accounting department. 
 
We all gather around a coffee table for a lunch of sliced 
meat and home-made sausage that Nadya brought along 
with fresh bread, tomatoes and cucumber and Anna broke 
open a bottle of fine Moldavian Cognac. Toasts to all and 
little Lubomyr�s future. We chat over lunch. They are 
curious about the family in Canada and Canada in general. 
How have I enjoyed Ukraine so far? I try to answer their 
questions as best I can. The Grandmothers will spend the 
afternoon doting over little Luby. Oleh and Ira will take a 
few hours off and show me a little bit of the city of 
Ternopil. 
 
We venture out of the apartment complex into the warm afternoon sunshine. On our way to 
the nearest bus stop we come upon a recently constructed 
church that appears Spanish in architecture and design. Oleh 
and Ira explain that it was built by a Ukrainian Catholic Order 
of Franciscans. So unusual to see in the heart of Byzantium 
with its impressive bell tower up front. Oleh and Ira attend 
church here and Lubomyr was baptised here. I take photos and 
then we climb the wide sweeping stairway. Inside we come 
upon a baptismal ceremony in progress. The priest in 
Franciscan garments. Proud parents, Grand-parents and family 
gathered around. It is beautiful inside. We exit and move on to 
a nearby bus terminal. We board a small shuttle bus and enter 
the frey of traffic again. Everyone seems to be down town on 
Sunday. They want to take me to an unusual café for some 
refreshment or Solotka. It is an establishment themed on old artifacts and museum pieces.  We 
have them back home I said, but our artifacts are only 100 years old. I was looking forward to 
this. 
 
Out front of the establishment was what at first appeared to me to 
be a covered wagon, was in fact a very old Gypsy or perhaps a 
Jewish peddlers wagon fitted with shafts for a single horse. I was 
picturing in my mind a peddler travelling about the villages way 
back when or perhaps maybe not that long ago? Inside, the walls 
were adorned with hundreds of artifacts from household articles to 
agricultural implements and simple hand tools, lamps, Samovars, 
partitions of woven willow. One could spend days here. We moved 
on to an upper level via a curved stairway and were seated by a 
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pretty waitress in Ukrainian attire. We ordered drinks and I took some pictures. Ihor teasing, 
arranged for two of the pretty waitresses to pose with me for a picture. It was fun. Ihor then 
bid us adieu. He was heading to the train station and home to his new bride. 
 
Out on the street we headed for the town square. It was some 
distance. We followed a narrow rising cobblestoned street 
parallel to the railroad track. At the top was a wide 
pedestrian walkway over the railroad yards that took you to 
the beautiful train station on the other side. The parking lot 
in front was full. Taxi drivers were agressively trying to 
solicit fares from anybody passing by. It was crowded 
inside. We ventured out to the trackside platform. There 
were many passengers on benches waiting in the warm mid-
afternoon sunshine. There was a diesel switcher idling away on track 5. The Engineman�s 
eyes were fixed westward. Suddenly he throttled up resulting in a burst of black smoke as he 
pulled away. I peered westward to find a passenger train approaching under the overhead 
electric wires.  I am a railfan so I was quite excited. I am not familiar with electric 
locomotives, but this was a large one and seemed to handle the large passenger train of a least 
25 cars with ease.  The train came to a stop with the familiar 
scraping sound of firm air brake shoes.  Passengers detrained 
and then a crowd surged forward to board. Train travel 
remains quite popular in Ukraine. 
 
Oleh and Ira took me on to the town square. The flowers, 
fountains, shade trees and adjacent outdoor cafes were being 
enjoyed by quite a crowd of folks out for this Sunday 
afternoon. There was a stage and entertainment in front of the 
civic building. We crossed to move down the street toward the descending double wide stairs 
at the end of the street with water falls between running down 
toward the incity lake. One of only one or two other cities in 
Europe that have a lake within their city limits. Many folks 
enjoyed the beach with their children building sand castles. 
Others cruised on the lake aboard the paddlewheeler boat. We 
walked a half mile on the board walk and then took a stairway 
back up to street level. Oleh and Ira pointed out a 16th century 
church, (I have forgotten the name), where it is claimed the 
Ukrainian hero Kmelnetsky was married. A custodian permitted 
us to enter. It is small inside and still functional. Mass is 
celebrated every Sunday and fund-raising continues to support 
the ongoing restoration. We wandered on for two blocks along 
a street of 1950�s,  3 and 4 story apartment blocks with 
commercial  operations on the ground floors. The buildings, 
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particularly roofs and windows were in bad need of refurbishment as were the streets and 
sidewalks. It was now was going on 4 o�clock in the afternoon and time to board a bus for 
home. 
 
We arrived back at the apartment to find little Luby had been out-of-sorts since we left and the 
pair of Grandma�s beside themselves in frustration. He had not slept, but fussed all afternoon.  
Ira was now home and could nurse him back to contentment as only a mother can. Supper was 
served and then Oleh accompanied Nadya and I on the long bumpy bus ride back across town 
to the country bus terminal. As we walked the last four blocks I was appalled at the mess the 
departed baazar venders had left. Discarded plastic bags, broken cardboard boxes and rejected 
spoiled fruit and vegetables littered the pavement on the street and sidewalks. I couldn�t 
imagine them being permitted to return the next day or week into these unsanitary conditions 
unless they cleaned up after themselves.                                                                                               
 
The last bus of the day that would take us to Ivanivka took a circuitous route through a 
number of country villages, returning then to Ternopil via Terebovlia and the paved highway 
as we had travelled this morning. As we progressed along the road, the pot holes became more 
numerous and larger, I noticed the driver wrenching the bus over the left shoulder to miss a 
pothole in the pavement and at times wrench again totally over to the right shoulder to again 
miss a pothole in the pavement. It was then I said to Nadya that I did not think this was the 
road we travelled to Ternopil in the morning. She confirmed that was so, but assured me that 
we would arrive in Ivanivka in two hours. The road continued extremly rough and the driver 
doing his best to avoid pot holes. As difficult as it was to believe, the road was always worse 
as we passed through the many villages on the way. I felt sorry for Nadya. She is prone to 
Migraine headaches and she complained of a headache coming on. We were holding onto the 
bars on the seat ahead of us to steady ourselves, as were all passengers, but my arm and 
shoulder were beginning to feel raw from bouncing against the side of the bus. Mercifully we 
arrived at the stop in Ivanivka at dusk. Philia, Mihalo and Stepan listened attentively as Nadya 
related events of the day and all about little Lubomyr. 
 
Day 11.  Monday Sep. 12th.  Today I move to Vera�s. At breakfast I chatted with Philia, 
Mihalo, Nadya and Stepan.  Stepan again leaving for Lviv. I gave him funds and my passport 
for the purchase of train tickets (billets) and reservations for our trip to Kiev the following 
weekend. I was surprised that one had to produce a passport before one could purchase train 
tickets in Ukraine and that included Ukrainian citizens. I was nervous about giving up my 
passport being so far from home. Stepan chuckled and assured me he would take good care of 
it. Then we loaded my bags into Mihalo�s Lada and I was driven over to Veras place. 
 
Vera  took me into the big house where I was put up in a large bright sitting room with a 
foldout chesterbed, hardwood floors and a large china cabinet that covered an entire wall. 
There was another large bed sitting room where Olah and husband Wasyl slept with a little 
room off that where son Petro slept, and a dining room. This was all tied together by a long  
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hallway. The floor plan seemed so different from what we are used to. I would say the house 
was 25 years old or less and in very good repair with the usual hardwood floors, large double 
doors and window sash all in pine, I think with a natural finish.  The plumbing facilities, 
however, were outdoors. Outdoors also was the cookhouse beginning with a small kitchen, the 
next room was large containing two beds, chairs and dining table as well as a large television. 
Vera, husband Stepan Slobodian and daughter Hannia, slept here.  Most of the families meals 
were taken here by the entire extended family. My first lunch when I came over after church 
the previous Sunday was over in the big house. I guess that was a special occasion ☺. 
 
I dropped over next door to visit Olga, (Widow of Ivan Warko) for a while wondering if 
perhaps there might have been an e-mail from home passed along by young Ola in Ternopil, 
but no such luck. Olga was reading a newspaper when I arrived. She seemed quite interested 
in the affairs of the current Ukraine, but was not averse to telling me that she was not 
impressed with President Yuschenko. I had a feeling that she was of the socialist persuasion in 
her politics. She was looking forward to seeing her daughter Oxana who would be returning to 
Lviv for one month�s holiday from her employment in Italy as well as Oxana�s husband,  
Wasyl and daughter Ola coming from Lviv to spend a few days with her.  Her son Volodomyr 
along with wife Maria, are also employed abroad in Austria working as agronomists at a 
vinyard. They are supporting young daughter, Ola at University in Ternopil and Son Ivan, in 
Kiev taking medicine. Going abroad for employment is the only way to finance their 
children�s education and gaining equity in housing. They have managed to purchase the 
apartment in Ternopil where daughter Ola lives. It is a good investment as its value had tripled 
in value in three years. 
 
Returning to Vera�s, I came upon Vera and husband Stepan drawing water and watering the 
animals from the well at their gate. Hannia was home helping Olah with preparing supper. 
Another warm sunny day was winding down. We sat into supper to large bowls of soup, 
potatoes with a tasty mushroom sauce, Konopkas and for dessert Olah had made some crepes 
which they normaly would have flavoured with honey, today they generously applied the 
Canadian Maple Syrup I had presented to them. They liked it!  Son-in-law, Wasyl Wiwchar 
(Olah�s husband), arrived after dark while we were watching a soap opera drama from Kiev.  
He cleaned up and sat in for a late supper. He had been driving a truck hauling corn silage all 
day from the cutter out in the field to the pit out at the farm. He said in mid-week he would 
take an afternoon off and would drive me some 35K to the town of Korostkiv to see the sugar 
mill refinery there. It was the destination of all the sugar beet hauling trucks that were roaring 
through Ivanivka on their way to dump their loads. I told him I would be pleased to see that. 
And an oportunity to view the countryside in yet another direction. The thought of seeing an 
industrial plant also intrigued me. My career in Industrial Sales entailed working with plant 
engineers in redesigning or upgrading their processes. Though I had no Sugar Refineries in 
my territory, I knew they used steam in the process so I looked forward to observing how it 
was utilized here. Steam application in the processing industry was my specialty.                             
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Day 12. My biological clock is quite well adjusted to the local time zone now. I am sleeping 
pretty good and the rooster alarm clock out in the yard lets you know early that its morning! 
The routine here at Vera�s is somewhat different. A large basin of hot water is placed on a 
chair in the cookhouse kitchen with soap and towel. Then all vacate the premises until you 
declare the �all clear� ☺. Then I was asked what I would like for breakfast. One of the choices 
was Kasha, which I thought was buckwheat, but found it was oatmeal. I received a generous 
serving and found it to be delightful. And that is what I had for breakfast the rest of the week. 
Just like at home. 
 
It was another grand day shaping up and I mentioned to Vera at breakfast that I had visited the 
cemetary last week with Nadya and Natalia, but because dusk had fallen we managed only a 
cursory look at the old cemetary. I wanted to browse through the old cemetary. Vera said she 
would take me over there. It is close to her place and I had planned to follow the narrow road 
out front but Vera took me through an exit out of the barnyard and through two other adjacent 
resident�s yards for a quick short cut then across a garden 
and we were there. The old cemetary is badly overgrown 
and contains the graves of many Poles from long ago. 
Most of the inscriptions on the stones are in Latin, but 
most now unreadable. One was dated back to 1740. In my 
mind I was taken back to the last days of the Polish Empire 
and then Galicia where the Poles administrated for the 
Austro Hungarian Empire. There was a lot of history here 
that seemed not to interest the current Ukrainian 
population. And there was  a mound of earth with a wooden cross on top, dedicated Vera said 
to the �Bandera�s� the Ukrainian National Undergroud Army. Vilified by many, heroes to 
others, all they wanted was a Ukrainian Ukraine fighting the Poles, the Nazis and then the Red 
Army. But there was no winning. 
 
As we emerged from the maze we found ourselves at the 
road entering the village. Across the road we saw 
�Mirka� as he is known to his friends, Myroslav Koval in 
his garden among the corn stalks. Vera, aware that near 
the end of my visit, I wished from Lviv, to cross over 
into Poland to visit the village from which my Grand-
parents immigrated in 1903, said Mirka would be a good 
source of information. He, now 72 and widowed, had 
travelled with his son who lives in Lviv, to that same 
village in the spring of this year. Dmytrowice (now 
called Alszinka) is where he, at 11 years old with his family was also banished to Ukraine in 
1945. Like Aunt Anastasia and family, settled here in Ivanivka.  We chatted across his garden 
fence. He was amicable, but what he had to say was not very encouraging. He said the village 
was completely rebuilt by the Polish inhabitants, the churches had been taken down by the 
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Communists and the Cemetary was overgrown and in a state worse than that one. He pointed 
directly at the old Cemetary across the road, but I was going to go anyway. He thought his son 
would be happy to accommodate me on the trip.  He provided a telephone number to call him 
when I returned to Lviv. Then Vera and I proceeded to the new Cemetary. It was large and in 
use since the arrival of many Ukrainians in and around 1945.  We paid our respects to family 
members, Vera�s Grandmother Anastasia, (my Aunt), her Mother Katrina, Father Ivan and 
older Brother Oleh all in one group with the family matriarch. Then the other three uncles 
there, two with spouses and then to the most recent, Vera�s son Pavlo, who as a policeman, 
was tragically taken in an automobile accident. Visibly, Vera was still hurting at the loss of 
her only son. 
 
Olha had lunch ready when we returned.  Over lunch I expressed an interest in the history of 
the village of Ivanivka. Even though my family had resided there only since 1945. I wondered 
if there was a map of the village available. Hannia suggested we could walk to the town office 
after lunch and confer with the Mayor.  Hannia and I set out down the narrow road. As we 
were about to turn into the easement between two homes and back gardens that would take us 
down to the creek crossing, we encountered an elderly lady carrying a fork. We were about to 
exchange greetings when the church bells rang out across the village. The lady immediately 
asked Hannia, �Did she know who had passed away�? Hannia did not know, but I learned that 
ringing of the church bells signalled that someone in the village had passed on. 
 
Down at the village office there were two women busy at desks in the front. One of them 
came forward to attend to us and then summoned His Worship the Mayor. He was a young 
man about 45, I thought. He beckoned us to his inner office, bid us be seated, then closed the 
door behind us. The two women glancing after us from the outer office seemed chagrined as 
the closing door excluded them. The mayor sat behind his desk and then asked how he could 
help us. Hannia explained I was family from Canada, interested in the history of Ivanivka and 
was there a map of the village available. He seemed pleased at my interest. They were in fact 
working on a history project, but they still had a long way to go and funding was an issue. His 
explanation of the history and origin of the village went over my head, but Hannia explained 
later that legend had it that Ivanivka as a location began as a Tartar encampment a long time 
ago.  Both offices were extremely sparse. There were no PC�s or typewriters. I had hoped for 
an 8x11 photostat copy of a map of the village, but it was not available. The Mayor did bring 
out a large official map of the village that when unfolded, covered his desk completely. It was 
an old document by its appearance that had been unfolded and folded again many, many times 
during its lifetime. The document revealed to me that the village extended far beyond what I 
had seen since my arrival. It was after all, a village of 7,000. It was interesting to see how the 
creek made a large �U� on the landscape and how the villager�s early on, took advantage of 
the extended length of the creek through the village, to build along its course with their back 
gardens sloping down to its tree filled bottom.  A landscape architects dream. We thanked the 
Mayor for the time and information accorded us. We then shook hands and took our leave. 
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Back home Vera suggested I might want to visit and speak to an elderly couple who lived here 
in the village. The Chorniak�s might be a family connection. It was said that Sr. Julianna had 
corresponded with them. Back home, Rose Korniat, ( Cousin to my Father), was married to 
Alex Chorniak, both now deceased. It was of course, another beautifull day for a walk, but 
Vera cautioned it was quite some distance. No matter, I said. I had walked more in the last 
week here in Ivanivka that I had in years. While in Ukraine, I never was sure of my directions. 
The land is not surveyed as it is back home. Vera�s and Stepan�s back garden slopes east, I 
thought, to yet another creek tributary that runs north to south I thought flowing into the side 
of the big �U� at a right angle.   So Vera and I headed down the back garden path, then we 
crossed a small meadow where Stepan tethers the two milk cows each morning . From there 
we crossed the little tributary creek between some large trees over a galvanized piece of 
channel steel to another meadow where more cows were tethered for the day. From there we 
gained the main road with a bridge to take us over the larger creek. From there we diverted to 
a narrow side street meeting one horse wagons along the way. Some hauling sacks of 
potatoes, others still transporting the mowings from the potato patch and others travelling 
empty on some quest or another. At each encounter �Slava Isusa Christu� with a respectfull 
nod, was exchanged. We passed a former Polish Roman Catholic church that had been closed 
for a long  time. It was being refurbished and its former straight roof line was now fitted with 
the skeletal framework shape of a dome. Vera said the small Orthodox community were 
restoring the building to Byzantium tradition. We had been walking along for perhaps a half 
hour and I was half temped to ask Vera �Are we there yet�☺. We continued on. Vera 
cautioned that perhaps I was a bit late looking for information. The Chorniaks, Metro and 
Anna were both 87 years old and Metro was extremely hard of hearing and Anna had suffered 
a stroke two months ago and though recovered, she was having difficulty with her memory. 
 
After what seemed like a couple of miles of wrought iron front fences in a variety of designs 
and pastel colors but a lot of blue, we entered the Chorniaks yard. We found the Chorniaks 
widowed daughter out in the yard hanging laundry on a line. She was from away, but has been 
here for some time since her Mother�s illness. No other family here to look after them. Her 
Mother Anna, looking somewhat frail was out in the yard taking in the fresh air and warm 
sun, steadying herself by clinging to a post in the garden fence. The daughter met us with a 
warm welcome, and after introductions she took her Mother by the elbow and invited us to 
come into the house. 
 
We were led into the sitting dining room. Our entry startled Mr. Chorniak who had been 
napping in a rocking chair. After some loud 
introductions and recognizing Vera, he then seemed 
cognizant of the reason for our visit.  Daughter 
Marina quickly put the kettle on and brought out a 
plate of Konopkas and Solotkas and then she 
brought out glasses and a bottle of Brandy and toasts 
were offered all around.  The warm hospitality of 
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these Ukrainian people leaves you totally at ease. Then Vera and I tried to explain my side of 
the family that had immigrated to Canada and that Sr. Julianna who had corresponded with 
Anastasia Warko had also corresponded with Mrs. Chorniak. What was the connection?. Mrs 
Chorniak responded meekly that she wasn�t sure. Then daughter Marina enquired of her father 
as to what knowledge he had. He said  it would be Mother, (Mrs Chorniak) who would know, 
he couldn�t recall, it was so long ago. Marina then admonished him saying she recalled when 
she was young they used to talk of it. Then she turned to me, musing how unfortunate it was 
that I had not come a few months sooner. Mother Anna then would have had been a wealth of 
information on the family connection. It was sad to see Anna seated with her hands folded in 
her lap with just a hint of a timid smile on her lips, but robbed of her precious memories.  We 
chatted for awhile, Marina had questions about Canada, what did I think of Ukraine so far, 
etc? Later we thanked them for their hospitality, wished them well and then took our leave. 
We stepped out onto the road and just as I was contemplating the long walk home the hourly 
bus from Terebovlia appeared in the road. Vera flagged him down and we boarded for a ride 
to the stop in the Village near the post office. What a relief , and the driver waved off my 
effort to pay. From there we headed to the easement between two houses and rear gardens, 
down to the creek, up the other side and we were home.  We found Stepan turning the squeaky 
windlass lifting water from the well for the evening watering of the livestock. He had two 
large pails filled already. Vera bent to lift them and I helped carry them to the barn. 
 
Day 13. I awoke to quite an unusual morning. It was overcast, but warm. On my journey to 
the oudoor biffy, I found Stepan in front of his sparse tool shed with file and rasp, fitting a 
new wooden handle onto a large old  knife blade. He was going to use it for chopping greens 
for the animals. And he thought the overcast would clear to sunshine by lunch time . I 
wondered how it would clear? There was no wind ☺. After the morning ritual in the kitchen I 
sat in to breakfast at nine. The Kasha was good and plentiful, but as usual Vera attempted to 
ply me with all the other goodies on the table. It was a never ending struggle to try to please 
and not over eat. 
 
At about 10:30, Wasyl arrived with the Lada and backed it up to the garage. He and Stepan 
unloaded five bags of cement from the trunk. That was quite a load. Now Stepan could 
complete the surfacing of the floor in the garage. Wasyl then parked the Lada in front of the 
cook house. He said he would be a few minutes cleaning up and we would be on our way out 
to Korostkiv, a town larger than Ivanivka some 35K distant where the sugar refinery was 
located. I was to learn on this trip that the term �Zavod� meant. In the days prior when I was 
staying at Nadyas, husband Mihalo would use the term when I asked where all the beet 
hauling trucks were going. I was not familiar with the term so it didn�t make sense to me. 
While I waited for Wasyl, Ola came out with cleaning cloths and cleaned the car windows, 
dusted the dash and shook out the floor mats. They were quite proud of their �top of the line� 
Lada. As mentioned earlier it had the little wipers on the head lights. Wasyl  returned and 
declared �Noo Pohyeedem�. 
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We headed northeastward, (I believed), out of the village along a main road that was in 
deplorable condition. We were meeting returning empty beet trucks, who like us, were 
swerving from side to side trying to avoid the large pot holes in the broken pavement. 
Attempts are made to fill the holes with very course crushed rock. Being loose, it of course is  
thrown out of the potholes onto the flat pavement by the speeding trucks. I pitied the poor 
horses we met along the way trying to be nimble and avoid stepping on the sharp stones 
strewn about on the pavement. Wasyl said that the local collective farms would provide some 
highway maintenance in the interest of their own commerce between collectives but that since 
the collapse of the system, there was no municipal body or authority with funding to carry out  
maintenance of the rural road system. After about forty five minutes of tough driving through, 
the prettty rolling country side, we arrived at Korostkiv, entering by crossing a small bridge 
over a running creek. 
 
We followed a long curving road through town, up a hill 
and then down again. At first glance it looked like a town 
in decline. Wasyl pointed out a large concrete 
commercial building that had just been completed about 
the time of the collapse of the Soviet System. It was 
supposed to be a large state magazine providing 
consumer goods to the population. But it stands empty. 
Further on we passed a filling station that had some 
convenience store goods. Then on the far edge of town 
we saw the tall smoke stack of the sugar beet refining plant. At the entry to the plant where 
empty trucks were exiting, there stood another large concrete structure. Wasyl explained that 
it was another state project, its completion coincided with the collapse of the system ten years 
ago. It was supposed to be a grain elevator, but remains 
dormant waiting for an investor. We parked near a scale 
over which all the arriving trucks passed to assess the 
weight of their load. We walked past a building that I 
thought perhaps housed some management or security 
people. I wondered about having passed this building 
without enquiring about permission to enter. But Wasyl 
was also a beet hauler so I assumed he knew what he was 
doing. We followed the road the trucks took to a growing 
pile of beets on the ground. As we approached Wasyl 
pointed out on the left a large deep �V� shaped concrete trench in the ground about 50 yards 
long. The trucks were dumping onto a growing pile of beets along the length of each side of 
the trench. He explained that when all the beets arrived over the next month, the pile of beets 
on each side would be enormous and they would fire up the mill. Then they would begin bull- 
dozing the beets into the trench and a large large stream of water would be pumped in to carry 
the beets under the road straight into the mill. This operation would also remove all the dirt 
from the beets while in their watery transit. On the right side of the road were railroad 
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unloading facilities. Beets from afar were transported by rail and dumped from track level 
directly down to the trench. I was impressed.  I had been snapping photos as we went along. 
We turned to move closer to the railroad facilities for further snaps and the mill plant in the 
background when we noticed a uniformed figure briskly approaching us. He confronted 
Wasyl about our presence here all the while frowning at me and my camera. Wasyl, in his 
easy going manner from what I could discern was saying �Hey I�m in here every day 
delivering beets and this man is a relative visiting from Canada and he is interested in our 
Industry�. The security officer was having no part of Wasyl�s innocent explanation and 
ordered us off the property. I was afraid he was going to confiscate my camera. There were 
four or five others in front of the office building observing our retreat including a couple of 
officious looking young guys who were nattily dressed and didn�t look at all like they were 
part of the local crew. They also had a verbal go at Wasyl as we passed heading for the Lada. I 
was amazed at Wasyl�s obvious thick skin as he waved off the verbage hurled at him. Mafiosa 
! Wasyl exclaimed as we sat in to the Lada to leave. He explained that the mill now belonged 
to some Oligark in Kiev who was also the owner of a 
Circus there. He thought this mill was just a money 
laundering front for him and the two guys were probably 
his henchmen. I had hoped to see the inside of the mill 
never having been inside a beet sugar refinery, but I really 
felt quite relieved to come away from there intact and in 
possession of my camera. 
 
Wasyl returned to the town and midway through he turned 
to take us down another main street where a Greek 
Catholic Church was getting a new larger dome that was being built on the ground beside it. It 
was already covered in golden sheathing and looked like it soon would be lifted up onto the 
roof to replace the small existing dome that I assumed was deemed by the congregation to be 
unworthy of the stature of the church. Further down the road was a newly constructed Greek 
Orthodox Church, tall and stately in appearance. It had tall Icons painted on the exterior walls 
reaching from the foundation right up to the peaks. A little further down the road Wasyl 
parked the Lada at the entrance to a beautiful park. This had been a model  socialist town he 
said. This park featuring fountains, picnic areas and every kind of tree in the land, now 
mature, was developed some 25 years ago for the 
workers, however, the town as I noticed upon our arrival, 
seemed in decline for the short term. There was a large 
Agricultural Training school on the other side of town 
that was now practically shut down. Agricultural 
mechanics, Agronomists and farm managers trained here, 
but with most of the collectives shut down, the demand 
for graduates had diminished.                                                                                        
 
Now the warm sun was beginning to break through the 
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light cloud cover. We headed for home and Wasyl said 
he would like to introduce me to his parents and 
gradmother when we arrived back in Ivanivka. I said 
sure, I would be pleased to meet them. We arrived at the 
Wiwchars to find Wasyl�s Mother and widowed 
Grandmother, (Mrs Tkaciuk 84 yrs.), in the garden. After 
introductions we were invited into the house and Wasyl�s 
mother quickly turned on the gas burner to warm up the 
soup for lunch. Grandmother asked about me and how I 
was related to the Warkos. She nodded as I explained and 
then she went on to explain how she too and her family were caught up in the Wysla during 
the war in Poland and found refuge here in Ivanivka. She continued on relating the horrors of 
the arrival of the Nazis, then the subsequent counter invasion by the Red Army. A terrible 
time. Wasyl�s son Petro on his way home from school for lunch� saw his Dads Lada in his 
Grampa�s yard and came in and sat shyly with his Dad. Petro does not see much of his Dad 
during the busy harvest at the farm. He is gone long before Petero is up for school and usually 
in bed when Wasyl comes home at night. And of course, the Grandma�s here doted on little 
Petro. Then Wasly�s father arrived driving a one horse 
wagon. He, like son Wasyl, is also employed at the farm. 
With a smile he mentioned that he had seen me strolling 
about the farm taking photos the other day. He with a few 
others were building the large straw stack.  Yes, I recalled 
seeing them. A large tractor with high front end loader was 
boosting straw which had been discharged on the ground by 
trucks, up to the men on the stack. They would spread it 
around and then rounded it off so it would shed the rain and 
the snow. It was hard work. He quickly brought out a bottle of Vodka and shot glasses and 
toasts were proposed to our health, to Ukraine or any excuse to quaff another.  With appetites 
thus piqued, we sat in to a hearty soup and thick slices of crusty home made bread. It was 
delightful, as usual. 
 
Back at Vera�s (his Mother-in-laws),Wasyl dropped me off and returned to the farm to resume 
driving truck for the rest of the day. I thanked him for the tour and then walked next door to 
Olga�s. There was a message from young Ola in Ternopil. An e-mail from home advised that 
all was well at home. I visited for about an hour and then wandered over to Myroslav and 
Marina�s. I found Natalia in the garden picking beans and still not feeling too well. Marina 
and the rest of the family were picking potatoes on their remote patch beyond the village edge. 
I then wandered over to Nadya�s.  Philia was tidying up the last of the potato picking in the 
garden. Nadya and Mihalo were away helping Myroslav and Marina in their potato patch.  We 
chatted, seated comfortably on half filled potato sacks and Philia shared her water bottle. A 
grand way on a sunny afternoon to drink in the atmosphere of the old country and get the 
blanks of family history filled in.  Life is good ☺ 
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Returning to Vera�s I was approaching the �Lehneen� 
remains along the path and noticed an elderly lady in 
her adjacent garden, (I was to learn that most were 
younger than I). Out of courtesy  I called out �Slava 
Isusa Christu� as is the custom and I had  become  
accustomed to do. She replied and initiated 
conversation with, �So you are that Canadian� ?? I 
conceded I was. We had an enjoyable chat that 
spanned some ten minutes. Very friendly people.  I 
continued on. Tomorrow Wasyl, Olah, Hannia and I 
will motor some 60k south to the village of Milewka to visit Oleh Warko, son of the late 
Andrew Warko. 
 
Andrew Warko was the eldest son of Matriarch Anastasia. Wasyl, Olah, Hannia and I 
departed Ivanivka leaving the village in a northwesterly direction. The road took us past the 
farm, (former collective), on the edge of the village. Activity continued there with trucks still 
bringing in silage. Another crew, probably including Wasyl�s father were still busy on the 
straw stack growing its length. The road continued on winding between fields of harvested 
cereal grain and some swathed buckwheat fields awaiting the combine harvester. The road had 
been paved some time in its past history but Wasyl was busy trying to bypass the pot holes. 
We were heading to intersect the main south bound highway from Ternopil and Terebovlia in 
the north to Chernivtsi in the south. As we neared the intersection I recognized a concrete and 
asphalt plant near the highway. I realized now that this was the alternate route Wasyl took the 
Sunday before when we returned to Ivanivka from our tour of Terebovlia and the ancient 
castle. Now I was beginning to get a sense of the local area along with a better sense of my 
directions. 
 
Just prior to the main highway we crossed over the Ternopil/Chernivtsi railroad line that while 
parallel to the highway, only occasionally showed itself near the highway. It would wander 
afar seeking a level grade among the rolling hills 
of the countryside. The highway was a busy one 
with the mix of transports and Lada�s bunching 
due to the numerous rises and dips in the road 
trapping the automobiles behind heavy trucks 
labouring up the hills. But as we became 
ensnarled in these bunches of traffic it was white 
knuckle time for me again as cars were taking 
risks moving up around others when you had no 
idea what was coming toward you over the hill or 
around a curve. Milewka was near a major town 
called Kopachintsi. It was a large town that also 
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was home to a major army training base. The highway skirted the town on the north and at the 
end of a lush forest on the north side of the highway we turned west for 4 kilometers along the 
other side of the forest and came upon the village of Milewka. It was a small village of some 
forty homes. Wasyl turned into a pretty orchard of 20 or 30 apple and pear trees that led to a 
house and out buildings. We were met by Oleh, 70 yrs. of age, son of the late Andrew Warko, 
his Wife Zenovia, Daughter Alexandria and Grand-daughter Christine 12 yrs.  After 
introductions we were invited to the house. We were seated around a table that had a pile of 
30 or 40 black and white photos in the middle. Oleh smiled as he slid the pile to the front of 
me. As an only son and child he had inherited the pictures from his father Andrew. Among the 
pictures were those that Andrew had returned with from Canada in 1935, as well as others that 
had been sent to him from my family over the years. I was astounded as I browsed through the 
pictures. While I had seen old family pictures of my Parents, Grand-parents, Uncles and 
Aunts, etc., there were many here that I had not seen before. Of course I wouldn�t have. In 
those days you sent off the only copy of a picture you had. I was able to identify many of the 
family members in the pictures for Oleh and answer many of the questions he had that would 
correlate with information that he had from his late Father. It was a great feeling to muse 
together over these old pictures of family that had relevance on both sides of the ocean. 
Hannia said she would arrange to have copies made of the 25 or so pictures I selected.   
 
The ladies, Ola, Hannia, Alexandria and Christine with baskets, were heading out to the forest 
across the road to gather mushrooms. Oleh, after he, 
Wasyl and I had browsed around the farmyard 
suggested he would like to show us the local village 
church. The large community church was about 5 
kilometers away. This small village began a project 
to build their own small church right here. It was 
about a quarter mile down the road. On the way we 
stopped at a neighbors from whom Oleh retrieved 
the key. It was a beautifull church with some 
finishing still be be completed. The bell tower, built 
to house 3 bells, at this time could ring only one 
bell. The other two would arrive in the future. Inside, the painted Icons and scroll work was 
beautifully done by local artisans. Oleh was very proud. Amazing how the faith, brutally 
supressed during Communist times, has blossomed forth now with such exbuberance.  
 
The ladies returned from the forest with baskets brimming with mushrooms. They were a 
small mushroom with thin stems. There were other varieties but none that I recognized from 
what little experience I had of Canadian mushrooms. Zenovia in the meantime had prepared a 
feast and we sat in to dine. A bottle of Cognac was uncorked  for the table but Oleh placed a 
shot glass in front of me pouring a generous shot of his favourite lightning. To our health and 
to Ukraine, etc.  Then we dined like kings. After the meal we snapped photos of family and 
exchanged gifts. I had a flask of genuine Canadian Maple Syrup and pins for them and the 
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ladies presented pretty needlework. It was a fun time. I answered the many questions they had 
as best I could. I learned that Alexandria had been widowed in the past year. Her husband at 
37 yrs.  had suffered a heart attack during sleep and tragically passed away. She now, with 
daughter Christine lived here with her parents. We posed for more pictures and it was time to 
leave for home.                                                                                                                            
 
As the mushrooms were placed in the boot of the car, Oleh pointed to the apple trees 
imploring Wasyl and Olah to fill the empty space in the boot with the bounty from his 
orchard. He would shake the trees bringing down a torrent of red tinged fruit. With the boot 
full of loose apples, we were on our way.  
 
Along the road south out of Milewka the landscape fell away to the right over fields down a 
shallow valley and then rose again to the far horizon. On the left was the thick rising forest 
that separated us from the town of Kopachintsi on the other side. We were not far from the 
end of the forest where we would make a left turn to gain the highway for our return north 
when we overtook a little tractor towing a two wheeled utility trailer. Being a natural 
mechanical nut and having an appreciation for 
anything home made or recycled, I realized at 
once what we were passing was a home built 
tractor built from scrap, and the driver an 
innovative craftsman after my own heart.  
�Whoa� I pleaded to Wasyl. I had to see this 
and get a few pictures. We stopped in front of 
the man and I snapped a few frames as he 
approched and pulled to a stop.  Wasyl 
engaged him in conversation as I was down 
on the ground viewing the underside of the 
machine to determine how it was put together. 
It was a Briggs type air cooled engine attached to what looked like a Lada clutch and 
transmission, wheels from some sort of machinery, all welded together to make a workable 
chore tractor. He was on his way to a neighbors to pick up a load of sacked potatoes. Where 
normally we would have seen a wagon pulled by a horse, this man with a little ingenuity, had 
replaced his horse. Fascinating ! I happened to have the family album I had brought along to 
show Oleh and family. It included pictures of my John Deere�s that I had built. He smiled 
broadly as he viewed them. After a few more minutes admiring his creation and assuring him 
I was a brother in recycled old iron, we shook hands and went on our way. 
 
Day 14. Sept. 16 Friday. I had slept in a bit. We were late getting home the night before and I 
ignored the morning rooster call. Vera served up a generous portion of Kasha. After breakfast 
I wandered next door for a chat with Olga. It was again, warm and sunny ☺. There was an 
outstanding invitation from Mihalo and Nadya to come over to use the shower and bath 
facilities at my convenience. I did that today and on the way back dropped in for a short visit 
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to Marina�s and daughter Natalia. Natalia was now feeling a bit better. It was lunch time when 
I returned to Vera�s. Vera said that after lunch, Ola and Hannia would walk me over to visit 
the widowed Nadya Zavaruva who lived on the far west side of the village. She was the 
daughter of Maria Martiuk whom the late Stepan Warko (1907-57)married. She then gained 
step-brothers Myroslav here in Ivanivka and Bohdan now in the far east of Russia. She has a 
lovely home and her disabled son, injured in an industrial accident, lives with her. It was quite 
a hike over to her place. Two miles anyway. The girls Ola and Hannia, guided me through 
alleys, paths between gardens and quaint narrow roads and houses. We passed a large meadow  
where villagers daily brought out and tethered their cows. It was farther than the trek in the 
other direction I had taken with Vera to the Chorniaks.  
 
Nadia, a timid sort greeted us warmly, sat us in the living room and soon was preparing and 
bringing out some food and refreshment. She invited her Son to join us. He was quite frail and 
though having quite a severe cough, he lit up a cigarette. I sensed that he was lamenting being 
incapacitated as he was. While Nadia continued setting out the food, Olah, Hannia and I 
browsed a family album. Then Nadia mentioned that Bohdan had telephoned from the far east 
to say that he would arrive in Ivanivka late Saturday evening. And here I was leaving Ivanivka 
for Ternopil earlier Saturday evening for the over-night trip to Kiev. But I would be back to 
Ternopil Monday morning to stay with the other Ola, the university student, until Tuesday 
afternoon. Bohdan and I would rendezvous there. After a delightful snack and the prerequisite 
shot of liquid refreshment, we visited for a bit more and then took our leave. It was a long 
hike back. 
 
It was late afternoon when we arrived back at Vera�s. I was tired and flushed. I forgot to 
mention it was another warm and sunny day. Were there no other kind in Ukraine ?? Oh and 
there was No Wind! ☺.  I sat in the shade and enjoyed a drink of cool well water. Tomorrow 
was my last day in Ivanivka. It would culminate with a overnight train ride for Sunday in 
Kiev. Initially I had planned to leave for Ternopil on the bus. Stepan, Nadya�s son who was to 
be my chaperone was already in Ternopil. He would meet me there at the bus depot and then 
arrange to get us and my luggage over to the train station. I would pack my �carry on� bag 
sufficient for a day trip to Kiev. My large case would be stored in a locker at the station in 
Ternopil until our return. Still pending was arrangements for my day trip to Dmytrowice in 
Poland when I get back to Lviv next Tuesday.  
 
I wandered over to Olga�s place next door. Vera had arranged to get the telephone number of 
Myroslav (Mirka) Koval�s son in Lviv. Armed with that, Olga dialed her Son-in-law Wasyl in 
Lviv, (married to Olga�s daughter Oxanna, who works in Italy), I was to learn that this Wasyl 
is extremely amicable and talkative and obviously has a great rapport with his Mother-in-law. 
I could hear him laughingly greeting Olga.Very early in the conversation she admonished him 
to �be quiet� and listen to her. She had very specific instructions for him. She recited the 
telephone number of Myroslave Koval�s son Roman, in Lviv. Would Wasyl call him and 
arrange for him to guide Victor to �Polska�. I learned that in local parlance, it meant taking a 
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trip to Dmytrowice. He should also determine the bus schedules and fares etc. I would arrive 
in Lviv late afternoon Tuesday and wanted to make the trip, Wednesday. Wasyl assured her 
he would make the call and was looking forward to seeing me. He said he would personally 
take me on a tour of Lviv Thursday, the day before my deaprture. Olga hung up the telephone 
with a smile. Wasyl could be depended upon even if he did talk too much.☺  I returned to 
Vera�s and began packing. 
 
Day 15 Sat. Sept. 17. I awoke to the scene of my belongings spread around the room having 
given up the evening before as to how to arrange the packing, yet leave enough out for the trip 
to Kiev. I had given up! But here I was, confronted by my ambivalence of the night before. I 
decided to rise and get cleaned up, have some kasha and then have another go at it later. Vera 
and all over breakfast, expressed their dismay that my visit was coming to an end. I replied 
that I too was sad that this visit, an historic event to me, was coming to an end. There will be 
many fond memories for me, I said. They went on to say that Wasyl would return early from 
the farm then he, Ola and young Petro would drive me to Ternopil.  I argued to no avail that 
riding the bus was fine. Stepan and Oleh were to meet me at the bus depot in Ternopil but 
they said they would deliver me there. I lost the argument.☺ 
 
The morning was sunny and warm but cooler weather was said to be coming. On my way to 
Philia, Nadya and Mihalo to say farewell, I encountered the normal Saturday morning 
Ivanivka bazaar behind the village hall. I decided on a quick browse through. There were a 
few more vendors than the Saturday previous. The usual giftware, souvenirs, cigarettes local 
garden produce and fruit from Odessa. In hardware there were curry combs for horses, forks, 
shovels, pails, horse shoes, etc., and there was a small truck there quite loaded down with bags 
of portland cement. As I approached, a villager was lifting a few bags onto his wagon while 
his small horse seemingly asleep, waited patiently. I then turned down the path, past the 
discarded former �Lehneen� concrete foundation to the creek below Philia, Nadya and 
Mihalo�s garden. It was sad to think that this was likely my last walk across a part of the 
village that crosses two creek bottoms, splendid with their beautiful weeping willows and 
babbling brooks, ducks and geese quacking, and folks quietly labouring in their potato 
patches. A scene so far removed in time from my life growing up on the farm in Canada.  Yet 
it seemed to evoke such a deep sense of nostalgia deep inside me that I couldn�t quite fathom. 
I moved on deep in my thoughts. 
 
I had to sit in to some lunch at Nadya�s. Nadya was going to pack some eggs, milk and bread 
for me to take along for Oleh and family in Ternopil. He and Stepan would meet me at the bus 
depot. There would also be a bag of food for Stepan and I for our trip to Kiev. I mentioned 
then that Wasyl would be driving me to Ternopil. She said they would meet us at the bus 
departure stop in the village and hand it off. They had a gift for me! Nadya had remembered 
that I had remarked positively on the Moldavan Cognac they had served at lunch in Ternopil 
the Sunday before. So she had purchased a bottle for me. I protested. There was no need and 
there was a risk of it being broken in my luggage before I got home ,but they insisted and of 
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course I relented. An emotional good-bye to Philia. She who had suffered at the hands of the 
Communists, unable to walk upright these last 12 yrs., but with such a warm smile and bright 
blue eyes. We exchanged wishes for good health and God be with you. Then on to Marina and 
Natalia�s. The men, of course,  were away to duties at the farm. Myroslav, Son Stepan and 
Son-in-law Petro, Natalia�s husband. Grandsons Volodia and Ihor were also out there with 
Grand-father Myroslav, free grazing the dairy herd in the meadow. So immediately I was 
seated at the kitchen table for some lunch. I protested I had just rose from lunch a Nadya�s but 
would settle for a cup of tea and some solotkeh. Marina placed a shot glass next to me and 
proferred a bottle of Vodka. �Or�, she seriously asked, �would I maybe like something 
stronger�?  Myroslav�s own perhaps. I must have looked a bit confused. Then Natalia 
emerged from the other room clutching an unlabeled bottle of a clear liquid. 80%, Marina 
declared!  Hoches ? Marina asked. With trepidation I said I would try it. It was ! as Marina 
had alluded, no doubt at least 80%. I was glad the kettle was boiling for tea and declined a 
refill of my shot glass.  We chatted about my visit. They were interested in my thoughts about 
Ukraine, Ivanivka and, that I should come back next year. Then Marina presented me with a 
pretty souvenir bottle of Vodka. I tried to decline but to no avail. With hugs we said our good- 
byes and I was on my way back to Vera�s with two bottles clinking in a plastic bag as I 
walked along the path. 
 
Back at Vera�s I worked at packing the two bottles into my already bulging large bag. That 
done I ventured outside to a loud grinding noise next door at Olga�s. I ventured over there to 
find Vera�s husband Stepan putting bagged wheat through a small grinder. It was belt driven 
by an electric motor. Son-in-law Wasyl brings bagged wheat home from the farm. Part of the 
payment for their land plot leased to the farm manager. Vera was carrying the chopped grain 
over the shoulder back to the storage area in their barn. From there it would be fed to the pigs 
and poultry. Olga was seated on her cookhouse step shelling ears of corn into a pail. Stepan 
would put the corn through the grinder for her few chickens and five ducks. When that was all 
done, Vera back home retrieved a milking pail from a post just ouside their cookhouse and 
headed down to the bottom of the garden to milk the two cows. Stepan and I followed. Cows 
are milked three times per day. Any surplus is taken to 
a village depot tank, the offering is measured and 
poured into the tank. The milk plant truck from 
Terebovlia on its trip out to the farm to pick up the 
milk there, also picks up the offerings from the 
village. Ten litres of milk will bring about two dollars. 
Vera retrieved a three legged milking stool from the 
grass near by and began milking one of the cows. The 
cow, which seemed the older of the two, both of 
obvious Holstein lines and in good condition seemed 
quite content chewing her cud as she was being milked. Swishing her tail occasionally.  
Though the cows were tethered, Stepan had to hold the halter of the second cow when Vera 
with just about a half pail of milk moved over to resume milking the second cow. Things 
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seemed to be going fine with only the occasional tail swish at flies. Then suddenly the cow 
lifted a hind hoof to her belly I suppose to brush away an irritant fly, but inadvertantly in the 
same motion, tipped over the pail! Poor Vera was startled but managed to right the pail, but 
only after much of the milk was lost on the ground.  She very firmly gave the cow a verbal 
scolding with some choice words. It was all I could do to keep from losing my composure. 
The incident brought back many memories of similar happenings while I milked cows back 
home on the farm more than fifty years ago. So long ago and  yet it seemed like yesterday. We 
headed home up the hill and like it was rumored, some high cloud was approaching and it was 
becoming cooler. 
 
I was packed and so we all visited in the cookhouse, sipped at tea,  Vera�s sister Marusha 
came over and then Olga from next door. They also asked my thoughts on my visit and 
extended invitations to come back next year with your Wife and Brother. We would see, I said 
and thanked them again for their kind hospitality during my stay. Then Wasyl arrived from 
the farm, proceeded to get cleaned up, changed and we began to load my luggage. It had been 
a pleasant two weeks that seemed too abruptly to be coming to an end.  More hugs and good- 
byes and Ola, Hannia, Wasyl and I were on our way. Nadya and Marina stood alone at the 
village bus stop. We loaded the food parcels for Ternopil in the trunk, then more good-byes, 
they wished me well and to be sure to return and a final wave as we turned to leave. 
 
Dusk was beginning to fall when we arrived at the bus depot in Ternopil. The crowd was thin 
as the last country departures were gone. I recognized Oleh and Stepan and waved them over. 
We would engage a taxi to get us and my luggage over to the train station. Knowing Wasyl 
would decline any renumeration for the ride (as he did before) I left money in the room when I 
vacated. So it was good-byes again to Ola, Hannia and Wasyl, he said he and Ola would see 
me Tuesday to drive me to Lviv.                                                                                                     
 
It was 7 P.M. and dark when we arrived at the train station. They have a manned check in 
holding facilities rather than lockers there. With the luggage secured we still had three hours 
until train time for Kiev at 10:30. Stepan had my passport and tickets (billets) and we would 
take a walk down town to kill some time. But first I needed to go to the washroom. Not 
wanting to create a faux pas I asked that they point out the �mens�. I was startled upon entry 
to see a very authoritarian looking woman seated behind a desk. Not quite comprehending if I 
was in the wrong place, a gentleman emerged from around a corner so I turned quickly to 
head in that direction. I was immediately hailed sternly to return and PLOTI !  That�s when I 
noticed a small paper box of loose change on the desk in front of her. So this was a pay toilet 
☺  I fished out a handfull of change and proffered it to her to pick out the fare. I, then thus 
admonished, meekly returned around the corner to where I thought I was going in the first 
place. She frowned at me again on my way out. The boys chuckled as I explained my surprise 
to find a woman administrator in the men�s loo. 
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We wandered out into the cool overcast evening. I had put on a heavier shirt, but wished I had 
a sweater under my light jacket. But that was in my large bag. How I missed the two weeks of 
warm sunshine. We crossed the city square that had very few people about. The surrounding 
out-door cafes too were very sparsely populated due to the cool evening. We continued on to 
music in increasing volume as we approached a park. The boys chuckled that I could tell my 
Wife I had attended a �Rock Concert� on a Saturday night in Ternopil ! ☺ There was a 
raucous band on the covered stage with about two hundred young folks with their hands way 
up doing the wave to the music. I did have to admit that the volume of Ukrainian rock is 
considerably subdued compared to what I have seen and heard on TV in North America. I 
could actually hear the vocals above the din. The crowd seemed well behaved perhaps in 
deference to the uniformed police men walking about in groups of four and five.  I was also 
taken aback, (coming from Canada), to see individuals in full view of the cops walking about 
with an open bottle of beer, taking occasional sips. It is not unlawful to do that here in 
Ukraine. After about 20 minutes we turned and headed back toward the station. 
 
Along the way I suggeted we turn into a coffee shop for some refreshment. As we chatted at 
our table, in walked Ola (Grand-daughter of Olga from Ivanivka) with her friend (I have 
forgotten his name). We invited them to sit and ordered for them. It was like a relief valve 
going off to speak a bit of English after two weeks of captive Ukrainian where so many times 
I was unable to fully express myself on a subject or query. Ola said she would meet me at the 
train when I returned from Kiev Monday morning. Stepan would be going on to Lviv. She and 
her friend offered to collect my large bag and take it over to her apartment tonight so as not to 
have to fuss with it Monday morning. Great idea ! After refills and more conversation we all 
headed to the train station. 
 
The train station is large and the ground floor rotunda was crowded with arriving passengers 
and those awaiting them. There was a large stairway up to a mezzanine with benches from 
where waiting  passengers departed. Oleh sat with us for awhile then departed for home with 
the food parcel from Mother Nadya. Stepan recognized the call for our train and track 
location. We followed the crowd straight out onto a covered walkway above the trains and 
then took a stairway down to a concrete walkway between two trains. I followed Stepan, his  
ticket out for reference was reading car numbers as we walked along the train. We passed 
stern looking uniformed women at each of the coach steps who scrutinized your tickets and 
would motion you to board if your tickets were valid. These are the stewards assigned to the 
coach for the trip. There were men attending some of the coaches.We entered our car and 
found our compartment about midway down the corridor. Good I thought. It will be a smooth 
ride.  
 
Sliding back the door to the compartment revealed a pair of narrow upper and lower padded 
benches hinged to the walls with perhaps 30� between their outer edges. Stepan had booked 
the two lowers for us. The uppers were available for purchase to any traveller. We settled in as 
other passengers passed by our door searching for their compartments. None came to claim 
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the uppers in our compartment, but it was a long all night ride. Entraining passengers along 
the way may have them reserved for all we knew. We would see. 
 
Looking forward and aft as I entrained it seemed to me the trains length exceeded twenty cars. 
A good load for any locomotive. We began our departure smoothly and right on time and I 
was impressed with the acceleration of this heavy 
train by the electric locomotive in charge. We soon 
appeared to be a track speed running very smoothly. 
Hard to determine though. The lack of the clickety-
clack on the rail suggested we were riding on heavy 
ribbon rail and a good solid road bed. Stepan showed 
how to lift the hinged bunk where I could place my 
carry on bag into a receptacle that was closed and 
secure when you lowered the bunk. My currency and 
passport were in my money belt so we felt reasonably 
secure. There were thin mattresses rolled up on the 
top bunk. Then the steward lady came by offering a packaged kit of two sheets, a blanket and 
pillow for 14 Hrivnas. I purchased two sets for us and we prepared for the night ahead. It had 
been a long day and it felt good to be snuggled into bed, on our way to see the sights of Kiev 
and the Maydan. 
 
I did not sleep all that well. It became quite cool in the coach during the night. The blanket 
was thin and it and the top sheet were not quite up to the task. There were toilets at each end 
of the coach. While the coach seemed clean and in good repair, the same could not be said for 
the washrooms. My usual single call of nature during the night was not a pleasant one.  While 
the ride was mostly quite smooth there were occasions where we would go through a rough 
spot at speed that was disconcerting. Was it just a rough spot or were we heading off the rails. 
Then all was smooth again. At six we were called for an on-time arrival at Kiev. Daylight was 
breaking and I watched with interest, the outlying villages, the opposite running track beside 
us, spurs going off to industrial plants, railroad yards and the suburbs as we entered the city. 
 
We passed through the crowds in the grand train station. It was nice to be inside as it was 
chilly and it had drizzled rain during the night. Then out into the cool again through the maze 
of cab drivers beckoning us to ride with them. Stepan took us past them to a nearby bus stop 
where we boarded for a ride that would bring us only within about a mile from an apartment 
complex where his University friend Viktor Tomenko resided. Kiev seemed busy even at 
7A.M on a Sunday morning. We travelled for some thirty minutes through winding streets, up 
and down hills then stepped down at the foot of another hill. We began an uphill walk on a 
sidewalk lined with chestnut trees. The sidewalk littered with chestnuts crushed by the 
pedestrian traffic. Here I am walking along lamenting the cost of chestnuts back home at 
Christmas time ☺. I was beginning to pant and Stepan kindly reached over and took my bag 
with a smile. We reached level ground when I retrieved my bag, but Stepan pointed up hill 
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again. This was a residential area of older apartments many in need of refurbishing. Garbage 
collection seemed inadequate evidenced by the many overflowing dumpsters. It was tough 
keeping up with a 25 year old and I was wanting to ask �are we there yet�? But eventually we 
came upon a pair of identical blocks of about 8 stories. We entered an elevator that took us to 
the fourth floor and after much loud pounding on the door a sleepy pajama clad Viktor 
Tomenko let us in. He smiled sleepily, but broadly and embraced Stepan. Two veterans of the 
Maydan. Viktor had had a late night. He pointed out the bathroom so we could clean up, told 
us to make ourselves at home and he was going back to bed for a couple of hours. Freshen up 
we did. Stepan then put on the kettle and from the food bag Nadya had packed he brought 
forth a large loaf of bread and a small roast of pork wrapped in foil. We dined on a thick pork 
sandwich and tea and a few sweets. It was nice and cozy in the apartment. Stepan then 
stretched out on the chesterfield and I leaned back into a deep easy chair. We dozed until 
Viktor awakened us at 10:30 A.M. 
 
Viktor Tomenko is a tall handsome youth with an engaging smile and is in his third year of 
study in political science. I learned that it was his sister that married Stepan�s brother Ihor the 
week prior to my arrival in Ivanivka. I had viewed the video of the wedding and it was some 
party! Viktor had awakened much refreshed, had showered, breakfasted and was ready to 
guide us on a tour of some of the highlights of Kiev. A glance out the window was not all that 
appealing. The weather had not improved. It looked cool and gloomy with the low overcast 
and still the occasional drizzle. St. Micheal�s Cathedral was a must see and we could take in 
St. Sophia�s in the immediate area as well. A taxi was summoned and we were on our way. 
 
St. Micheal�s Cathedral is most impressive. The 
huge blue façade, golden domes and bell tower in 
the fore-front leaves one totally in awe. We 
photgraphed the large imposing statue of 
Yaroslav the Wise in the courtyard. Then we 
passed through the belltower and as we 
approached the cathedral entrance, we began to 
hear the increasing volume of the choir. It was 
11:30 A.M. and high mass was being celebrated. 
Tourists were exiting and others were entering 
with us. The large pewless interior was filled 
wall to wall with worshippers. Incense hung 
thick in the air.  As we paused the priest intoned another invocation. The choir�s response, a 
symphany of voices female, tenors and deep male basses, a large group for sure, in chorus and 
rising crescendo gave this observer goose pimples. I�d never been so moved. Yet despite the 
solemn mass in progress, tourists were entering and moving up to the edge of the crowd for a 
view then departing. After a bit we did the same moving to an adjacent museum of historic 
religious artifacts and photos. From there we ventured over to St. Sophia�s. Its domes and bell 
tower visible some ten blocks away. 
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St. Sophia�s, dating from the 11th Century, surely 
represents the glory of Byzantium. A museum since 
1934, mercifully it was not levelled by the 
Communists as St. Micheal�s nearly was. The 
remains of Yaroslav the Wise and other early 
Bishops are intombed here. The earliest Icon of the 
Virgin Mary in Byzantian style is here. We 
approached, shivering, (at least I was), in a light 
drizzle and followed a tourist group of about 20 
older excited Japanese tourists, all decked out in 
yellow rain gear and umbrellas. Admission is charged, the funds going to ongoing restoration 
to maintain it as a tourist draw. It was a humbling experience walking the halls, viewing the 
age old Icons, the tombs and the balconies where  royalty once participated in the services. In 
certain locations on the walls and floors the outer mosaics were peeled away to reveal the 
internal supporting construction of the time for the benefit of those visitors with architectural 
interest and again on the wall outside. Outdoors again I took a photo of the large statue, 
Kmelnetsky, I believe it was mounted on a horse and pointing his staff towards Moscow. The 
boys attempted to convey the significance of that, but unfortunately I was not able to 
comprehend.  We headed toward a bus stop and then the Maydan! 
 
I was surprised at the number of people out on the Maydan, (Independence Square), despite 
the inclement weather, but there was some sort of rally on with a lot of young folks 
participating. They were carrying banners and I was 
able to discern a theme of �Walk for Life�. The street 
is closed to traffic on Sundays so pedestrians and 
crowds have a free day to celebrate whatever, though 
perhaps nothing will eclipse the heady days of the 
Orange Revolution and its Victory which, 
unfortunatley now, the achievement of its goals is 
somewhat diminished.  Viktor and Stepan were quite 

excited being there 
and explained to 
me where they 
stood in the crowd during those exciting days. Viktor 
recalled they were near a large arch entry-way to a 
building along the prospect. We wandered in that direction 
and when Viktor pointed it out quite proudly, I asked them 
to pose for a photograph in front of their significant arch of 
the Maydan! We turned back towards the crowd. The boys 
pointed to where Pres. Yuschenko and Yulia Timoshenko 
rallied the crowd during November of 2004. We then 
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ventured down to the underground. It was crowded mainly, perhaps, because it was warm 
down there. There didn�t seem to be much of interest for the boys down there, but I would 
have liked a more thorough walkabout. They turned so I followed them back to street level. I 
pointed to the �MacDonalds� sign adorning the 
façade of a large stone building.  Yes, they agreed, 
it was time for lunch! As we headed in that 
direction I glanced around and took in the whole of 
the  Maydan for the last time and in my mind, 
thought never in my wildest dreams when 
watching history unfold on television just about a 
year ago, would I be here on the ground. I had 
Stepan to thank for that. He was extremely proud 
of having been a part of it. He suggested at lunch 
one day back in Ivanivka, that he would like to 
take me here to share the feeling. 
 
MacDonald�s in Ukraine, on the Maydan, is quite different than the stand alone Golden Arch 
establishments back home. The décor was a bit unique as were the pretty uniformed 
waitresses but you got the feel of a crisp disciplined franchise culture as opposed the rest of 
the easy going society I had observed thus far. Service was quick with a courteous smile and a 
visit to the washroom was a pleasant surprise compared to my experiences to that point in 
other public facilities. During the evening before, in the tea house in Ternopil, Ola had 
suggested to Stepan that he be sure to take me to Andryivski  Bazaar. After Big Mac�s and 
apple crisp, we headed in that direction. 
 
Andryivski Streets Bazaar is what seemed like about ten blocks of side-by-side Kiosks and 
Booths of  Souvenirs, Jewelry, giftware and T Shirts winding and spiraling ever downward to 
the bottom of a hill where the last vender was a gentleman who had unloaded and surrounded 
his aging Lada with old carved wooden kitchen utensils, butter churns, grinders, tools, sad 
irons and spinning wheels hoping I suppose his wares would appeal to the collector. As we 
wound our way down the hill I had purchased a 
good variety things to take home including an 
item for my brother Clem. A large white T Shirt 
with �McLenins� emblazened across the front in 
large red letters and �The Party Is Over� on the 
back ☺. I though he would enjoy that. And He 
did! He laughed out loud at the thought of Lenins 
name conjoined with a multinational capitalist 
fast food corporation. 
 
By now it was late afternoon, still cool, wet and 
breezy. I was cold and shivering. The boys asked 
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where else would I like to go. I knew there was a lot more out there, but hard to appreciate in 
the dull cool overcast weather. I suggested we call it a day and we should summon a taxi to 
take us home. We walked over to a busier street where Viktor enquired a budget fare home 
from a taxi parked at the curb. I gathered he was dissatified with the quote. 
We moved up the busy street a bit where he then 
stepped off the sidewalk between parked cars nearly 
into passing traffic. Stepan and I were on his heels 
when he, in the face of on coming traffic began 
thumbing a ride. I thought to myself �What on earth 
is he doing?� It was embarassing for this shivering 
71 year old senior to be standing here in traffic 
behind a thumbing pedestrian. I was about to inquire 
of Stepan as to what was going on, when a 
reasonably newer car stopped, (it wasn�t a Lada), the 
single occupant lowered the passenger window to 
hear from Viktor. Car horns behind began tooting at the obstruction, I was getting more 
embarassed, suddenly Viktor nodded to the gentleman, looked back at us and motioned us 
into the back seat. What I witnessed I guess is routine here in Kiev. Viktor had solicited a ride 
from a commuter on the street. The ride home cost me 10 Hrivnas. The Taxi driver had quoted 
25. Go figure! 
 
It was nice and cozy back in Viktor�s apartment. He treated Stepan and I to a few quaff�s of 
Vodka which settled down my shivers. In a bit he called us to a supper of a large steaming 
bowl of a thumbnail sized perogies. They are meat filled, commercially produced and 
purchased frozen in the grocery stores. Then it occurred to me that I had been in Ukraine for 
two whole weeks and hadn�t eaten a real perogie. Strange I thought - was I not in Ukraine?☺ 
But I did have a taste of cabbage rolls. We retired to the sitting room to find �Robin Hood� on 
the Television with Kevin Costner and John Vernon as Friar Tuck, dubbed Ukrainian, of 
course. The boys enjoyed it thoroughly as did I. I had not seen it before. They laughed 
hilariously at the conclusion when Maid Marian�s forced marriage to the villain was stopped 
by Robin and his Merry Men who intervened when Friar Tuck, (also forced), was about to 
conclude the ceremony reaching �In the name of the Father, and the Son,� enter Robin and his 
Merry Men. After all the fighting had subsided with the defeat of the villains forces, Robin 
then stood next to Maid Marian while a dishevelled looking Friar Tuck concluded the 
ceremony with, �And the Holy Ghost, Amen� in Ukrainian, of course, at which point the boys 
burst out totally at the surprise ending. ☺ 
 
Our departure time was approaching. We chatted then for a while. I asked Viktor what he 
hoped was out there for him when he graduated in two more years. He said he hoped there 
would be opportunity for him to find employment in government to help rebuild Ukraine. I 
emphasized that I thought it was a huge task and that it would take a large effort from the  
population and an energetic young generation like himself and Stepan to do it. They agreed. 
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Viktor summoned the taxi. I thanked him for his kind hospitality and the tour. We said our 
good-byes. 
 
We passed quickly through the busy terminal and out onto our train. We paused  at the door to 
our compartment for there was an attractive lady meticulously making up the two top bunks 
with fresh sheets and blankets. Ah, I thought, we will have company on this trip. When she 
was done she quietly departed down the aisleway. Stepan and I then entered, stashed our gear 
and began making up our bunks. It was cozy in there. The electric heat was on, I was 
extremely weary from a less than adequate sleep on the train the night before and the long 
cool outing today. I was ready for bed as was Stepan. About the time we were contemplating 
hitting the sack, the lady returned with her husband who entered the compartment clutching a 
tall can of beer in one hand as was she and with a very friendly smile, reached out with his 
free hand to greet us.  He was obviously feeling pretty good. Then he sat on the bunk beside 
me and asked could he offer us a beer??  We declined.  I have Vodka if you would like?? He 
was well dressed in a good looking suit, well groomed about 45 yrs. and I sensed the aroma of 
good cologne. He was friendly and wanting to visit. His wife quietly looked on from just out 
the doorway. We did not want to seem inhospitable, but I think he sensed that we were tired 
and he certainly was NOT ready to retire. I think he wanted to party! He rose then saying they 
would see us later and they wandered off down the aisleway.  Stepan then slid the door closed 
and we went to bed. I heard them return quite awhile later and quietly climb up to their bunks. 
Then around 5A.M. they were roused by the steward and detrained. I have no idea where that 
was. We were roused at 6:30 to prepare for a 7A.M. arrival in Ternopil. 
 
Out the window I was able to view about twenty miles of the country side on the approach to 
Ternopil. Villages large and small adjacent to the rails. House construction and village layout 
all similar to that of Ivanivka. There was a lot of rain water standing around. The roads were 
muddy, it had been a heavy rain, but the ducks and geese revelled in it. The train slowed as we 
entered the suburbs and passed through industrial areas. We passed men and women carrying 
lunch pails who were walking along the track and further out taking short cuts through rail 
yards and between buildings, sidestepping puddles along their way as they made their way to 
a job somewhere. The clouds were beginning to break up as we came to a stop. A smiling Ola 
found us in the crowd entering the station. Stepan was going on to Lviv so Ola and I headed 
outdoors. She had already negotiated a 10 Hrivna fare with a cab driver to take us over to her 
apartment. 
 
Ola�s was a three room flat on the second floor and if I remember correctly, an eight or ten 
story apartment. I was assigned to the sitting room with the television, the computer and a 
chesterbed. My large bag was already there. The apartment block like so many others I had 
seen, was in need of refurbishment. Ola�s apartment had been purchased by her parents who 
work abroad in Austria. It was in pretty good condition and was rapidly increasing in value. It 
was a good time to be investing in real estate in Ukraine, but only those working abroad could 
do it. Ola made me feel at home. She warmed some water for me on the gas stove so that I 
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could clean up. Unfortunatley on Mondays, only cold water is available from the shower and 
tub taps. A shower would have to wait until tomorrow. We sat in for some cereal and tea and 
she was off to classes. She would return at noon and then we would tour a bit of Ternopil. On 
her way out she cautioned not to answer the door and pointed out the three latches and bolts I 
should secure. 
 
So I was left on my own. My large bag cover seemed to lift a foot when I unzipped it. I laid 
out some fresh clothing, donned my robe and was carrying the pot of hot water from the 
kitchen to the bathroom sink when a loud knock came upon the door. I stood at the bathroom 
entrance holding the steaming pot. What to do?  Recalling Ola�s caution I poured the hot 
water into the sink. Another loud knock. I ventured on tippytoes over to the door and peered 
through the peephole. Two men. And here I am in my robe, in a strange place. I retreated to 
the bathroom and quickly began washing up. More knocking, then voices retreating. I quickly 
dressed into my fresh clothing, tidied up and ventured near  the kitchen window. From a step 
back so as not to reveal myself I saw two men next to a vehicle pacing around impatiently  
often glancing up the street.Then it occurred to me that Bohdan who arrived in Ivanivka from 
the far east last Saturday night had said he would come to see me in Ternopil on Monday. I 
began to feel foolish, but yet I had not met Bohdan before. Could that be him  ??  I didn�t 
know what to think. It was 9 o�clock in the morning. Could he be here all the way from 
Ivanivka this early? Then a half hour later I heard the door opening and it was Ola. And it 
WAS Bohdan. He had called her on her cell phone so she cut classes and returned. I felt 
foolish now for not letting him in. So now introductions and hugs for another relative. Ola put 
the kettle on and prepared tasty Konopkas and cheese and then magically a bottle of Vodka 
appeared and Bohdan was asking for glasses. And in the the Ukraine its either one drink or 
three. And it soon became three and its ten o�clock in the morning and whoa ! I am not used to 
this ! 
 
I was glad Ola was with us. Bohdan has been away from Ivanivka for some 30 years. First in 
the Crimea and now in Far East Russia so he was 
speaking primarily Russian. And I needed a lot of 
translation from Ola. Bohdan was doing well. He had 
married a woman from Kyrgistan with two children. 
His business with two partners in the Habarovsk 
region near Vladivostok is doing well. Fishing off the 
Pacific Ocean and all their product shipped to another 
partner in South Korea. He and his wife would like to 
visit Canada next summer. They are particularly 
interested in Vancouver and the mountains and of 
course a visit to us on the prairies. An invitation to visit Canada �from Canada�, is a 
prerequisite to obtaining a Visa. We would be happy to see them. It was interesting as we 
spoke that where he currently resides on the east coast of Russia, he is closer to us than his 
former home Ivanivka in Ukraine. Then he poured again. What was three times when one 
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could have four?  Whatever!  Bohdans ride returned so we accompanied him outside where 
we took photos and he was on his way hoping he and his wife would see us in Canada next 
year. 
 
Ola then showed me the intricasies of her computer. It has the dual Cyrillic and Roman 
keyboard. I authored an e-mail to Natasha back home telling her I was back in Ternopil and 
added a further summary of the trip so far. There was an e-mail for me when I arrived. All 
was well at home, but she was lamenting the tragic events unfolding in New Orleans. Katrina 
was also making the Television News in  Kiev. 
 

The weather was warm and sunny again as we walked some 
distance to catch a bus to down town. Ola�s University College 
was down town. She was quite proud of it and I was interested in 
seeing it. It is an older institution, built of stone with sculptures 
imbedded into hollows in the upper façades and a spilled over 
Dutch roof line with dormers. Very European in style. We took 
the steps up and entered a large foyer for a look around. Students 
milled about. It was the noon hour. We then moved through a 
small park that provided a pleasing green space for the area. Off to 
one side I noticed a shaded park bench with a full size bronze 
sculpted lady seated there with an outstretched hand. A brass 
plaque  attached to the back 
rest  reads �Chance 

Meeting�. Ola chuckled and sat on the bench beside the 
figure then reached out and clasped the outstretched hand 
of the lady. I immediately snapped a photograph! 
Smiling she explained that until recently the sculptured 
display also included a man seated next to the lady, 
holding her hand. Thus the title, �Chance Meeting.� 
Unfortunatley, one morning as daylight broke, it was 
revealed that the chance meeting had concluded. Someone had stolen the male sculpture and 
carted him off. Sadly now the lady, with outstretched hand awaits his return. 
 
I had asked Ola at the teahouse the Saturday before I left for Kiev if she could seek out a shop 
or two where I might purchase an antique Ukrainian doll. My wife Natasha collects Antique 
Dolls, so I had intructions to be on the lookout for a doll no matter the condition. She does 
have a reputation as a competant restorer of antique dolls. Ola had selected a couple of shops 
where I might find a doll for Natasha dressed in genuine local attire. Unfortunatley, said Ola, 
there really wasn�t an Antique Ukrainian doll as such available. All during the Communist 
times, dolls as playthings for children were frowned upon by the authorities and forbidden. 
Children were not to be babied with dolls, but taught the party line from the cradle on up. The 
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result of course is there are no antique dolls in the market. Together we did select and 
purchase a pretty doll that Natasha was pleased with. 
 
Strolling along as I had observed on other occasions down town, the streets and sidewalks and 
buildings sadly needed a lot of work. But I was pleased to see here and there along the way we 
had to skirt around workers on the sidewalk who were busy breaking and cutting new entry 
ways into stone buildings to access space for a new small business or shop inside. And at 
other locations they were almost finshed installing larger windows and doors in anodized 
aluminum frames and systems that would invite customers into a new business.  The 
appearance of budding entrepeneurship here and there was encouraging. Then we came upon 
an inviting new entry way into an older building that passed into a small Tea and Pastry 
House. Inside was a pleasing soft wood panelled décor, bright colorful table cloths on small 
tables and a bright pleasing view to the street outside through large new windows. A most 
pleasing atmosphere where one could  relax with a cup of herbal tea. MacDonalds has yet to 
arrive in Ternopil ☺.  
 
Back at the apartment that evening Ola�s friend, whom I had met the previous Saturday, came 
over to visit. He being a computer and electronics whiz, as all young folks seems to be these 
days, Ola asked him to set up my camera for a slide show of my photos on the PC monitor. I 
was delighted at the thought. We then viewed on the large screen about 250 photos I had taken 
thus far on my trip. That took up most of the evening.  Except for the occasional thumb over 
the lens, ☺ I was pleased with the quality of my pictures and my new Canon digital camera. 
 
It�s Tuesday morning, Day 18, and today I leave for Lviv. Ola is off to classes again and we 
hope without fear of being recalled again. The warm water is back on this morning so for me a 
welcome shower and then to begin packing again. I had initially planned to take a day train to 
Lviv but Wasyl and Olah from Ivanivka insisted they would drive me and deliver me to the 
apartment home of Wasyl, (husband of Oxana working in Italy), in Lviv. They were to arrive 
shortly after lunch. It was getting on 2 P.M. and still no sign of them. Then the telephone rang. 
It was Wasyl. They were unable to find the apartment. The narrow street leading to the 
apartment seemed to be missing the sign so Wasyl was not able to find us. He drove some 
distance to his brothers place who had a cell phone so they could call. We were instructed to 
walk out to a landmark, a small park along a busy street not too far away that features a large 
MIG 15 Fighter jet mounted on a tall pedestal that points the plane skyward. It is an 
impressive display. We had passed it going to Olehs on a city bus, my first trip to Ternopil 
with Nadya from Ivanivka. We cut through the back of the apartment uphill through parks and 
past a large outdoor amphi-theatre, an Orthodox Cathedral and finally made our way out to the 
street. I had a hard time keeping up with the young Ola. After waiting about twenty minutes 
more we saw Wasyl, Ola and his brother pull into a business parking lot across the wide 
street. We then nervously jaywalked our way across six lanes of traffic to join them there. 
Then Ola directed Wasyl back to her place. We loaded my bags, good-byes to Ola with a 
promise we woud keep in touch via e-mail, we were on our way, but first to drop off Wasyl�s 
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brother. It was 3 P.M. by the time we cleared the cities outskirts. We still had a long way to 
go.  
 
The warm and sunny autumn days of my first two weeks at Ivanivka had returned and again, 
calm without any wind ☺. It was pleasant to be out in the country again. Just one or two of the 
many varieties of trees and shrubs were beginning to 
show some color. Generally though the woods on the 
hillsides and bordering both sides of the highway still 
clung to their rich green foliage. Traffic was not as 
dense as it was on the day I arrived. But occasionally 
we were approached by a convoy of trucks and the 
accompanying Lada�s trying to dart in and out 
between them in their wreckless quest to advance. It 
was scary at times, but Wasyl remained unruffled. 
 
After about two hours on our journey to Lviv, on the 
left a few miles south of the highway I  noticed a wooded ridge beginning to rise parallel to 
the highway. It grew in height and grandeur as we advanced along the road adding a pleasing 
contrast to the rolling ladscape. Wasyl said that it was hardwood forest that covered the hills 
and it stretched all the way to Lviv. Going southward these would be the foothills of the rising 
Carpathian mountains some one hundred and fifty kilometers to the south. That would be a 
great trip I thought. As we approached to about twenty miles of Lviv the ridge of hills and 
forest came closer to the highway and accompanied us all the rest of the way. About ten miles 
from Lviv the  highway took a sharp turn under the railroad track through an underpass where 
the earth retaining walls were crafted beautifully in stone. I was impressed as back home 

retaining walls are mostly done in plain concrete. 
Durable, but totally devoid of any character. On the 
other side Wasyl pulled over into a small gravel 
parking lot. Over to the right and down a slight 
walkway in the shade of the high railroad grade was 
another shrine to the Blessed Virgin Mary. It was 
enclosed inside a lattice structure interwined and 
adorned in vines and flowers. A glazed tin cup on a 
ledge invited the visitor to partake of a refreshing 
drink from a natural spring at the shrine. It was good 
to stop for a moment to relax, ask for the 

intercession of the Virgin Mary and enjoy the cool, good tasting water. 
 
The sun was getting low when we arrived in Lviv.  Wasyl entered into the city proceeding 
down a wide thoroughfare for perhaps a mile. There was a pair of street car tracks in the 
centre and three traffic lanes on each side. We began a descent down a hill and about half way 
down the hill, Wasyl stopped along the curb next to a large Roman Catholic church. It was 
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rush hour, I thought, and some cars behind us in the outside lane had to slow to change lanes 
to get around us. I wondered why we were stopping here and 
holding up traffic and then Wasyl and Ola stepped out of the 
vehicle onto the sidewalk. I followed and did the same. They 
walked toward the church which is no longer in use. It is over 
one hundred years old and there is a fundraising campaign on to 
raise funds for its restoration, Wasyl and Ola went on to 
explain. Then suddenly out of nowhere Wasyl Yussipowich 
appeared with welcoming hand outstretched accompanied by 
happy,  jovial laughter.We all then piled back into the Lada and 
got out of traffic�s way. I was to learn then that Lviv being a 
city of 800,000, Wasyl and Wasyl had pre-arranged for us to 
meet at the church landmark. Wasyl from Lviv had trollied and 
bussed his way over here and would now guide us over to his 
apartment. We were near an hour making our way along the rough cobblestoned streets, heavy 
afternoon traffic and jaywalkers, through the busy outdoor markets and shoppers crowding the 
streets and finally arriving at the apartment of Wasyl Yussipowich and daughter Ola. His wife 
Oxanna works as a Nanny to an elderley couple in Italy. The apartment, like many in the area, 
is possibly 100 years old or more. It is 4 storeys with eight apartments, four in each end of the 
long  building. We parked in the narrow street and stepped out onto practically a carpet of 
fallen chestnuts under the trees along the sidewalk. They were crushed on the grass and on the 
cement by the feet of pedestrian traffic. We entered a wooden door in the centre of the long 
wall of the apartment block. The door was cut into one of two large double doors, built of 
heavy vertical timbers. I was to learn that in the days when aristocrats still lived on these 
premises, these large doors would swing open to permit the entry of horse drawn carriages. 
Inside on each side of the large hallway are wide elaborate winding stairways that lead up to 
the apartments. After the residents or visitors stepped down from the carriage, the groom 
would then open the opposite doors to the courtyard and proceed out to the carriage house and 
stables. We entered the small door off the street to the large empty hallway that today holds 
only a memory of elegant carriages arriving. Then we turned left following Wasyl to make our 
way up the long sweeping stairway. The steps were artistically crafted in stone,  the wrought 
iron bannister covered with a hand polished curving 
hardwood rail. The décor of the large stairwell was 
showing its age, but still retaining the look of elegance 
from a long time ago. On the second floor we followed 
a railing that permitted a view down the rising stairway 
and up to the floors above. Then we went on to the 
apartment of Wasyl, the absent Oxanna, and daughter 
Ola. 
 
Inside we found a smiling Ola busy preparing dinner 
for us. She paused briefly to welcome us. We were seated and host Wasyl brought out some 
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refreshment and toasts were proposed all around. Then we sat in to to a lovely meal, but soon 
after Ola, who is employed by customs on the Polish border had to leave to begin a 12 hour 
night shift. After dinner we visited for about a half hour and it was time for Wasyl and Ola to 
leave for the long trip home to Ivanivka. We said our goodbyes and host Wasyl was going to 
accompany them to the outskirts of the city from where they could make their way home, then 
he would catch a trolley back home. So I was left by myself in the apartment until he returned. 
 
The purchase of this apartment was enabled through the employment of Oxanna in Italy. 
Wasyl is a versatile craftsman who refurbished the hardwood floors, replastered the walls, 
installed new plumbing, entry door, electrical and gas-fired hot water for radiant heating and 
hot water for the bath and sinks. He also installed new windows in the living room 
overlooking the street and cut through the brick walls to install a new window in the kitchen. 
No small feat for it is high up on the second storey. A good time to buy real estate in Ukraine, 
but it seems one must find employment abroad to provide the funds to make the initial 
investment.  Wasyl and Oxanna have purchased another similar apartment in a building near 
by that Wasyl is now busy restoring. Wasyl is in his fifties, comes from north of Lviv 
originally and has lived in the city for 30 years. Until three years ago he was one of 250 
employees at a manufacturing plant that produced some sort of communications equipment 
for the military. It was obsoleted by satelite cell phone technology that closed the plant. 
 
The supper table was vacated quickly as Ola hurried off to work and the Wasyl and Ola from 
Ivanivka headed for home. So I busied myself clearing the table, putting away the left-over 
food and washing the dishes. Wasyl upon his return jokingly protested loudly at my having 
done so, but quickly conjured up a reason for another toast to health and Ukraine. It was 8:45 
P.M., dark and arrangements needed to be made for tomorrow. He as yet, had not contacted 
my guide. He searched out the telephone number for Roman Koval that he had received from 
his Mother-in-law the week before, and picked up the telephone.                                                       
 
Roman Koval is a strapping handsome looking man. In his forties I guessed. He is married 
and lives here in Lviv with his wife and two children. He served in the military for 20 years, 
but with the collapse of the Soviet Union, opportunities in the military decreased and then 
with the subsequent cutbacks, he chose to return to civilian life with a small pension. It is 
tough living in the city. His wife works and he takes part time employment when ever it is 
available. Earlier in the spring of 2005, he and his widowed Father Myroslav from Ivanivka 
travelled together to Dmytrowice, (just north of Przemysl), in Poland, the village where his 
Father and mine were born. It was his Father�s first return to his home village since 1945, 
when at 12 years of age, he with his family were forcibly evicted to Ukraine during the Wisla 
campaign. Roman answered the telephone. I was able to discern listening to Wasyl�s side of 
the conversation that Roman was surprised at the short notice, but he was free and I would 
learn later on the trip that he needed another trip to his Father�s birthplace. The first one had 
been quite emotional for his Father. Roman had since done some research, had obtained an 
old map of the area and was looking forward to making comparisons from then and now. We 
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arranged to meet at the bus depot just before 7A.M. I was excited!  Later in the evening I was 
assigned the living room chesterbed and was soon fast asleep, dreaming of walking in the 
village from where in 1903 my family, except for Aunt Anastasia, imigrated to Canada. 
 
Day 19. Wednesday Sept . 21. Morning came early. A hurried cleanup and breakfast. Ola as 
yet had not returned from her shift at the border customs house. I had not thought about it, but 
Wasyl knowing there would be no restaurant or fast food outlet where we were going was 
busy preparing a couple of sandwiches for me and Roman along with a paper carton of juice. 
How very thoughtful of him, I thought, and then with jacket, notebook, camera and bagged 
lunch, we were off to the bus depot. 
 
We walked briskly for about 6 blocks where on a busy street we boarded a bus for about a 
thirty minute ride. The streets and bus traffic was busy even at this early hour. We walked 
again for about four blocks and came upon the bus depot. Along the way we came upon a 
number of women who, with home made brooms made of tree or willow limbs, were busily 
sweeping the sidewalks and approaches to business offices along the way. At the depot there 
were modern looking buses in the large parking lot and quite a few people milling about 
inside. We wandered about the waiting area trying to separate ourselves from the crowd to 
make us more conspicuous so Roman could spot us. Out of nowhere he appeared. Wasyl 
made the introductions and Roman, at least six foot two, greeted me with a big smile and a 
strong handshake. I could tell he was glad to be going back to Dmytrowice.  I purchased our 
tickets and then Roman asked for Wasyl�s telephone number. From their conversation I 
learned later that on our return to the city, Roman would arrange for us to leave the bus just a 
few blocks from another large Roman Catholic Church. As soon as we got off the bus. Roman 
would call Wasyl and we would meet at the church. The arrangement was best for all of us. 
Roman could take a bus home and Wasyl and I would have a ten block walk home. 
 
We ventured back outside to our bus. The sun was bright and there was not a cloud in the sky. 
It was going to be another warm, sunny day and so far, No wind !☺. Wasyl wished us well on 
our trip as we boarded. The bus, much like our Greyhounds was quite new and in very good 
condition with air conditioning. It was about fifty miles to the Polish border and the 
passengers consisted of young and old, couples and singles and every one carrying a lot of 
plastic bags. Roman took the window of the third seat back. I had a good front view from the 
aisle. It was nice breaking out of the city to the open country. The open landscape of Ukraine 
takes your breath away! Similar to midwest America like Iowa and Illinois. 
 
The highway heading east from Lviv to the Polish border was better I thought, than it was 
from Ternopil to Lviv. We had a young hospitable driver about thirty five years of age. Two 
women seated right behind him carried on a conversation with him as we drove along. Then 
another lady from just behind us walked up to the driver and joined in the conversation. Then 
she took a step down toward the door turned back to the driver and while grasping the 
handrails remained standing there, and continued speaking to the driver and the other women 
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as we travelled along the highway. I found this most unusual given the rules and signs posted 
on buses back home. You just don�t mess with the driver. This carried on for miles with a lot 
of laughter back and forth with the driver glancing over at the lady in the stairwell and 
occasionally glancing back at the ladies behind him. All of this in the face of oncoming traffic. 
I was not able to follow the conversation, but the ladies were carrying a lot of bags and some 
how I sensed they were discussing a plan for passing through the border. Then the lady in the 
stairwell began asking questions of passengers who nodded in decline but Roman accepted 
some sort of small box of merchandise and put in his bag. He tried to explain what was going 
on, but it went over my head.  I was a little nervous. 
 
I had been told when still at home and recieved photos on the net of the long lines of trucks 
and automobiles we would encounter waiting to cross the border from Ukraine into Poland 
and vice versa. When we approached the border I was still surprised to see the lines stretched 
for what seemed like a mile. Drivers of trucks and auto passengers outside leaning on their 
vehicles smoking in sheer boredom. But to my pleasant surprise we cruised right by along the 
side of the stalled vehicles and as we neared customs still on the Ukrainian side, we were 
beckoned right up to a hut displaying a sign �Passort Control�. There were many uniformed 
customs people milling about sporting their large brimmed caps. While I knew times had 
changed, peering out from this crowded bus at the border, gates pulled down, you had the 
feeling of what it was like in Soviet times. Then it was our turn and two officers approached 
our bus. The driver opened the door for them for them to enter. �Passports please� as they 
started down the aisle. He approached and retreived my passport �Hware are you goeeng� he 
asked. Dmytrowice, I replied, as did Roman. After gathering all the passports they each left 
the bus with a pile of opened passports in hand, presumably to run them through some data 
base looking for aliens. Near a half hour later they returned and redistributed all the 
documents. All passports and travellers seemed to be in order so we were allowed to proceed 
over to Polish customs.                                                                                                                         
 
Polish customs seemed busy in the truck auto line and it was about a half hour wait before 
they could spring a couple of officers who checked our passports again before allowing us to 
disembark. Then we were directed to the customs inspection building. There we proceeded 
through two lines with x-ray machines inspecting our belongings. There were no surprises (I 
was surprised !) the ladies I was nervous about proceeded right through as did Roman with his 
extra little box. When we were on our way into Poland, the lady came over to retreive it from 
Roman as soon as the border was lost in the rear view mirror.  
 
The wooded ridge to he south of the highway coming to Lviv continued on westward in 
varying height and distance right into Perzymsl. There was a marked perception of change 
when we entered Poland. The first thing was the pavement on the highway. It seemed quite 
new with painted dividing lines. We did pass through a village on the short drive to Perzymsl, 
but there were newer houses on little farms along the road and small tractors working in the 
fields. I learned later that the reason Poland seemed further along in reconstruction than 
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Ukraine was that Poland, while still under the iron fist of Moscow, did not suffer the forced 
collectivisation of the farmland that took place in Ukraine. As a result at the collapse of the 
Soviet Union, the Poles were able to pick themselves up and move on quickly, whereas, in 
Ukraine, they are still sorting out the failed collectives and trying to get individuals back on 
their own land. 
 
Perzymsl like Lviv is an old historic city situated in the tight valley of the San River and 
extending up high into the hills. Its hills go back to a fortification in the 7th Century. The 
Austro/Hungrian army was routed by the Russians in 1915, and again it suffered badly in the 
Second World War. I had hoped to explore it a bit, but our trip out to Dmytrowice took up all 
of the day. 
 
We arrived at a very busy bus depot at 11A.M. to find many modern mini diesel buses coming 
and going on regular schedules fanning out to the country side in every direction. First we had 
to find a currency exchange to obtain some Polish currency. Then to purchase tickets out to 
Dmytrowice, (now Alszinka), about 17k north. There was a departure in 20 minutes, but first I 
needed to visit a washroom. I was directed to a stairway outdoors that led down under the 
building. Down at the bottom just inside sat a young man behind a desk. Oh, oh, I thought, 
another pay station. Not knowing the fare I proffered a Zloty bill to allow him to make the 
appropriate charge for the service. He asked, and I was able to understand his Polish, �Did I 
need papier?�  No! I did not need papier, so then, a lesser charge. Roman noticed I was 
chuckling when I returned to join him ☺. Then we boarded a shiny blue colored diesel mini 
bus that would take us to our destination. 
 
It was perhaps a 20 passenger bus, bright and comfortable with large windows. Within 
minutes a neatly uniformed driver arrived. He portayed a pleasingly casual demeanor as he 
gathered our tickets and those of three other passengers and then he sat in and fired up the 
little diesel engine. It was a tight lot to get out of as it was a tight curving street leaving the 
depot to get us onto a complex approach to an old bridge that took us across the San River. On 
the other side a sharp turn left up a steeply inclined road, then a switchback to take us up out 
of the valley. At the top the view back upon the city, the river and the the city up the hill on 
the other side was nothing less than breathtaking. Out on the flat and heading north we 
followed a new double laned highway for about five kilometers. There were small industries 
along the way, dairies, farms and orchards. About ten kilometers out we turned left off the 
main highway onto a smooth narrow paved road bordered with shade trees on each side. The 
road wound through what seemed like a village, but actually it was closely knit neat small 
farms and orchards with houses and outbuildings quite different in style from Ukraine. Apples 
were visible on many of the trees. It was such a pleasant drive. We came out into the open 
again to larger fields on each side of the road and a view of the winding road ahead. Then 
Roman nudged me with an elbow pointing in the distance to a wooded rise in the landscape 
and a cluster of buildings in the trees.  Dmytrowice he said! We were just about there! 
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We decended a small dip in the road, crossed over a small bridge then pulled up at a bus 
shelter on the edge of the village. We stood there in the bright sunshine and just gazed around  
while the bus pulled away to climb a slight hill upward into the village where he turned out of 
sight going on to the next village on his route. Roman pointed to the house across the road. 
That is the yard where my Father was born! The house is new but he pointed to a wood shed 
in back that is the original barn. The current owners had removed an entire sidewall and it was 
packed to the roof with firewood. Sadly, when Roman and his father visited in the spring, they 
had wished to speak with the folks that lived there but they offered no interest or hospitality to 
the visitors. Back in Ivanivka the word was that Dmytrowice was unrecognizable today as 
would have been attested by Roman�s Father, Myroslav. Most of the houses were new though 
there were some oldies, but the 
styles were more western and 
modern. We walked down an alley 
beside the house and yard where 
Romans father once lived. It 
afforded a better view of the 
barn/woodshed in back. The next 
property was quite an old house 
with a badly rusting tin roof. Two 
gentlemen wandering down an 
alley carrying plastic bags, camera, 
speaking out loud, one pointing in 
every direction attracted the 
attention of the widow Kazimiera 
Tymochko out in her garden. 
Roman approached her, speaking 
in Ukrainian, she responding in Polish. He explained to her who I was, one returning to his 
roots. I received a nod and warm smile. I was amazed I was able to understand her Polish, (my 
late Mother was Polish), as well as the Ukrainian. Though that was nothing I would write 
home about. Roman pointed to the barn next door explaining  that was where his father was 
born. WHO? she asked. Myroslav Koval, he replied. Oh My! she went to school with him! In 
grade 1, she thought, and she liked him. She invited us to a bench in the shade of the 
overhanging tin roof of her house. I listened silently as they engaged in brisk conversation. 
She was a widow and his Father was a widower two years now. They should get together. 
Kazimiera smiled shyly at the thought, but it would be next to impossible to immigrate in 
either direction. We caught the attention of elderley widow Sophia Leckoeinska, ( in her 
�80�s) who lived alone across the alley. She wandered  over and joined us. Kazimiera 
introduced us to the curious neighbor who  at one time been tall, but now quite stooped and 
with hands showing a slight tremble from Parkinsons. Nevertheless her face and bright eyes 
displayed genuine interest in what we were all about and why we were there. Kazimiera then 
invited all into her house for coffee. 
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We entered the house, Roman having to be careful of the low doors and ceiling. The kitchen 
has bright plastered walls and ceiling, religious icons hung prominently. Another low door led 
to a small living room decorated much the same with a rich rug on the hardwood floor. It was 
a warm and cozy atmosphere. Conversation continued apace while the kettle warmed. Both 
ladies lamented the time of the Wisla. Ukrainians had to leave here for Ukraine in 1945 and 
Sophia arrived here at the same time from Ivano Frankivsk area in Ukraine. The populations 
in both areas were perhaps 50/50 Ukrainians and Poles. Sophia explained they got along just 
fine with Ukrainians. (Ukrainians being Greek Catholic or Orthodox celebrated more Saints 
feast days than the Roman Catholic Poles) She said that in her area when Ukrainian�s were 
abstaining from labour on their Holy day, the Poles, out of respect would refrain from visibly 
carrying on normal outdoor work in the fields or otherwise on that day. She went on to say 
that she would attend lenten devotional services in the Ukrainian church and recalled her sore 
knees and back the next day after the one hundred, (or so it seemed), genuflections enacted 
during the solemn service. She was enjoying sharing what appeared to be a happy recollection 
with us. I was amazed that I was getting the drift of the conversation spoken in Polish. Coffee 
and goodies were served and the conversation turned to what they knew or remembered prior 
to the Wisla. Roman had an old village map from his Father�s time with houses and names of 
occupants long gone. He was trying to confirm these were correct and had other questions, but 
he wasn�t having much luck. Sophia only arrived here in 1945, and Kazimiera remembered 
Roman�s father, but had no knowledge or recall of the names Varko, Mysko, Woychesko, 
Korniat or Pankowski. They did say that we must visit the village well, that in times past, all 
the villager�s had relied upon for their lifes sustenance, water! Then Sophia invited us over to 
her place. 
 
Sophias residence across the alley featured a newer modern home that she and her  late 
husband had built. It was perhaps 25 years old. But when she arrived in 1945, she and her 

family settled in a timber frame, adobe block-
plastered-over home. It still stood next to the new 
home. Traditional construction at the turn of the 
century ( the previous one).  It had been vacated by a 
banished Ukrainian family. It caught my eye earlier 
on when we sauntered down the alley, but meeting 
Kazimiera was an enjoyable distraction. We asked 
Sophia if we could investigate the old house. Of 
course we could!  We approached the entry way and 
were astounded when she pointed out the word 
�Ukraina� carved vertically into the narrow door 

frame, seemingly with some dull tool. It was the last lament of the Ukrainian head of the 
household perhaps saying in his heart �This is Ukraine! my home, why am I being forced to 
leave?� We could feel the pain. During the years Sophia lived there, she said she did not have 
the heart to remove it. Then at the top of the door jam, the brushing away of a bit of 
whitewash revealed a porcelained house sign. �Dmytrowice # 41�. Amazing!  Inside, the 
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house is still in reasonable condition. The plastered 
whitewashed walls have discolored somewhat to a creamy 
color, but the massive clay constructed oven with cast iron 
stove top that was used for cooking, baking and the large 
mass of clay to retain and radiate heat to the premises, was a 
wonder to see. Looking around it all represented a window 

enabling one to peer one 
hundred years or more into the 
past. One just can�t get that kind 
of feeling out of a book. It was a 
most enjoyable couple of hours 
spent with these two warm and hospitable Polish ladies. 
 
Sophia pointed down to the end of the alley where at a dead end, 
about a block away, was the original village well. After offering 
our thanks and sincere good-byes we strolled on down the plush 

grassy alley enclosed by shrubs and flowers, a vacated storks nest up on top of a concrete 
power pole. Everywhere one looked was pure adventure. Where my Grandfather perhaps once 
walked to collect water? But where did he live? We passed under the storks nest and just 
across the narrow paved road that represented the dead end, there in the tall grass  stood a 
circular concrete cribbing about three feet in diameter and a foot high. There was a tight cover 

on it, but then we noticed a brisk stream of water emerging from the 
ground against the cribbing. It flowed away concealed in the tall grass 
down to a creek nearby. It�s a 
miracle!!  Well maybe not,☺  but 
this well turned out to be a 
natural spring! Then Roman said, 
�Ponoh Pankovski, you should 
take some of this water home to 
Kanahda!� What a grand idea I 
thought. So he emptied the 
remaining contents of a pop 

bottle which we refilled from the running spring and 
placed in my bag.  I managed to bring it all the way home without challenge at any of the 
borders.  
 
That done we stepped back up onto the paved road. I admired the tall trees that bordered the 
road and the well. Then I noticed some vines with prickly pods that looked familiar. I was 
surprised to see wild cucumber vines. Oh well, I thought, I have a lot of them at home. We 
then walked up the narrow paved road toward the highway about a block away where it 
departed the village by crossing a small bridge over a creek. Then we could see the highway 
rising northward on the landscape to the village of Kaszyce where the locals received their 
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mail and attend the Roman Catholic church there. Dmytrowice is a small village of perhaps 25 
houses. Down in the woods about a hundred yards from the bridge I noticed a splash of color. 
Was it a chapel ? Roman explained that during the spring visit with his father, his father said 
that it was a memorial to the sole Jewish resident and merchant of Dmytrowice. He was in 
hiding when the Nazis arrived in 1941. When found out he was fleeing for his life through the 
woods, but was overtaken and gunned down at that spot near the creek. Local residents still 

maintain the memorial to his memory. I stood there, saw it 
and yet the thought of it all, seemed alien. Impossible for me 
to fathom. All of this country from here all the way back to 
Ivanivka, so beautiful to gaze upon and explore, had been 
over run and ravaged by the Nazis. The killing, the slavery, 
for three years and then the subsequent routing of them by 
the advancing Red Army and yet another 50 years of slavery 
and brutality. My family now in Ukraine, lived through all of 
it! How much of that could a people take ?  I shook my head 
and turned to follow Roman with these thoughts churning 

through my head. Next on the agenda was a visit to the Cemetary on the other side of the 
village.  
 
My Grandfather, Grandmother, four sons, (including my father Howard 3 years old), and 
young baby daughter Rose, (she would become Sr. Julianna), left these environs early in 
1903. Mercifully, while residing early on in the harsh frontier of the Canadian prairies, they 
would have been spared the ravages of the two World Wars that passed through here. 
Daughter Anastasia and her family would have had to live through it. Grandmother, (nee 
Mary Mysko), passed away in 1932. Grandfather Gregory lived with us until his passing in 
1946. My father at 59 yrs., passed away in 1959. My mother, (nee Mary Dlugon), passed on 
just recently on Oct./05, just 19 days short of 102 yrs. of age. Brother Clem and I only in the 
past couple of years began to search for answers to questions that would arise concerning our 
familie�s roots and origin.  Like so many other families communicating online, we lament not 
having asked the questions of our elders when they were among us. Our Mother, with us until 
this past year had no recall when we began to inquire. In our youth we were too occupied with 
the buzz of the present, not the past. There was talk that our Grandfather had been an orphan 
in the employ of or subservient to the landlord who released him from his obligations so he 
could immigrate with his family to Canada and that he may have had a brother that 
immigrated either to the United States or South America. Who knows now ? 
 
We were on the highway that split the village for a couple of blocks. There were houses on 
both sides, all in good condition with tidy fences and gates. Then a single story school in good 
condition with a large playground. Here the highway turned left and we had stepped down 
from the bus on our arrival a block away.  However, we turned right to follow a grassy wagon 
trail up to a heavily wooded knoll that hid the overgrown Cemetary. The diameter of trunks of 
the trees and the state of some of the markers would date this resting place back two hundred 
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years at least, I thought. Roman pointed out a clearing that was the location of an old Greek 
Catholic church. It was taken down as soon as the Communists took over and then they took 

down the newer one in 1959.  Now it was 2 P.M. and 
definitely time for lunch. We settled down in the lush grass 
for a picnic enjoying Wasyl�s scrumptious, man sized ham 
sandwiches. We had the warm sun at our backs with a view 
directly into the dark shaded Cemetary under the canopy of 
the large trees throughout its interior. Here and there one 
could see the ghostly outlines of a variety of memorial 
profiles. Some artistically crafted in Iron, cast in Iron and 
others in crumbling concrete. Occasionally a shaft of light 

pierced its way through the thick canopy to light up a cross seemingly attempting to struggle 
free of the clinging vines and overgrowth.  
 
Feeling refreshed after our half-hour outdoor repast we gathered 
up our gear and ventured into the shadows of the Cemetary. We 
hesitated inside for a moment to adjust to the dearth of light 
inside. Coming into focus right beside us was this tall square 
cast iron, badly rusted memorial with a faded wreath hanging 
from the small cross on top. This memorial stood out quite 
prominently from all the  others in the Cemetary. We knelt to 
read the inscription. (Translated from Polish), Wilhelm Runge, 
proprietor of estate, having lived 48 years, died 10 October 
1841, He is survived by his wife and son, who ask for a �Hail 
Mary�.  Indeed!  Lying here could very well be the one time 
Lord of the estate of Dmytrowice. His son probably was the 
landlord when my grandfather was born here in 1862. The son 
would be well into his 80�s,(unlikely alive), when my 
grandfather left in 1903 so perhaps a grandson was in charge then.  No other Runge 
memorials were found here. We stood there transfixed for the moment pondering the thought 
of the patriarch and his flock all lying here under the canopy all these years. We turned to 
continue our search.  Though the cemetary had been theoretically abandoned since 1945 when 
the Ukrainian�s were forced to flee, we found many of the graves with colored glass wax-
filled candles placed upon them by loved ones. Some long ago, spent and filled with 
rainwater, and others that appeared to have been laid in recent times. Similarly, artificial 
flowers and wreaths. So some families obviously have returned to visit loved ones and to 
rekindle memories. 
 
Our attention was drawn to four graves in a row side-by-side, all with identical narrow 
concrete perimeter borders that were unusual in that the work had been done in perhaps the 
last five years. The first grave had a hand made concrete headstone with inscription but the 
other three graves had iron pipe crosses imbedded at the head of of each grave. What caught 
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my attention was the name. �Korniatow�.  My father had cousins named Korniat ? Their 
Mother�s were Mysko�s. Could these be distant 
relatives? Roman translated the Polish inscription 
on the stone. THE LAST GIFT, SISTERS AND 
BROTHERS, KORNIATOW, UR 1907 UM 1956. 
Did a brother or family member come from afar to 
refurbish and mark with a memorial the graves of 
these family members so they would not become 
lost here in the overgrowth? There was just the 
family name. No first names. What was the story 
here? We wandered on 
among the nameless 
graves, the fallen 

memorials, other thin iron crosses that had lost their footing and 
some one sometime ago had stood them up and leaned them against a 
nearby tree. We found another familiar name! YURI WOYCHESKO  

1874 - 1940. My father had cousins 
back in Canada with the same name, 
Woychesko. For over an hour and a 
half we explored and wondered about 
all these souls here. Some remembered 
as evidenced by the spent candles and 
faded wreaths, but so many others, lost 
forever. Back in Ivanivka they said it 

was only days before they had to flee in 1945, Anastasias husband Micheal Varko died. He 
was buried and left forever with perhaps only some wooden cross placed as a marker, but now 
long since succumbed to the elements over these last fifty years. We had no idea where he 
might be now. We stood back and wondered about the approximately 200 souls lying here. 

Who were they ? Some perhaps from the time of Galicia. 
Some here as a result of the 
First World War. Then the next 
war. Others whose time had 
arrived. Their history is interred 
along side them here. It was 
time now to move on. I put 
away my notebook and with a 
final glance at Ponoh Runges 
memorial, we stepped out into 

the late afternoon sunshine. 
 
Just as we returned to the edge of the village we encountered another lady in her front yard. 
Roman asked about her memories of Dmytrowice from her childhood. She recommended an 
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older lady who lived just around the corner. We arrived at perhaps the only other older 
residence with a tin roof. There was a barn and chickens about. While Roman knocked I took 
a few photographs around the yard including an aging horse-drawn hay rake. A curious lady, 
much younger that we had 
been led to believe, (Maria 
Otwinowcka), answered the 
door. It turned out she was 
the daughter of the lady of 
the house just visiting her 
Mother. We were 
invited inside where we met 
her Mother. A lady in her 
80�s we thought, seated with 
crutches at her sides. She 
lived here alone. She 
unfortunatley did not have 
answers for Roman but the 
daughter thought she had 
some old documents on the 
village and area that might 
be of some help. Maria calls on her Mother everyday to provide care for her well being. After 
some pleasant conversation we bid good day to her Mother and followed Maria to her home. 
 
 

The route to Maria�s home took us by the bus shelter 
where we had stepped off the bus when we arrived. 
Across the road was the yard where Roman�s father was 
born, so I asked Roman and Maria to pose for a 
photgraph that 
included the 
original 
barn/woodshed 
in back. We 
turned there into 
a narrow road 
that featured a 

half dozen newer attractive homes on a grade about 
five feet higher than the road.  Maria turned to a three 
step concrete stairway that led to her three storey 
cinderblock home. It was quite attractive in an off-white color, the roof done in red steel 
corrugated sheets that imitated tile, a neat picket fence out front and ground hugging junipers.  
The small front yard blossomed with flowers of all kinds and cedars decorated the area around 
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the side. Her husband had built the home and she 
was very proud of it. She had reason to be. She sat 
us at a patio table with some documents for Roman 
to peruse. Their discussion was a bit over my head, 
then she disappeared inside. We were not very far 
away from the former village well we had visited. I 
thought about the wild cucumber vines I had seen 
nearby. I excused myself to Roman and headed back there. Right off I recalled the prickly 
seed pods were walnut sized back home. These were twice the size and the vines seemed 
much more robust than those back home. I have no idea why I experienced only fleeting 
feeling of guilt. Furtively I looked both ways, there was no one about so I reached out and 
squeezed one of the pods attached to the vine. The seeds emerged easily so  that was an 
assurance they were mature enough to collect for planting back home. I then set out back to 

Maria�s with twelve seeds in my shirt pocket☺. 
 
I was surprised to find Maria had just set out two heaping 
bowls of Perogies smothered in home fried bacon bits. It 
was getting on past 5 o�clock and I was hungry, but this 
was going to be a 
lot to consume in 
one sitting. Maria 
returned with two 
cups of coffee. I 
exclaimed at her 

gracious hospitaliy. �It was nothing�, she said. Roman 
had a good appetite and he was enjoying the 
unexpected feast. It was a struggle for me, but an 
enjoyable one. When I pushed my plate away, Maria 
emerged from the house again carrying a bottle with 
some sort of home-made liquor and three shot glasses. She poured, we lifted our glasses and 
exchanged toasts to good health, safe travel, 
peace in the world. Life was good! After some 
small talk we arose and thanked our generous 
hostess sincerely and it was time to head for the 
bus stop to catch the last bus of the day to 
Przemysl.  
 
At the bus shelter Roman and I stood and 
reminisced upon our day here in Dmetrowyce. 
From our vantage point at the southern tip of the 
village, our eyes swept across the small sleepy 
village now bathed in the evening sun. It looked 
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like a village at peace with the world. The mix of the old and the newer brightly painted 
houses definitely portrayed an aura of optimism. Then I wondered where the former estate 
owner Wilhelm Runge might have lived. Roman quickly pointed to a small ploughed field on 
a slight rise just across the small bridge from us.  
We just had time to wander over there. Just off the highway at the entrance to the field stood a 
tall iron Crucifix. At its feet a small square iron fence adorned in artificial flowers and on each 
side, two tall trees. Behind all this on the ploughed field, once stood the Runge estate from 
where the Landlord could look down upon his village. Was this where my Grandfather and his 
family once lived?  It was an intriguing thought. 
 

It was late evening when we arrived back in 
Przemysl. Again the scene of the beautiful city 
nestled in the shallow valley, the river winding 
through. It was memorable. We found we had 
narrowly missed a bus for the border. It would be 
another hour before the next departure. We ventured 
outdoors into the warm evening. There was a six 
foot high fence separating the bus depot parking lot 
from the adjacent passenger railroad yard of about 
five tracks and an impressive stone building that 
was the passenger depot. I had to stand on my tip-

toes to get a clear view. There were no trains present, but I was curious nonetheless because 
Przemysl was where east bound trains would change out the running gear under the coaches 
from the standard European gauge to the broad gauge of Ukraine. 
 
We then wandered over to a mini strip mall where I purchased some post cards that featured 
historic landmarks of Przemysl and other memorabilia. Wandering about I began to feel I 
should have planned a day of exploration here. Off the 
paved parking lot of the mall was a rising grade 
connecting to another bridge across the river. Roman 
beckoned me on pointing to the foot of the grade at 
the bridgehead saying �Boonker�!  Then I saw a large 
concrete structure looming in the shadow. He 
explained it was a Nazi bunker from WW2 and the 
Red Army had a similar one across the river from 
whence they hurled artillery shells at each other for 
who knows how long. Yet another discomforting 
reminder of the horrors precipitated upon the population here.  
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The return border crossing in the dark of night was the reverse of our outgoing morning trip. 
Uneventful and about in one hour we, again bypassed a long line of transport trucks and cars. 
Back in Lviv Roman had arranged with the driver to drop us off along a busy thoroughfare 
where a sizeable evening crowd was out and about. Young folks taking in the bars and 
nightlife and elderley women still out selling flowers or other trinkets. There were some 

unsavoury types shuffling past us as Roman placed a call at a 
dark telephone box to reach Wasyl. It was ten o�clock and 
Wasyl had been quite concerned waiting for our call. We were 
to meet at the big Roman Catholic church. We had about 5 
blocks to go while Wasyl had ten. I had paid Roman a generous 
fee which initially he did not want to accept, but when I 
insisted it was the going fee per day that was advertised on the 
net, he reluctantly accepted.  I  had felt safe and comfortable 
travelling across the border with him. He freely shared his 
extensive knowledge of the area with me  as best I could glean 
it from him with my inadequate understanding of Ukrainian. 
While we waited for Wasyl to arrive Roman explained that he 
would revise his old map of Dmytrowice adding some of the 
information he received from Maria and using his ancient 

computer, would make a a copy for me. He would call Wasyl tomorrow. Street lighting in 
Lviv struggles against the night, but soon Wasyl found us. He had made good time. Wasyl has 
no car. Tomorrow he would take me on a walking tour of Lviv and I would learn the extent to 
which my physical condition needed conditioning☺. 
 
Thursday, Sept. 22/05. My last day in Ukraine!   I was up early in anticipation for the tour of 
the city. Today Ola would be working a day shift. She prepared an enjoyable breakfast and 
Wasyl encouraged me to eat heartily. We had a lot of walking to do today. 
 
We headed out at a brisk pace in the early morning. There were many pedestrians out on the 
streets walking hastily to their employment directly or to the main bus and trolley lines three 
blocks away. We passed a small gated compound where a security type person was opening 
the gate to allow cars to leave. Wasyl explained that auto theft was rampant here. Local 
apartment dwellers, to protect against theft of their automobiles, would deposit their vehicles 
here for the night and then walk home. We passed another Roman Catholic church undergoing 
a major restoration. Then on to St. Georges Cathedral, the main sanctuary of the Ukrainian 
Greek-Catholic Church. On the net I read that in July 1700 the act of consolidation of Lviv 
archdiocese with Rome was proclaimed here. The first church of St. George Mountain 
(Svyatoyurs�ka Hora) existed even in times of the old Ukrainian Galician-Volyn� state. Many 
times the church was destroyed by invaders, but it has always been reconstructed. In the 
XVIII century it appeared in its present grandeur and beauty. The bright yellow/orange facade   
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of the Church on the hill revealed itself clearly in the distance. I 
was out of breath when we arrived and took a moment out front 
to take a breather and fully appreciate the sheer grandeur of the 
structure. Individuals quietly slipped inside for a short moment of 
prayer or meditation and then continued on to work or where 
ever. 
 
Inside, more individual worshippers in silent prayer in the pews 
and others at an Icon. We joined them for a moment and I looked 
for the Wonder-Working Icon of the Virgin Mary that was 
brought here from Terebovlia in 1674.  Then Wasyl arose and 
beckoned me to follow him to a stairway that took us down to the 
tombs of distinguished figures of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic 
Church. Cardinal Sylvester Sembra-Tovych, Metropolitan Andrei 
Sheptyts�kyi, Patriachy Joseph Slipyi, Metropolitan Volodymyr 

Sterniuk and Myroslav-Ivan Cardinal Liubachivs�kyi. Their crypts in the marble floor and 
their portraits in life on the wall in front. This was my first experience exposed to this kind of 
history and tradition and I was glad I was here if only for a short time. 

 
As we descended away from St. George�s, I couldn�t help but look 
back again one last time. Then we crossed a park and the grounds 
of the University. Students were rushing about clutching bags and 
books on their way to classes.  Then the main square and the 
Opera House. I needed  to find a shop where I could download my 
camera onto a disc to free up some space for more photos on my 
tour of Lviv.  Yesterday the trip to Dmytrowice had loaded my 
camera. That accomplished we 

headed for old Lviv. So far on our tour 
and coming up, I would see medieval, 
renaissance and neo classic 
architecture in the variety of buildings. 
It was exciting walking the winding 
cobble-stoned streets of this historic 
city. Wasyl touched my arm and we 
stopped at the first boom of the bell in 
the clock tower of old city hall. From 
our vantage point we were only able to 
see the top of the steeple as the booms 
echoed in the near city. The last boom 
signaled 11 o�clock! 
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Then as we moved along I was impressed with all the large 
statues adorning the many intersections. Wasyl described and 
named them, but I soon became overwhelmed with the 
information overload. Taras Shevchenko�s though, probably the 
most impressive of all. We then came upon the Monastery of the 
Bernardines from the 16th Century. At one time it was totally 
walled against invasion. A portion of the wall has been left 
standing for the benefit of tourists like me. It�s really the only 
way one can appreciate the danger of living in ancient times. By 
now I felt we had walked at least five miles including what I felt 

was like a mile in elevation. 
Wasyl might have noticed I was 
beginning to sag, but Wasyl, a 
young guy in his fifties laughed 
and chided me unmercifully pointing to the highest hill in the 
city. Zamkova Hill, the one with the massive TV tower on 
top. That is our ultimate destination he said! You cannot 
appreciate or leave the city of Lviv without  first taking a 
panoramic view from the highest mountain.  

 
Feeling somewhat reluctant, but knowing I had to do this, we slowly walked along an ever 
rising incline in the road, then a switchback trail entering the shade of trees with a view of the 

road below that brought us up here. Then steps with a railing. 
We were getting to the really, really serious part of this climb. 
Wasyl pointed to a bench where we 
rested for a while. While we sat, 
groups of young folks full of energy 
and laughter skipped by us on their 
way to the top. Others were were 
returning. We renewed our attack 
upon the steps. Another couple of 

switchbacks brought us out into the bright warm sunshine. The 
viewpoint, now visible at the top was encircled by a safety railing and 

when we finally arrived at the top,  WOW!!  This view was definitely 
worth the climb. Still pounding heart, 
notwithstanding! 
 
It was crowded up there. There was a 
Polish speaking group up there as 
well as the young folks who spoke 
Polish. And I heard German being 
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spoken by a smaller group. The panorama was breathtaking. The city rolled out into hills in 
every direction covered with a variety of structures, notably the domes and spires of churches 
and dwellings. A pleasing aspect of the mosaic was wooded with trees and green spaces. A 
light haze hung over the city. Humidity I thought, I didn�t think there were enough cars down 
there to create any smog. I took photos in every direction then sat down to relax and take in 
the atmosphere. Back down in the old town we stepped into a coffee shop for a bite to eat and 
a shot of refreshment, then Wasyl had us board a trolley. We disembarked where nearby, a 
number of tour buses of Polish origin were parked ? We were at the Lychakivsky Cemetary!           
 
Lviv, once a major city of Polish culture had many of its former 
dignitaries interred here at Lychakivsky. Thus, an important 

destination for visiting Polish tourists 
or family of those interred here. It is 
located in a kind of forest, on a hilly 
terrain where the graves seem to sink 
into an ocean of plants as described 
by a Polish exchange student. There 
are Polish artists, poets and 
politicians interred here, such as 
Grottger, Konopnicka, Zapolska and 

massive graves of patriots killed in uprisings of 1830 and 1863 or 
the graves of children fighting for 
Lviv in 1918. Wasyl pointed out the 
massive stone memorial to Ivano 
Franko, a famous Unkrainian poet 
and others to former Bishops. There 
was a memorial to a young journalist 
from the 80�s who had the misfortune 
to cross the Communist authorities during his time. Only the 

wealthy can now apply to be interred here in the quickly diminishing available space. It was 
now 4 P.M. and Wasyl asked if maybe we could call it a day ?  I agreed! I was sure by now, 
today, we had walked at least ten miles. It was an enjoyable day and Wasyl an extremely 
amicable guide. One could have spent days here in Lviv, but perhaps another time. It was nice 
back at Wasyl�s. Deep in a comfortable arm chair, drink in hand, for the moment 
contemplating the last three weeks here in Ukraine. I had to get at packing my bags for the last 
time. 
 
The trip home was a contrast in logistics. Outbound via Toronto 
with an eight hour gain in time, but a day and a half in travel. The 
return trip Frankfurt/Calgary gaining eight hours made for one 
long day of travel. We had a taxi ordered to get me to the 
Aeroport in good time, but in Ukraine there is �Passport Control� 
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for LEAVING passengers. I found a waiting area filled wall to wall with outbound passengers 
with huge amounts of carry on bags trying to converge to a single line, the process was slow. I 
thought we were loaded to capacity on take off. The pilot held that 737 down for the longest 
time racing down the runway before allowing what seemed like a laborious lift-off. The 
Frankfurt stopover was uneventful. Nine hours to Calgary over the bleak northern ice cap had 
to  be the  most  boring  flight I had ever taken.  A smooth  touchdown in Calgary, but a 
SURPRISE!  as we pulled up to the terminal. 
 
In the later part of the flight there had been a call over the intercom inquiring �Was there a 
Doctor on board?� There was a passenger not well away up front of this large aircraft. We 
wondered, but heard no more about it. But wait! When stopped at the terminal, as usually 
happens, the majority of the passengers were instantly standing in the aisles clutching their 
carry on luggage and pressing forward. Then the intercom crackled. We were told to please  
return to our seats! Having occupied a window seat, I was still seated. Health Canada officials 
were about to board the flight to examine the sick passenger for a communicable disease. We 
were stranded on board, and if the passenger in question was infected with a communicable 
disease, we would not be able to leave the aircraft. Well! I had a 40 minute connection on Jazz 
for Saskatoon and would yet need to clear customs ".  Mercifully, 20 minutes later Health 
Canada declared the �All clear� and the scramble was on once again with all of us headed 
down the long walk to customs. Surprisingly, clearing customs turned out to be quite routine. 
There were numerous other passengers booked for the Jazz connection so it was held for us 
and we were soon winging our way home through a crisp clear autumn evening sky across the 
brown prairies and the last leg of my journey. 
 
I now look back fondly upon this trip of adventure where I rekindled a contact with family 
and walked upon the ground of my ancestors in the old country. For the Ukraine itself though, 
I have this feeling of deep concern and Deja Vous all over again. 
 
I had just begun my genealogy search in the autumn of 2004. I was pleased at the Ukraine�s 
Declaration of Independence in 1991, but I was concerned that the same old former 
Communists were still deeply entrenched in government, enriching themselves through 
unbrideled corruption and the assasination of a courageous journalist for speaking out. I was 
later elated at the changes brought about  by the citizens participation in the �Orange 
Revolution�.  An unbelievable bloodless achievement for Eastern Europe given Hungary in 
1956, and Prague in 1968. There seemed to be positive progress in 2005, despite the many 
diverse power interests in the Ukrainian Parliament. I was in Ukraine during the split between 
Yuschenko and Julia Timoshenko. Out in the villages the news seemed to create confusion. 
The Orange Revolution had brought them hope for the future, but ten months later nothing of 
substance had changed or filtered down to the villages as yet. The dream of becoming an EU 
member or a member of the WTO was still beyond their grasp, but the population was patient. 
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Ivanivka, a village of 7000 in the Ternopil Oblast enjoyed the convenience of natural gas for 
ten years now.  Used primarily for cooking in practically every home, I saw it used for 
domestic water heating in a few homes with running water and I saw one home with a gas 
fired heater for radiant heating of the home.  During conversation over lunch one day they 
asked about the cost for natural gas use in the home in Canada. They were astounded when I 
quoted $150 per month, the equivalent of 600 Hrivnas ( four months wages). They pay 
approximately 35 Hrivnas! 
 
Thus in 2006, the crisis of the gas war between Russia and Ukraine. 80% of Ukraines natural 
gas consumption is imported from Russia.  Russia, the largest exporter of natural gas while 
exporting 80% of Europe�s consumption at world price via pipline through Ukraine, 
subsidizes natural gas consumption to its own population and industry and in a ploy to get its 
preferred man Yanukovich elected in Kiev in 2004, had signed a contract to continue to 
supply cheap subsidized gas to Ukraine until 2009. The Orange Revolution and Yuschenko�s 
victory changed all that. Now Putin wants the world price for gas, and rightly so. Ukraine can 
not gain trade agreements, (which it needs), unless it is paying the world price for gas like that 
of their hoped for trading partners. Their success in recent times exporting steel and chemicals 
will be sharply curtailed having to pay the world price for gas. Inefficient plants operating on 
cheap gas will have to be upgraded at great cost.  The political problems in parliament 
continue. New mid-term elections take place in March. With all the turmoil in the past few 
months, and the the electorate unhappy with the failed promise of the Orange Revolution, it is 
difficult to be optomistic about the future of Ukraine. As the uncertainty continues, I grieve 
for her!  But it is my sincere hope that the leaders of Ukraine will strive to build a Ukraine that 
can stand proud in the eyes of the world and its people. Mnohya lita! 
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